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Abstract
This document is intended as the NGPaaS Deliverable 4.1 (D4.1) and aims to present the first results
of WP4 on enhancements towards a telco-grade PaaS. The enhancements development is organized
in 4 main frameworks, namely, (i) virtualization framework, (ii) orchestration framework, (iii)
control framework, and (iv) operational framework.
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Executive Summary
The future of industries is defined by the “Economy of Convenience” and the “On demand
Economy”. The convenience to succeed requires choice to react and build more widely,
innovative and faster systems. The platform becomes the foundry for future products. 5G
system, as the first cellular standard to be cloud-native with high performance requirements,
needs to consider a large set of deployment options such as FGPA/x86, private/public cloud...
To support all these configuration varieties in a scalable and unifying manner, we build the
Telco-grade PaaS.
To do that, a set of ‘carrier-grade enhancements’ (‘patches’) must be implemented. These
enhancements are categorised into four areas: the network control, the orchestration, the
virtualisation and operational frameworks. These frameworks offer modular approach to
compose the adequate PaaS according to the use cases defined in the business layer as described
in D2.1.
The modularity in NGPaaS is built on component foundations called Reusable Functional
Blocks (RFB), introduced in 5G-PPP Phase 1 project Superfluidity, where a component is
characterised by an execution environment and metadata. The concept of RFB is re-used and
generalised to the full NGPaaS stack.
At first, NGPaaS virtualisation framework aims at maximizing both performance, portability
and flexibility through specific software and hardware extensions. As for the performance,
FPGA hardware accelerators (preferred to other acceleration mechanisms for their power
consumption and reconfigurability) will be widely deployed to accelerate VNFs and IO
processing (e.g., network, storage, etc.). On the other hand, portability and flexibility are given
by the support of multiple virtualization technologies (Unikernels, virtual machines and
containers), as well as with the development of overlays able to close the gaps between FPGA
vendors' SDKs (Xilinx SDAccel and Intel DCP) and FPGA virtualization technologies that
enable direct hardware accelerators over-commitment.
The heterogeneity further expands to the orchestration framework to support the diverse telco
applications. Here, there is no one orchestration that fits all. On the contrary, multiple
orchestrators are adopted and built-to-order to meet with the available infrastructure as well as
the applications requirements. Still, since the available orchestrators were developed for the IT
applications, some gaps are addressed to better fit the telco applications.
Next, the SDN Controller (SDNC) flexibility and modularity is addressed with the focus on
methods and functions. We analyze the desirable SDNC controller features as per NGPaaS
architectural and functional requirements. This was followed up by an analysis of two main
controllers, namely ONOS and ODL, mapping their functionality and characteristics to those
previously determined as desirable/required. Based on this, it would be possible to select an
SDNC, depending on the needed functional requirements of a specific PaaS, within NGPaaS.
Finally, the NGPaaS operation aims at SLA assurance, reliability and fault mitigation with a
process which is based on few basic steps which include Monitoring (data collection), Analysis
oriented to Anomaly detection and fault localization. Healing subsumes the detection of a
problem which can be achieved by leveraging the monitoring and diagnosys capabilities of the
cloud infrastructure. The proposed architecture shows that the monitoring goals determined by
the NGPaaS Operators are mapped in PaaS blueprints before the PaaS deployment. The
proposed solution follows the paradigm X-as-a-Service, which is at the foundation of the whole
NGPaaS project endeavor. The Monitoring-as-a-Service (MaaS) service, deals with two basic
components which are respectively in charge of the Data Management (DM) and the Data
Collection (probes). The deployment is performed in a flexible way, relying on a set of
strategies which can be applied to different scenarios (no matter if we are dealing with
© NGPaaS 2018
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container-based, VM-based service, etc.) Both the Data Management and the Data Collection
part (namely the set of probes collecting runtime data) are identified and “componentized" as
RFBs which guarantees a logical level of separation that guarantees the needed flexibility.
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1 Introduction
The telecom industry has historically been developed rather independently of computing
evolution, often by defining its own set of industrial standards. One illustration of this hiatus is
the separation between SDN and NFV industries. Telecom has, at best, been considered as the
necessary (dumb) pipe for connecting (useful) distributed workloads. However, with the advent
of digitisation (cars, IoT, Drones, etc.) the whole telecom industry is in the process of being refactored to leverage from the IT industry, and its cloud incarnation.
On the other hand, the cloud, driven by the IT industry, followed characteristics, service and
deployment models (e.g., the NIST definition of cloud computing) that best suits the IT needs.
Accordingly, PaaSs were not designed to address the diverse requirements of the telco industry.
For example, favoring elasticity and rapid scaling, the IT industry ignored (for a while) the telco
need for accelerations and hardware awareness. This was partly solved, e.g., in OpenaStack,
with the telco working group, by adding support for accelerations such as huge pages, CPU
pinning and SR-IOV. However, emerging containers and cloud native orchestration engines
such as Kubernetes has not yet addressed that need. Furthermore, while there are some gaps in
supporting this software accelerations at the orchestration layers, for hardware accelerations
such as FPGA support, there are still major gaps not only in the orchestration layers but also in
the virtualization layer.
Networking is yet another domain where the IT industry is lacking with respect to telco
requirements. Here, the distribution of the telco cloud and the need for multi-domain network
orchestration was not tackled. Furthermore, the integration of SDN and NFV, although largely
discussed in various forums, it is still challenging.
Finally, the operation of the IT cloud is very different from the telco cloud. Typically, in the IT
cloud the software vendor also acts as the operator managing the software for its customers with
full control over the software operation, e.g., Netflix, Gmail, Waze, etc. For example, Netflix
developers have full access to the operational code, and can initiate and control the software
updates. Alternatively, for telco vendors, software upgrade is more challenging as the
operational code is controlled and managed by the operator. Furthermore, typically, availability
and reliability for telco applications are more critical than for traditional applications. That is,
the five nines are a key concept for telco applications. Therefore, gaps and challenges of the
operational aspects include achieving high availability over unreliable software and seamless
gradual software upgrades by expanding, monitoring, feedback, software testing and
verification techniques to virtualization infrastructure and applications in the presence of
frequent upgrades.
Accordingly, NGPaaS first and main objective is to build Telco-grade PaaS, pushing the IT
originated platforms, and particularly the cloud, to fit with the diverge requirements of the Telco
applications. This is the focus of WP4.

1.1 Objective of the document
This document summarizes the work in WP4 targeting at the development of enhancements to
the state of the art towards Telco-grade PaaS. This work leverages from the architecture and use
cases definition of WP2 to identify the existing gaps in today's PaaSs. Then, enhancements are
proposed to address those gaps.
The goal of this document is to (i) describe the identified gaps toward telco-grade PaaS, (ii)
provide the state of art with respect to those gaps, and (iii) propose enhancements or provide
initial thoughts or direction to tackle those gaps. Following the WP tasks structure, the
© NGPaaS 2018
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document considers four frameworks that cover all the domains related to a Telco-PaaS,
namely, the virtualization, orchestration, control and operational frameworks.
Since this is an intermediate WP4 deliverable, this document is not providing a complete
definition of the PaaS enhancements to be developed in NGPaaS; that final view will be
provided in the last WP4 deliverable D4.2. This document covers the work performed in the
NGPaaS WP4 during the first 11 months of the project, i.e., from Month 1 (Jun’17) to Month 11
(Apr’18). However, although this document is focused on the first outcomes that have already
been obtained, it also outlines the future steps that will lead to the final model specification. We
further note that to focus on the enhancements and to keep this document concise, it brings
mainly the state of the art related to the considered enhancements. It does not provide a general
survey of the state of the art for the different frameworks, which can be found in [IR4.1],
[IR4.2] and [IR4.3]. These reports will be made available to the EC and the reviewers.

1.2 Structure of the document
The paper is structured in accordance to the four frameworks considered in WP4, i.e.,
virtualization, orchestration, control and operation frameworks. To ease the read, avoid a long
introduction, and keep focus on the enhancements, the state of the art as well as future steps are
discussed for each research direction, separately.
Accordingly, section 2 discusses he virtualization framework and describes NGPaaS
enhancements in this front. Here, we focus on two main domains, (i) hardware and FPGA
accelerations, and (ii) virtualization optimization.
Section 3 considers the orchestration challenges. Here we consider orchestration challenges for
virtual machines, Unikernels and containers. We further focus on three main opensource
projects, namely, OpenStack, Kubernetes, and Cloud Foundry.
Next, in Section 4 we turn to the control framework. Here, we first derive a comprehensive set
of telco requirements from the SDN controller, analyze existing solutions and identify the gaps.
Then we describe our Network Policy Framework, the prototype of it and the policy
enhancements to ONOS. Finally, we consider the NFV and SDN integration, as well as the
networking between VMs and containers.
Section 5 discusses the orchestration framework, after discussing the related NGPaaS
architecture, enhancements on monitoring, healing, VNF profiling, component upgrade, and
software constraints learning are introduced.
Finally, we conclude the document in section 6.
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2 Virtualization Framework
2.1 Introduction
Hardware accelerators, considered as an important part of the Network Functions Virtualisation
(NFV) Infrastructure, allow to execute some function faster than performing the same function
on a general-purpose central processing unit (CPU) or on a networking device. Their integration
in NFV is defined by the NFV working group in the Interfaces and Architecture ETSI GS NFVIFA 001 document [NFV15] where accelerators life-cycle and operations are specified (lifecycle management, feature discovery and fault tolerance, etc.).
Different type of specific hardware can be used to accelerate workload performance by
offloading the main CPU, such as Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), network
processor, flow processors, Field-programmable gate array (FPGAs), multi-core processors,
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), etc. The NGPaaS activity is focused mainly on FPGA
acceleration because of its flexibility and performance/power efficiency ratio.
This section provides a summary of the work carried out in task 4.1, in relation to the NGPaaS
Virtualization Framework and gives details on the work done since the start of the project as the
following:
•
•
•

Enhancements description of Hardware-accelerated Virtualization solutions developed
in NGPaaS
Optimizations for Virtualization through an enhanced MicroVisor Platform
Exploitation and integration of Hardware Acceleration Libraries in NGPaaS

2.2 Hardware-accelerated Virtualization
2.2.1 State of the art
A field-programmable gate area (FPGA) is an integrated circuit designed to be configured
through a hardware description language (HDL) similar to that used for an application-specific
integrated circuit (ASIC). The HDL description of a hardware function is translated by specific
tools into a bit file (bit-stream) which configures the FPGA to implement the desired hardware
functionality.
As a result, by using FPGAs, developers can design custom hardware accelerators which are
able to achieve higher performance and lower power consumption than general purpose CPU.
FPGA acceleration can be applied to VNFs as well as to any other type of computing. This
hardware acceleration is radically changing the today’s data center computing paradigm, as can
be seen by recent market moves like the announcement of the Amazon F1 Elastic Cloud [AF1],
Intel’s Altera acquisition and emerging products such as the XILINX UltraScale+ MPSoC
[MPSoC].
In data centers, FPGA boards are connected to the processor through a bus such as PCIe, or
Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface (CAPI). The former solution is interesting because it
provides memory coherency between the FPGA and all the system peripherals (CPU, GPU,
etc.), while the latter is the most used solution. Today, FPGA resources can also be integrated in
system on chips (SoC) together with general purpose CPU (as it is the case of UltraScale+
MPSoC and Zynq-7000).
Although FPGAs start to play an important role in NFV environments their capability to
manage and control them from the upper layers of the software stack is inadequate.
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The ambition of NGPaaS is to bring FPGA acceleration to the VNFs (virtual machines,
containers, Unikernels) in NFV environments.
In order to enable an efficient FPGA resources utilization and microservices support, multiple
guests have to be able to share the same hardware accelerator. In the next section different
virtualization frameworks and acceleration solutions that enables those features are described in
detail.

2.2.2 FPGA Virtualization Framework Enhancements
The FPGA Virtualisation Manager (vFPGAmanager) [VFM18] is a VOSYS’ patented
technology [PPR16] that enables FPGA accelerator virtualization supporting partial
reconfiguration and guests direct access to hardware accelerators. Together with accelerators
direct assignment (red, green and orange arrows in Figure 1) to guests, the vFPGAmanager also
supports accelerator sharing through a context management function (orange blocks in Figure
1). This is a key feature to enable acceleration for a high number of guests through over
commitment, as it is the case today with emerging lightweight virtualization techniques and
microservices such as containers and Unikernels. Additionally, by using a Micro Controller Unit
(MCU) softcore processor the vFPGAmanager is able to respond dynamically and in a
programmable way to requests coming from the higher levels of the cloud stack, supporting
management and orchestration of the FPGA accelerators. vFPGAmanager can be implemented
both on FPGAs integrated in System-on-Chips (SoCs) such as Xilinx MPSoC or in boards
plugged into the system via a communication bus (e.g., PCI Express). In the latter case, as
shown in Figure 2, a Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR-IOV) compliant PCIe controller is used
to enable the interaction between the guests running on the general-purpose processor and the
accelerators. The binding between accelerators and guests is established at runtime by a context
manager, which enables accelerator isolation through a set of banked registers used to
save/restore the guest contexts. These operations are orchestrated by the MCU which
implements the hypervisor communication control plane (accelerators context management,
control, etc.). The data plane, on the other hand, is managed by a DMA core and by a specific
interconnect which provides accelerators communication with the VNFs and with each other
[PPR16].
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Figure 1: vFPGAmanager functional block diagram

In NGPaaS the implementation of the vFPGAmanager introduced previously will be extended
to support orchestrated acceleration allocation for virtual machines, Unikernels and containers.
To accomplish this, we are implementing vFPGAmanager Framework extensions to provide a
programmable interface allowing to decode and execute commands that arrive from the
VIM/host system, as well as a number of software components (e.g., host and paravirtualized
guest
drivers
to
expose
the
accelerators
capabilities
to
the
VNFs,
hypervisor/container/Unikernel related extensions, a mediated device-based approach, DMA
drivers, etc) which then enable the Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM) to instantiate
accelerated VNFs. In the following sections we give more details on FPGA Virtualization and
on a communication mechanism where are presented how the host and the FPGA keep track of
the status on the FPGA partitions.

2.2.2.1
vFPGA manager mediated device-based
approach
In NGPaaG the vFPGAmanager SR-IOV based Virtual Function (VF) will be paravirtualized
using the existing “mdev” framework in Linux Kernel (4.10+) as shown on Figure 2. This
approach will require the implementation of an extension to the PCIe registration driver of our
FPGA virtualization framework which will be a kernel module that will help register our FPGA
device into the mdev framework. This new kernel module will implement several callback
functions such as create/remove etc. that will help to create or remove multiple slices, called
vFPGA instances, from the same VF. The user will then be able to create or remove multiple
instances of the same VF which will then appear as individual PCIe devices into the host
userspace.
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Figure 2: vFPGAmanager paravirtualization software extension

The VNFs can then connect to each vFPGA mdev device via Virtual Function I/O (VFIO) and
can access the device after loading the device specific vendor driver into the Guest kernel space.
For some parts of the device, the VNFs will experience a direct passthrough which will result in
maximum performance whereas access to some parts will be trapped and need to be emulated
(eg. PCIe BARs). The mdev core along with the new kernel module will act as a mediator to
schedule the emulated parts on the actual device to ensure safe usage of the device and avoid
data corruption.
The count of available instances for each VF will appear inside the device sysfs file system path
which will indicate the maximum number of vFPGA mdev instances that the user can create. In
this way, the mdev based extension coupled with SR-IOV will help to maximize the efficiency
of resource consumption of the underlying PCIe FPGA device while offering the same
performance.

2.2.2.2

vFPGAmanager Hardware Extensions

In NGPaaS the vFPGAmanager DMA, MCU and Context Management hardware IPs, will be
extended to expose to each paravirtualized VNF (see Section 2.2.5) two DMA engines, one for
each communication direction and a context register space of the attached accelerator. This way
each VNFs will have its own engines and accelerator context as depicted on Figure 3.
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Figure 3: VirtManager DMA and Context extension

Each SRIOV VF, in the FPGA, will expose different DMA engines and context register spaces
to the VF user space DMA driver. To achieve that, the arbiter component will allow each engine
and context to be allocated to a specific VNF using an address offset attributed to each VNF
during their deployment phase. As detailed in Figure 3, each VNF will be capable to configure
DMA engine descriptors and accelerator context (Green and Orange register). Then the
orchestrator component (pink component on Figure 3) will integrate quality of service (QoS)
policy to orchestrate DMA engines PCIe transfer execution. Each DMA engine exposes an
accelerator interface that will be then routed to the accelerator by a switch interconnect
controlled from the vFPGAmanager MCU.

2.2.2.3

FPGA Communication Mechanism

An infrastructure will be developed to manage accelerators from the compute node (e.g.
OpenStack Nova, OpenStack Cyborg [OCB18]). It provides a communication channel (purple
arrows on Figure 4) that goes from the highest level of the orchestration stack (VIM), to the
vFPGAmanager MCU. This interface exposes to the VIM the control and status registers
accessible through a custom PCIe driver used to send commands, receive acknowledgements
and configure accelerators.
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Figure 4: vFPGAmanager - Communication mechanism extension

Specifically, this vFPGAmanager mechanism extension provides communication functionality
with the host side through software running on the internal MCU. The software that runs inside
the MCU provides a set of commands that are utilized from the VIM for remote orchestration,
virtualization framework control and resource monitoring. The variety and number of
commands can be easily expanded in the software run by the MCU.
In next sub-sections it is explained the flow of the commands between the host and the FPGA
together with the internal structure of the vFPGAmanager communication mechanism.
In section 2.2.2.3.1 it is explained the flow of the communication between the host and the
FPGA. Then Section 2.2.2.3.2 shows how the information is decomposed and stored in memory
and the technique used to be able to retrieve the information swiftly, alongside arguments
behind the choice of the storage technique.
2.2.2.3.1

Communication mechanism commands

To execute a command the host system writes it alongside its arguments, on a small block of
memory inside the FPGA and then triggers an interrupt to the MCU. (Figure 5 shows the flow
of the command). A command is then decoded and executed by the MCU. Depending on the
command type it will update the FPGA status table and send feedback to the host. The list of
commands provided from the FPGA MCU are: attach/detach VM ID, change the VM ID
priority, migrate a VM/accelerator ID, reset the partition status tables and more.
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Figure 5: vFPGAmanager command flow

For example, a host can request VM to be attached to a partition of the FPGA. The MCU
decode and proceed to satisfy the request by managing the FPGA partitions, providing a virtual
function and establishing a virtual link between a VM and an accelerator.
Commands are part of the Orchestration API (see Figure 5) and enable a framework (e.g.
OpenStack Cyborg) to establish a connection and retrieve information regarding the status of
the FPGA and deploy accelerators on it. This flexibility allows vFPGAmanager to be ported to
different platforms and it also abstracts the user from underlying details of the FPGA
organization.
2.2.2.3.2

Communication mechanism status internal structure

Whenever a request is performed to attach or detach a VM to an accelerator the data need to be
saved in memory for reference both of the host and the FPGA. This way the host and the FPGA
have the knowledge of the current connections and status of the FPGA. The tracked information
is: VMs connected to VFs, VFs connected to VMs, VFs connected on an FPGA partition and
the accelerator ID inside that partition. Same information is tracked in the host to avoid a timeconsuming task of having to retrieve the status from either the host or the FPGA. Information
are managed in a balanced AVL trees which provide dynamic storage and fast retrieval times. A
representation of the contents of this tree is displayed in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Communication mechanism status internal structure

The formation of trees is accomplished by stitching together data (VM ID and Accelerator ID)
from the orchestrator request (orange parts in Figure 6) and data (FPGA Partition and VF ID)
provided from the FPGA MCU (green parts in Figure 6).
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2.2.3 MicroVisor FPGA Acceleration
The MicroVisor is a hypervisor platform, which is introduced in section 2.3.2 with more details.
The MicroVisor has been architected to ensure that storage and network IO processing is
optimised to provide the highest possible performance. In pursuit of this goal, a further
optimisation step is introduced through the addition of an acceleration unit that can remove as
much processing load from the host processor as possible. The FPGA-based IO acceleration
solution is developed for offloading both network and storage packet processing tasks from the
host processor. The FPGA solution is based on the Fidus Sidewinder card which includes a
Xilinx Ultrascale+ FPGA processor with dual 100Gbit Ethernet interfaces and dual slots for
NVMe flash storage attached to the card. The MicroVisor integration for this card enables
collaborative processing of IO where the hypervisor paravirtual device handler backend applies
a header to the payload to signal processing data to the FPGA, but the FPGA is then responsible
for copying, mirroring and reading/writing the data to the NVMe device. In this manner, the
FPGA remains stateless across packets, but it is able to handle all the processor-intensive work
associated with memory copying, and communicating with the IO interfaces.
With the addition of an FPGA card with its own flash storage and network interface resources
the IO processing, in particular, the storage IO handling can be moved entirely into the fast path
of the FPGA. The benefits of this approach result in faster throughput and lower latency, in
particular, around the cost of mirroring data and copying packets between different endpoints
for replication or resynchronisation of data. Furthermore, the processing load required to
manage fast IO to the NVMe flash device is also removed from the host processor and handled
entirely in the FPGA fastpath.
As part of the NGPaaS project, we will develop a more generic interface to hardware NIC
functions to allow seamless transition between a pure software-based VIF as presented to a VM
and a hardware-assisted Virtual Function to allow mobility of network services across
infrastructure while still taking advantage of the hardware acceleration benefits for performance.
Such flexibility at the Hypervisor level is critical to building production quality Virtualised
Network Function systems.

Figure 7: FPGA Acceleration on MicroVisor

2.2.3.1
Runtime Configurability for Network Storage
Acceleration
The FPGA acceleration technology provides an embedded inline packet processing and virtual
storage programmable datapath. In the MicroVisor FPGA implementation the distributed
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volume management layer required to aggregate physical storage drives across a cluster of hosts
is runtime configurable in the FPGA device in order to handle NVMe device IO in the fastpath
of the FPGA fabric. A small controller runs on the embedded ARM cores provided by the
FPGA to manage access to virtualised resources, handle failover between physical copies of the
data and to handle functions such as backup and cloning of data above the fast datapath.

Figure 8: Elements in Storage FPGA ATAoE Optimized Datapath (AoE Request direction)

Figure 9: Elements in Storage FPGA ATAoE Optimized Datapath (AoE Response
direction)

2.2.3.2

Benchmark against stock Xen/KVM

There is no other solution that directly compares to the MicroVisor cross stack virtualisation and
hardware FPGA acceleration offloading logic. In NGPaaS project we plan to compare the
general performance of unaccelerated stock KVM and Xen vs the integrated MicroVisor
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platform. The particular metrics that we measure are access latency for both the local path and
the remote path, as well as both network and storage throughput against the same exact server
platforms and flash storage drives.
The results of benchmarking will be available in the future deliverables.

2.2.3.3

Case Study of Hardware Acceleration

In the context of the NFV evaluation in the NGPaaS project we are focusing on network
performance of the Telco PaaS use cases. We will measure the performance benefits of running
the Fortinet firewall NFV instance on the MicroVisor platform. The same benchmark on the
KVM hypervisor with the same exact hardware will be performed and compared with
MicroVisor platform with and without the FPGA acceleration unit to evaluate the storage and
network performance gain.

2.2.4 Container offloading on FPGA
2.2.4.1

FPGA Micro-services

Container based micro-services architecture has shown great benefits on software as it is
flexible, scalable, modular and easy to deploy. As FPGA acceleration starts to be available on
cloud infrastructures, it is important to find a way to efficiently use those FPGAs.
In the acceleration context, FPGAs are usually dedicated to one specific task, where there is no
flexibility, no dynamic deployment and where the FPGA is not efficiently used (not full, not
used all the time).
Thus, we are proposing a container offloading architecture on FPGA, where container based
micro-services can be accelerated on FPGAs. To fully use the FPGA, several containers should
be able to use FPGA resources independently.
As FPGA partial reprogrammation is not yet available on cloud offerings (AWS F1 or Intel
DCP), we propose to have static FPGA image containing several accelerators. In a future step,
when cloud offering will support partial reprogrammation, accelerators will be dynamically
loaded.

2.2.4.2

Docker FPGA Container adaptation

To enable Docker container offload on FPGA, a plugin architecture is proposed. This
accelerator-container plugin will enable deployment of hardware accelerated applications into
docker containers.
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Figure 10: Docker FPGA Container adaptation

2.2.4.3

Dockerfile environment variables

The Dockerfile will contain environment variables defining the acceleration resources needed
by the container.
•

ACCELERATOR_DEVICES: comma separated list of accelerator devices to be made
accessible inside the container. Each device may be defined by :
- pci bus:device.function identifier,
- fpga driver slot index 0, 1, ...
The special value `"all"` will attach all available accelerator devices.
Ex : ENV ACCELERATOR_DEVICES "06:00.0"

•

ACCELERATOR_FUNCTIONS: expected acceleration function(s) provided by the
device(s). If only one function name is provided, all devices should contain this
function. If a list of function names is provided, first function is associated to first
device, second function to second device, ...

Ex : ENV ACCELERATOR_FUNCTIONS nlb0
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2.2.4.4

Docker integration

To instantiate a new container, the docker client forwards the request to the docker daemon
(dockerd). The daemon relies then on the « runc » runtime process to spawn the container.
« runc », maintained by the Open Containers Initiative (OCI), is a tool for spawning and running
containers according to the OCI specification. This specification defines the « runc » interface
comprising the root FS path and 2 json files for configuration and runtime settings.
The configuration specification supports hooks for configuring custom actions related to the
lifecycle of the container:
•
•
•

Prestart: called after the start operation is called but before the user-specified program
command is executed.
Poststart: called after the user-specified process is executed but before the start
operation returns.
Poststop: called after the container is deleted but before the delete operation returns.

Figure 11: Docker runc

The accelerator-container plugin needs to customize the container before it gets started, so the
plugin should be interfaced to Docker through a prestart hook.
As the docker daemon does not manage the OCI specs hooks yet (ie there is no way to configure
these hooks), the solution is to patch the runc program with the static addition of the acceleratorcontainer hook to the list of prestart hooks. So the plugin will be made of 3 components :
•
•
•

accelerator-container-runtime: the patched runc program which will be used as docker
runtime instead of runc.
accelerator-container-runtime-hook: the hook program called by the runtime each time
it starts a container.
accelerator-container-runtime-tool: the C program called by the hook implements all
the container customization.

Figure 12: Docker runc patched

Configure new runtime into Docker daemon config /etc/docker/daemon.json
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2.2.4.5

Loading of function bitstream

For each requested device, the runtime tool checks whether the accelerator already contains the
expected function, otherwise it loads automatically the function bitstream to the accelerator
device based on the acceleration.json.

2.2.4.6

Container setup

This shows the steps for the runtime tool to customize the container.
•
•
•
•
•

Attach devices node
Mount bind device node special file from host FS to container FS
Limit memory usage resources
Mount host directories
Attach host libraries

2.2.5 Agnostic framework for FPGA acceleration in the Cloud
As FPGA acceleration is starting to deploy in the cloud, several cloud providers have developed
their own custom solutions. In this section, we will describe the FPGA acceleration in the cloud
ecosystem and specify the requirements for an agnostic framework which would enable
seamless deployment on any cloud provider.

2.2.5.1

FPGA acceleration in the Cloud ecosystem

Currently, FPGA acceleration is mostly done on discrete FPGA chips. There should be a new
generation of FPGA directly packaged with server grade CPU (on package Xeon+FPGA). There
are two major FPGA chips manufacturer that have the acceleration market:
•

Intel (Stratix V, Arria 10, Stratix 10)

•

Xilinx (Kintex/Virtex Ultrascale/Ultrascale+)

Several major cloud service providers have launched a public offering of FPGA acceleration on
their servers. They have also developed IP markets for FPGA accelerators. Allowing their
customers to use FPGA acceleration without any FPGA development skills.
•

Amazon EC2 F1 (Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+)

•

OVH (RunAbove Lab) (Intel Arria 10 GX)

•

Microsoft Azure (Intel Stratix V, Arria 10, Stratix 10)

•

IBM SuperVessel (experimental) (Kintex UltraScale)

•

Alibaba Cloud (Intel Arria 10 GX)

•

Nimbix (Intel Arria 10 GX

•

Huawei (Xilinx Virtex UltraScale+)

FPGA acceleration service providers have developed a framework to ease the use of FPGAs on
their servers. They mostly rely on FPGA vendor tools (automatized with scripts or custom GUI)
and custom APIs. Other frameworks are developed by companies with specific expertise on
HLS or domain specific applications. Finally, FPGA vendors are providing FGPA acceleration
frameworks for their FPGAs.
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•

Intel

•

Xilinx (Vivado HLS, SDx)

•

Amazon (HDK/SDK)

•

Openstack fpga-nova (Xeon + Intel FPGA)

•

IBM OpenPower CAPI (Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface) for Power8 chips

•

Accelize (Quickplay)

•

Falcon Computing (Xilinx/Intel)

FPGA boards’ manufacturers have developed specific boards with PCI-e interfaces and a form
factor compatible with servers for FPGA acceleration use. New boards should come to market
soon with Xeon+FPGA connected by UPI (UltraPath Interconnect). Some boards support also
the interface CAPI (Coherent Accelerator Processor Interface).
•

Bittware

•

Nallatech

•

Netcope

•

Alpha Data

•

COTS

•

Semptian

2.2.5.2

Agnostic framework requirements

As explained in the previous section, the FPGA acceleration ecosystem is heterogeneous. But as
an acceleration provider or as an application provider, we want to be able to develop once and
deploy on any FPGA cloud infrastructure. Therefore, we suggest to specify an agnostic
framework which will be used as a standard ovelay on any specific FPGA acceleration
framework.
There are mainly two types of FPGA infrastructures, one with Intel FPGAs, supporting Intel
DCP Framework and one with Xilinx FPGAs, supporting SDAccel Framework.
Consequently, the agnostic framework should wrap Intel DCP and SDAccel interfaces to a
common interface on FPGA side (Shell wrapper) and on the software side (API wrapper).
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Figure 13: FPGA Agnostic Framework

2.3 Optimisations for Virtualization
It’s significant to provide the virtualization technologies with high performance and portability
for the telco-grade PaaS offering services like Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs), which
require low latency, high throughput and high availability support. Within the scope of NGPaaS
the MicroVisor will be utilised as one virtualisation technology approach that is an alternative to
Xen and KVM. The MicroVisor platform is a lightweight virtualisation host system that is
optimised to process network and storage IO extremely efficiently. The MicroVisor platform is
targeted for the fastest IO performance possible across both the software and the hardware
stack. The MicroVisor given its light-weight, distributed architecture makes it ideal for edgeclouds, where the resources may be more constrained than standard central cloud servers.
Another feature that makes the MicroVisor attractive for NGPaaS is that it has been designed to
work on both Intel and ARM hardware and as such can virtualise resources on both types of
hardware platform.

2.3.1 State of the Art
Virtualization of server hardware is a commonly used practice to provide scalable resource
management and it is essentially the enabling technology for cloud computing. There are many
benefits of virtualizing hardware resources, primarily to enable efficient resource sharing (CPU,
memory, NICs) across a multi-tenant platform hosting a variety of Operating Systems (OSes). A
Hypervisor (HV) or virtual machine monitor (VMM) is a piece of software that creates,
manages and runs Virtual Machines (VMs). Each VM presents an isolated environment for
booting a standard Operating System (OS) kernel and running applications within that OS
virtual container. The computer on which a hypervisor is running one or more VMs is defined
as the host machine, while each VM is called a guest machine.
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The Hypervisor presents the guest operating systems with a virtual operating platform and
manages the execution of the guest operating systems. In addition to commonly deployed
commercial hypervisors such as VMware, there are two dominant open-source hypervisor
platforms: Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) and the Xen Hypervisor. These two platforms
have matured support for established Intel x86 architecture chipsets and are both making fast
advances towards mature support for ARM architecture hardware.
In contrast to the KVM Hypervisor platform, the Xen Hypervisor provides a true Type I
Hypervisor. That is to say that the Hypervisor layer runs directly on the bare-metal hardware,
managing guest OS instances directly above it. There is not any host operating system required
and in this way the Type I architecture is considered to be a minimal, high performance shim. In
parallel to the virtualized guest systems running on the Type I Hypervisor, traditional Xen
systems utilize a Control domain, known as Dom0, which has privileged access to the
hypervisor and is responsible for various tasks including; administering guest virtual machines,
managing resource allocation for guests, providing drivers for directly attached hardware, and
offering network communication support. Guest Virtual Machines (DomUs) do not typically
have direct access to real hardware, and thus all guest domain network and storage
communication is managed through paravirtual device drivers hosted in the Control domain
(Dom0), which in turn handles safe resource access through multiplexing the physical hardware.

Figure 14: Current Xen Architectural Design

The Control domain boots immediately after the Xen Hypervisor and provides a management
platform for the physical hardware and virtual machine resources running on the server. The
control domain is responsible for managing the Xenbus communication channel which is
primarily used to signal virtual device information to a guest. It also manages the physical
memory pool which is shared across virtual machines, as well as signalling to the hypervisor
what the physical to virtual CPU mapping should be per VM, including features such as the
CPU scheduler algorithm. The control domain provides userspace tools to signal to the
Hypervisor via defined Hypercall interfaces the management of guest domains. A userspace
application can start/stop/suspend/resume a guest as well as migrate the live state of the guest to
another physical hypervisor in order to continue execution.
For every guest VM paravirtualized device that is active, there is a corresponding driver in the
control domain that allocates resources and handles the communication ring over which virtual
IO requests are transmitted. The control domain is then responsible for mapping those IO
requests onto the physical hardware devices behind them such as ethernet frames over a NIC, or
block IO requests to an iSCSI block device. The drivers, known as frontend (guest-side) and
backend (Dom0-side), are implemented using ring buffers between Dom0 and the associated
DomU PV device instance.
For accessing data and communicating values over Xenbus, the Dom0 userspace OS
implements a key/value Filesystem-like interface called XenStore. It is managed by a userspace
daemon called Xenstored and allows userspace applications to access fields and communicate
information to/from any guest hosted on the physical server. It is used for configuration and
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status information of different guest virtual machines. It is accessible with access restrictions to
relevant data only from all domains. Xenstore is allocated by the kernel driver of xenbus at the
initialization process (xenbus probe).

2.3.2 MicroVisor Platform
There are a couple of reasons motivating improvements and changes to the traditional
architecture of the Xen hypervisor. Firstly, Xen architecture leads to a situation where sending
all the requests from guest domains through a central, core domain, Dom-0, itself becomes a
bottleneck that affects the performance. Thus, the network performance in such a system is
limited, due to context switches to the control domain (dom0) that handles the network packet
switching for all VMs. Secondly, network function virtualization is increasingly being handled
on commodity hardware as individual worker VMs to provide enhanced network packet
filtering, middlebox functionality and packet forwarding. A new model is required to enhance
this architecture by making the packet forwarding layer as fast as possible, with slow path
network functions offloaded to separate processing engines (SDN Network Function
Virtualisation model). To address these limitations of the current Xen architecture, a new
optimized approach called “MicroVisor” was proposed and developed by OnApp.
The MicroVisor therefore removes the centralised Dom-0 model and instead passes the logic
and control to a higher-level software tool that can then communicate with the guests. The core
idea behind our approach is to remove any dependency on a local control domain (dom0) for
virtual machine setup, booting and resource allocation and instead move this generic
functionality into the Xen hypervisor layer itself, which is depicted in the Figure 15. To ensure
that control logic is handled efficiently and quickly, raw Ethernet frames are sent between
guests and this avoids TCP/IP overhead, which has a profound effect when sending and
receiving low-size block requests across the network. One of the issues of moving to a
controller-less approach is that this then means that the drivers, which were part of the control
domain now need to be moved to another part of the HyperVisor. In the MicroVisor we
implement this by creating driver domains that are light-weight Mini-OS style domains that
have access to the drivers and the underlying hardware. Each piece of hardware will have at
least one driver domain associated with it that the guests then communicate with for accessing
the physical resources.

Figure 15: The traditional Xen vs MicroVisor architecture, showing guest domUs, the
network hardware control and driver management and packet forwarding handling.
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2.3.2.1

MicroVisor Platform Enhancements

Some low-level improvements to the existing IO handling logic in the MicroVisor that are
planned in the NGPaaS project are the addition of a full zero copy packet forwarding
mechanism between network function service domains and the physical network paths through
careful handling of shared guest and Hypervisor memory as well as interaction with the
hardware DMA engines of the supported NICs. This effort will help to reduce access and
transmission latency for network packets whilst also significantly reducing CPU overhead.
Ultimately, micro-improvements such as this will contribute towards building the fastest packet
forwarding hypervisor platform suitable for virtualising Network Functions.
In order to support network functions that have real-time constraints such as network edge
Cloud-RAN functions, it is necessary to provide the ability to configure real-time scheduling
policies across any physical CPU cores that host virtual CPU cores presented to the real-time
OS. We intend to add more configurability and control of scheduling policy for pools of CPU
cores.
The goal in NGPaaS is to optimise and configure the MicroVisor platform to achieve the lowest
packet forwarding latency across a chained set of functions. The comparison platforms will be
the most common open source hypervisors KVM and Xen with possible evaluation of the
platform against commercial products such as VMWare ESX and Microsoft Hyper-V if there is
sufficient time and the third-party product licensing terms permit such evaluations and
publication of results.
Some commercial network function products depend on the Microsoft Windows OS as the
underlying platform. The MicroVisor does not currently have support for HVM windows
guests, so we intend to add optimised Microsoft Windows support to the MicroVisor platform to
support such functions.
We will also focus on enabling other smart SR-IOV capable NIC devices to dynamically map
hardware Virtual Functions to chained network functions where it is necessary to bypass the
software virtual IO stack and send/receive packets directly via the hardware NIC interface. This
requires further implementation of the lightweight Software Defined Network encapsulation
framework to add support for hardware-assisted VLAN encapsulation.
Provisioning and deployment time for chained Network Functions on OpenStack is slow due to
the design and implementation of the multitude of tools and services that must be involved. In
NGPaaS we are planning to continue work to optimise and speed up the interface between
OpenStack and the Hypervisor (MicroVisor) infrastructure in order to make OpenStack more
scalable and faster. This includes fast instantiation time of VM instances by the MicroVisor tool
stack, moving decisions about workload placement out to the MicroVisor underlying API agent
and presenting pooled resources to the OpenStack controller as aggregate units. The resource
pooling concept was first introduced into the MicroVisor platform during the EuroServer project
when the UNIMEM remote memory access via hardware framework was developed.

2.3.2.2

Paravirtualized device IO acceleration on MV

The concept of device paravirtualization was first introduced in the Xen platform a number of
years ago before it became a mainstream virtualisation concept. The idea is that faster IO
throughput can be achieved if the guest VM is aware that it is virtualised and can cooperate with
the host, particularly in mapping and managing memory. This means that the guest sees only a
pure virtualised device (virtual NIC, virtual Block device etc..) and it is up to the virtual device
host to translate virtual IO requests into real physical device requests. This translation can often
be expensive on a virtualisation host and leads to overhead and loss of performance to a guest
VM.
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The MicroVisor platform focuses on significantly removing the overhead of device IO
processing for a guest VM. By mapping the host side paravirtual IO support logic in the VMM
layer directly the MicroVisor platform can remove much of the overhead incurred in virtualising
IO access to physical resources. Figure 16 shows the results which illustrate the benefits of this
architectural approach for raw measurements of inter-VM throughput and latency measured on
the same hardware for MicroVisor vs KVM technology.

Figure 16: The results of inter-VM throughput and latency for MicroVisor and KVM.

Figure 17 shows the benchmark data results which illustrate the virtualisation vs bare hardware
performance using the same hardware NIC and host server platform for the MicroVisor vs stock
Xen.

Figure 17: The results of one-way latency for SW-only MicroVisor in comparison with
stock Xen and MicroVisor with SR-IOV virtual function mapping.

2.4 Hardware Acceleration Libraries
Design productivity has been an issue for software application developers who want to
accelerate their applications using hardware accelerators. The traditional FPGA design and
validation process is very slow and complicated as compared to the software application design
process. The requirement of hardware design expertise has restricted the adoption of FPGAs for
the software application acceleration. Therefore, there is a need to separate roles of software and
hardware developers to encourage the use of FPGAs for the acceleration of applications running
in cloud. In NGPaaS, we try to simplify the process of hardware accelerator provisioning and
use by exploiting overlays. In future, we will be targeting academic conferences to publish the
outcome of our work in relation to FPGA overlays.
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An FPGA overlay is a technique that introduces a layer of abstraction over the fine-grained
physical resources, such as LUTs, flip-flops, and DSP etc. [SL16]. The idea of using an overlay
is to create more user-friendly FPGA accelerators which can be easily instantiated and utilized
from the user-application using application programmable interfaces (APIs). Overlays also
result in design portability, so that the same design can be targeted towards devices
manufactured by different vendors exploiting a common abstraction layer provided by the
overlay. All these factors could enable widespread adoption of FPGAs to accelerate network
functions running in datacenters.
Within scope of NGPaaS, we view an overlay/ hardware library as a reconfigurable design that
can be used to accelerate virtual functions. These overlays can be loaded dynamically to the
FPGA in a way we use software libraries, e.g. encryption accelerator to accelerate the VPN
service. We will focus on the development of a cryptographic overlay which can be loaded to
accelerate the encryption/decryption functionality in a Teleco-PaaS. The steps involved in the
overlay design process is explained in section 2.4.2.

2.4.1 State of the art
The idea of abstracting the physical details of FPGAs for improving design productivity has
been around for some time. With the addition of a new logical layer, the user-application is now
developed targeting this intermediate layer without worrying about the physical details of the
FPGA device underneath as shown in Figure 18. Based on the amount of physical details being
abstracted, overlays are mainly categorized into three types –namely, virtual FPGAs (vFPGAs),
processor type overlays, and course-grained reconfiguration array (CGRA) [SL16]. A vFPGA is
similar to the physical FPGA but features relatively coarse-grained configurable elements, e.g.,
each LUT (look-up table) in ZUMA overlay is made up of 40 physical LUTs [BL12]. The
relatively coarse-grained configurable fabric allows easier and faster implementation.

Figure 18: Illustration of different layers involved in application development using FPGA
Overlays

The processor-like overlays consist of one or more soft-core processor built on the FPGA fabric.
The advantage of building processor on a configurable fabric is that soft-processors are
customizable according to the application needs, unlike general-purpose processors and GPUs,
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e.g. many aspects of Xilinx Microblaze2 processors can be configured like cache size, pipeline
depth, and memory management unit etc.
CGRA is the most popular type of overlay which consists of a 2D array of processing elements
(PEs) and reconfigurable interconnection between the neighbours as illustrated in the Figure 1.
A processing element (PE) is a coarse-grained block capable of performing higher level
arithmetic operations like addition, subtraction, and/or multiplication (like an Arithmetic Logic
Unit (ALU)). Based on the amount of logic resources available, CGRA can be implemented in
two ways—namely, time-multiplexed (TM) and spatially-configured (SC) overlays. In TMCGRA, the computation logic of an overlay is changed every clock cycle according to the
current operation being executed inside each PE. To run a different application, the overlay is
configured by placing a new sequence of operations is placed in PEs instruction ROM [LNS15].
However, in the case of SC-CGRA, each PE’s functionality is fixed during the course of
application resulting in full-pipelined data-path with better throughput than TM-CGRA,
although consuming more FPGA resources [JMF16].
Due to the increasing interest developing around FPGA overlays, Xilinx has released the
PYNQ3 (Python Productivity for Zynq) framework. In reference to PYNQ, overlays are generic
FPGA hardware designs which simply the software application acceleration by using software
APIs and design abstractions. With PYNQ, the programmable logic (PL) is presented as a
hardware library or an overlay to the application.
The overlay can be accessed through a Python API without knowing the details of the hardware.
This allows clean separation of hardware and software concerns. The hardware designer is
responsible for designing the overlay and software programmer can readily use the overlay to
accelerate its applications using PYNQ libraries.

2.4.2 Overlay design process
As discussed previously, overlays have been researched for some time but they have not yet
been used to provide acceleration for the applications running in a virtualized environment. In
NGPaaS, overlays will be utilized to provide acceleration to network functions running inside
Docker containers. The main motivation of using overlays in NGPaaS is the ease with which
accelerators could be provisioned and used by software programmers. The steps involved in the
generation and provisioning of VNF accelerators using FPGA overlays are shown in Figure 19.
An overlay (hardware library) targeting a class of applications is first designed in the Vivado
design environment, e.g., DSP overlay for RAN acceleration is designed using a number of
multipliers to accelerate the FFT operation. An overlay could be designed from the scratch or
can be based on the pre-implemented overlay designs and IPs (intellectual property). The design
productivity is enhanced by re-using the pre-optimized overlay designs. To allow the
customization of the overlay at the runtime, a designer should allow the programmability of IP
blocks used in the overlay, e.g., a cryptographic acceleration overlay should allow changing the
key used for en/decryption by writing into memory-mapped registers of the cryptographic
accelerator. Overlay design is then synthesized and implemented to generate a bitstream using
Vivado tools. The generated bitstream is finally exported along with a Python API.
To use an overlays API requests are inserted in the user-application code to instantiate the
overlay and access IPs on the FPGA as shown in Figure 19(b).

2

https://www.xilinx.com/products/intellectual-property/microblazecore.html

3

https://pynq.readthedocs.io/en/v2.0/
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The user application simply writes data to the FPGA accelerator and reads from it using PYNQ
Python libraries. In the background, data is transferred from the DDR3 memory to the
accelerator, where it is processed and transferred back to the memory. The copying of data
to/from accelerator is enabled by a DMA IP block which manages transfers between DDR3
memory and FPGA accelerator without involving the SOC's hard ARM processor. The runtime
reconfiguration of the overlay could be done from the user-application by performing memorymapped input output (MMIO) operations on control registers of accelerator’s IPs.
The provisioning of FPGA accelerators using overlays is very easy and simple as compared to
traditional FPGA design methods which are very slow, complex and highly dependent on
vendor tools. Moreover, roles of hardware and software developers are separated now, which
lets VNF developers to focus on the software design and use overlays like an accelerator library.
The design of an overlay is left to the hardware designer who has more intimate knowledge of
the hardware implementation process.

Figure 19: Steps involved in VNF acceleration at (a) hardware designer side and (b)
software programmer side using PYNQ overlays.

Overlays can be further combined with FPGA partial reconfiguration (PR) technique to provide
runtime configuration of FPGA more flexibly. The user-application can dynamically configure
different PR regions on the FPGA simply using API calls, which otherwise requires specific
vendor tools along with hardware expertise [JZH17].
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3 Orchestration Framework
3.1 Introduction
The work carried on the orchestration framework aims at closing the gaps of existing
orchestration solutions in handling heterogeneity in different levels. That is, supporting multiple
types of virtualized workloads, namely, virtual machines, Unikernels, and containers, in
multiple distributed sites and with multiple tenants.
In the following sub-sections, we discuss the gaps and describes enhancement for bridging those
gaps and pushing the state of the art. Specifically, we start with OpenStack and suggests
enhancements to its placement scheme to reduce the VM instantiation time dramatically. This
facilitates Unikernels placement within OpenStack without compromising the low instantiation
delays obtained with Unikernels. For Unikernels, we further investigate the instantiation and
orchestration via MicroVisor. Then, we turn to containerized workloads. Here we consider two
leading foundations, namely, the CNCF with Kubernetes at its core, and cloud foundry. For
each, we identify gaps in handling performance/networking demanding applications (NFV
applications) and provide means for extending both Kubernetes and Cloud Foundry (e.g.,
adding support for huge pages). Finally, we discuss extensions to the NFV MANO to support
containers and, in particular, Kubernetes.

3.2 Enhancements to OpenStack
3.2.1 Accelerating VM and Unikernels placement
VMs placement on hosts in the cloud and existing resource management algorithms, performed
e.g., by OpenStack, assume full knowledge of the system’s state. For large clusters, attaining the
system’s state creates bottlenecks and therefore it takes a long time to deploy network
functionalities. This becomes even more critical once handling VMs off small footprint and
particularly Unikernels. In this case, placement decision time may take a significant portion of
the total deployment time., which was reduced dramatically by the minimization of the
unikernel size.
Intuitively, placement can be accelerated if the resource management algorithm operates on a
cached system state which is not entirely up to date, but the placement quality may suffer.
The following introduces a new cache refresh method that aims at up to 5x reduction in
placement time with only a slight degradation of quality compared to having the complete and
up to date system’s state.

3.2.1.1

Placement in OpenStack

In OpenStack, Compute resources are managed by a project called Nova. Nova is also
responsible for the entire process between a placement request and a deployed VM. This
includes creating the VM, attaining the system’s state, making a placement decision, and
deploying the VM on the selected host.
Placement decisions are at the heart of Nova, and its scheduler is composed of three stages: a
State stage, a Filter stage and a Weight stage as illustrated in Figure 20. In the State stage, the
scheduler obtains a snapshot of the resource available in all hosts. This state includes free CPUs,
as well as free memory and disk space. In the Filter stage, the scheduler goes over all of the
available hosts and outputs only the hosts that have enough resources to accommodate the
requested VM. In the Weighting stage, it grades all filtered hosts and then selects the highest
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graded one to accommodate the new VM. This enables users to customize the scheduler to their
needs. Nova offers multiple scheduling algorithms that differ from each other in their State
stage. Specifically, the Filter scheduler offered in NOVA computes a fresh snapshot for each
request. Alternatively, the offered Caching scheduler, differs in its state stage by maintaining a
periodically updated cached snapshot.
When there are many hosts, the Filter scheduler’s throughput plummets as each placement
request requires fetching the updated state from every host in the cloud. Attaining a fresh state
was shown to be the bottleneck [Che16] and our work reinforces this claim. Moreover, a similar
problem was also observed in Kubernetes [KSPI] This bottleneck motivated the creation of the
Caching scheduler, that operates considerably faster but uses a cached system state. However,
this work is the first to evaluate the impact of this approach on placement quality.

Figure 20: OpenStack Nova scheduler stages.

3.2.1.2

NGPaaS enhancements

We evaluate the impact of caching the system’s state on existing algorithms under real
workloads. Our evaluation shows that properly configuring the cache refresh interval is crucial
for maintaining the placement quality. We identify cases that require low and high cache refresh
intervals. This motivates dynamically adapting the refresh interval.
We then introduce Adaptive Scheduler Cache (ASC) that uses state cache but dynamically
adjusts the refresh interval to the current workload characteristics. Specifically, ASC offers the
performance benefit of using a cache along with the placement quality of having a fresh state.
We evaluate ASC along with multiple well-known placement algorithms. We show that the
capability to utilize a state cache differs from one algorithm to the next. Yet, in many cases, the
placement algorithm achieves similar results when deployed with ASC and with a fresh system
state.
Finally, we implement ASC in OpenStack and evaluate it in these settings and show that it
achieves up to x5.3 speedup compared to OpenStack’s default scheduler. In addition, we show
that ASC attains a similar placement quality as the default scheduler despite the latter using a
fresh system state.

3.3 Enhancements to Microvisor
3.3.1 Unikernel instantiation on the Microvisor platform
The MicroVisor platform utilises lightweight guest domains to interact with the physical
hardware resources given that the drivers have no Dom-0 to run on. It utilises the Mini-OS
system for various tasks including optimised driver domains and ClickOS-based lightweight
network functions.
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Mini-OS is a light-weight Xen kernel that is used when space constraints are important. The
reason for using a unikernel built through Mini-OS is to create a shim that is as lightweight as
possible in the consumed resources (memory, processor cycles, etc.) and provide the lowest
possible overheads, minimizing latencies to the physical network hardware. It features only the
most basic features to allow for communication with other Xen resources and is used for stub
domains such as the driver domain. Given its simplicity and low memory and space footprint, it
can be spawned quickly and can then act as an intermediate layer for guests to communicate
through.
The Mini-OS domain is customised with the specific driver, relevant for the hardware type that
will be controlled and then spawned as needed for each resource that is being virtualised. Using
a Mini-OS hardware driver domain has a number of advantages both qualitative and
quantitative. The OS memory footprint is minimal compared to a fully-featured Linux stack
which is the case when using Dom-0. The unikernel approach minimizes the context-switches
(user/kernel ones disappear, there is no need for multi-core support -- when there is need for
more computational power, we boot another Mini-OS domain). Regarding boot times, Mini-OS
guests are usable in a 10ths of milliseconds which is at least one order of magnitude faster than
a normal Dom-0 guest. A lightweight driver domain also provides scalability and flexibility at a
node granularity. All necessary driver domains are not the bottleneck when it comes to internode communication, whereas in the normal case, the guest acting as the driver domain has to
meet specific requirements in terms of CPU power and memory in order to sustain line-rate
throughput.
The MicroVisor platform provides integrated support for deploying ClickOS-based network
functions. The ClickOS platform is a barebones Unikernel based on the Xen Mini-OS
technology. The Mini-OS runtime provides basic paravirtualised scheduling for network and
block storage IO on top of the Xen platform without any context switch overhead between
kernel and userspace within the VM itself. The ClickOS integration layers the Click modular
router technology on top of the barebones Mini-OS runtime to provide very efficient packet
processing handling between virtualised network interfaces. The MicroVisor integration enables
fast instantiation of virtualised packet forwarding logic and network function packet processing.
Functions such as IP gateways, NAT, IPSEC tunnel endpoints, IP firewalls can be instantiated
within a few milliseconds to create efficient packet handling overlay logic without the
traditional dependency on hardware appliances. Figure 21 shows the MicroVisor user interface
which allow users to manage the network functions based on ClickOS.

Figure 21: MicroVisor user interface for management of ClickOS-based network
functions.
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3.4 Enhancements to Kubernetes
It is evident that cloud and network are converging however there are key differences between
IT and NFV (Network Function Virtualization) environments which impact the way the VNFs
(Virtual Network Function) need to be managed. It is straightforward to see that NFV
ecosystem requires careful management and orchestration techniques to achieve the required
carrier grade performances. In this context, Kubernetes is a prominent candidate for an efficient
container-based VNF management and orchestration. However, since it is biased towards IT
applications, it lacks a number of features that are mandatory for the management and
performance of VNFs.
This section dives into the features that we integrated to Kubernetes to close the gap with regard
to NFV requirements that are detailed in the deliverable IR4.2. The following main
enhancements will be detailed hereafter: (i) enhanced platform awareness, (ii) multiple network
interfaces, (iii) data plane acceleration using DPDK and SR-IOV, (iv) Stream Control
Transmission Protocol (SCTP) support, and (v) support for distributed multi-cluster
deployment.

3.4.1 Enhanced platform awareness support
Container management frameworks need to acquire a greater awareness of the underlying
platform’s capabilities. Such a capability will address issues related to resource abstraction
which can negatively impact the performance of SLA critical Telco applications. By doing so,
Telco workloads can benefit from the access to certain platform features to improve their
performance or to increase the stability and the predictability of their behavior. In this context,
various compute related capacities can be cited: i) CPU pinning to avoid unpredictable latency
and host CPU overcommit by dedicating CPUs to the Telco containers, ii) NUMA awareness to
improve the utilization of compute resources for Telco containers that need to avoid cross
NUMA node memory access, and iii) huge pages to decrease the overhead of memory
management by using larger page sizes.

3.4.1.1
pages

State of the art: CPU management and Huge

The “CPU (Central Processing Unit) management” and “Huge pages” features in Kubernetes
provide high-level control on how CPUs and large memory pages can be allocated to pods.
These features enable the support of more workload types while minimizing the latency and
enhancing the performances of sensitive ones. Note that CPU pinning and huge page support are
prerequisites for DPDK-based (Data Plane Development Kit) applications covered later in this
document. We recall that the deployment unit in Kubernetes is called a pod. A pod is an
abstraction of a set of containers tightly coupled with some shared resources. To allocate pods
into nodes, two parameters can be specified: resource requests and limits. Resource request
corresponds to the minimum amount of resources needed by all containers in the pod. Resource
limits is the maximum resources that can be allocated to the containers in a pod.
Three QoS classes are defined for pods depending on the relationship between their resource
requests and limits: Guaranteed (the highest priority), Burstable and Best effort (the lowest
priority). The QoS classes are deduced from the request and limits manifests as follows.
•
•

A Guaranteed pod is characterized by CPU and memory limits equal to CPU and
memory requests
A Burstable pod does not meet the criteria for Guaranteed and has a memory or CPU
request
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A Best effort pod has not any request or limit for any container.

3.4.1.1.1

CPU management policies

Kubernetes proses new CPU management policies feature (an Alpha feature in Kubernetes v1.9
and Beta feature in v1.10) to optimize the allocation of workloads while abstracting the
complexity of explicit placement directives. To do so, two main management policies are
provided:
•
•

Static policy: allows containers in Guaranteed pods to be granted increased CPU
affinity and exclusivity on the node.
None policy: relies on the default CPU affinity scheme

It is worth noting that two kinds of allocable CPUs are defined: shared pool of CPUs &
exclusive CPUs. Shared pool corresponds to the set of CPUs that can be shared by containers in
i) BestEffort, ii) Burstable and iii) Guaranteed with fractional CPU requests pods. On the
other side, Guaranteed containers with integer CPU requests are assigned exclusive CPUs.
When the static policy is performed for the scheduling, kubelet selects the free logical CPUs in
an ascending order of sockets (unless the number of logical CPUs requested can fill a complete
socket). We recall that the logical CPU is used as a unity of pinning. It corresponds to a thread
or a process unit. Concretely, a best-fit algorithm is executed to ensure the required strategy.
Further details about the algorithm as given hereafter:
Best-Fit algorithm:
1. Acquire whole sockets, if available and the container requires at least a socket's-worth
of CPUs.
Try to find free socket IDs sorted by:
socket ID, ascending.
2. If this is insufficient: acquire whole cores, if available and the container requires at least
a core's-worth of CPUs.
Try to find core IDs sorted by:
- the number of whole available cores on the socket, ascending
- socket ID, ascending
- core ID, ascending
3. If this is insufficient: acquire single threads, preferring to fill partially-allocated cores
on the same sockets as the whole cores we have already taken in this allocation.
Try to find CPU IDs sorted by:
- socket affinity with result
- number of CPUs available on the same socket
- number of CPUs available on the same core
- socket ID.
- core ID.

3.4.1.1.2

Huge pages:

Huge pages refer to a memory management acceleration technique that decreases memory
latency thanks to the use of larger page sizes than the default 4Kbytes. Huge pages entail fewer
entries and fewer misses in the CPU TLB (Translation Lookaside Buffer).
This feature is henceforth supported by Kubernetes. It is an Alpha feature in Kubernetes v1.9
and Beta feature in v1.10. Indeed, Kubernetes nodes need to pre-allocate huge pages, to report
its huge page capacity. Note that a node is allowed to pre-allocate only single sized huge pages
and huge pages are isolated at a pod level (not at a container level). To use huge page, the
following need to be performed as follows:
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Huge pages usage:
Step 1: Huge pages allocation on selected nodes
1. Find the huge page size:
grep Huge /proc/meminfo
AnonHugePages:

231424 kB

HugePages_Total:

0

HugePages_Free:

0

HugePages_Rsvd:

0

HugePages_Surp:

0

Hugepagesize:

2048 kB

2. Allocate the desired number of pages (Ubuntu example, non-persistent method):
sudo sysctl -w vm.nr_hugepages=100

(100 pages * 2048 kB = 200 MB allocated)
HugePages_Total:

100

HugePages_Free:

100

HugePages_Rsvd:

0

HugePages_Surp:

0

Step 2: Huge pages activation (for v1.9)
•

In v1.9, HugePages feature need to be activated on:
• Kubelet service on each node that needs it  add “HugePages=true” in the -feature-gates option, in /etc/Kubernetes/kubelet.env file.
• Api server, controller manager, and scheduler on the master nodes  add
“HugePages=true” in the --feature-gates option, in
/etc/Kubernetes/manifests/kube-*.manifest files.
•

Note that HugePages is activated by default in V1.10. Kubelet service must be restarted after
changing its configuration.
Step 3: Huge pages availability check on the node
kubectl describe node <node_name>

Example with 10 allocated pages of 2048 kB:
...
Capacity:
cpu:

2

hugepages-2Mi:

20Mi

memory:

2048140Ki

pods:

110

Allocatable:
cpu:

1800m

hugepages-2Mi:

20Mi
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memory:

1425260Ki

pods:

110

...

Step 4: Volume mount in the pod to use Huge Pages
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
generateName: hugepages-volumespec:
containers:
- image: fedora:latest
command:
- sleep
- inf
name: example
volumeMounts:
- mountPath: /dev/hugepages
name: hugepage
resources:
limits:
hugepages-2Mi: 100Mi
volumes:
- name: hugepage
emptyDir:
medium: HugePages

The resource name “hugepages-2Mi” depends on the size of a huge page. Here we have “2Mi”
because the page size is 2048 kB.

3.4.1.2
Proposal of a custom Non-Uniform Memory
Architecture aware CPU pinning policy
Some VNFs (Virtual Network Function) have challenging performance requirements which
require the usage of hardware optimization such as NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory
Architecture) awareness. We recall that in multi-socket server, a socket corresponds in general
to a NUMA node (e.g. w/ Intel Xeon). In addition, PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect)
devices such as network interfaces are attached to a specific NUMA node. When deploying a
VNF on a multi-socket server, the NUMA topology of the host must be taken into account and
specific logical CPUs must be selected. In doing so, we ensure that the VNF is not deployed
across NUMA nodes and the VNF memory space does not cross expensive memory boundaries.
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Unfortunately, Kubernetes currently lacks support for defining NUMA node affinity for
containers. Indeed, in addition to CPU pinning, NUMA topology awareness is a prerequisite for
DPDK-aware VNF using poll-mode drivers in user space.
As previously described, the static policy, provided by the CPU manager, enables the
reservation of logical CPUs to containers in Guaranteed Pods. However, the allocation
algorithm is a topology aware best fit, which unfortunately is not adapted to our needs
(especially for DPDK-aware VNFs).
To deal with the aforementioned shortcomings, we put forward a custom policy, called “staticnuma policy”, that enables the selection of specific logical CPUs while considering the NUMA
topology. Indeed, it consists in selecting, for a given QoS (Quality of Service) guaranteed pod,
the cores belonging to the NUMA node to which the NIC (Network Interface Card) boards is
directly connected (through PCI), as described in Figure 22.

Figure 22: NIC associate to a specific NUMA node.

Thanks to the “static-numa” policy, a developer can add an annotation to the pod manifest to
indicate the preferred NUMA node for the CPU pinning. To do so, some modifications are
performed to support the new policy. Note that we have used the 1.9.3 Kubernetes version for
this integration’s work.
This policy represents a first step toward NUMA-aware CPU allocation. We plan to improve
this policy so that instead of explicitly specifying a NUMA node preference, the NUMA node
affinity can be inferred from devices (network interfaces etc.) used by the container. We are
following closely the discussions on this topic within the Kubernetes Resource Management
Working Group.
We detail hereafter, the list of modifications and the steps performed to support the new policy
while giving some concrete examples. The list of Kubernetes modifications is given in Table 1.
Table 1: Kubernetes modifications

Directory

/pkg/kubelet/cm/cpumanager/

File

New
or Description
modified file

cpu_manager.go

Modified
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policy.
policy_numa.go

New

New static-numa policy for the CPU Manager.

numa_assignment.go

New

New algorithm for choosing a logical CPU with
a preferred socket CPU.

Static-numa policy usage:
Step 1:
•
•
•

Stop kubelet service.
Deploy new kubelet binary on minion node(s).
In the kubelet.env file: activate the CPUManager in the feature-gate option + choose
“static-numa” for the --cpu-manager-policy option.
Start kubelet service.

•
Step 2:
•
•

In the pod specification, add the “PreferredNUMANodeId” annotation to specify the
NUMA node id (or cpu socket id) where the pod must be allocated if possible.
Specify the CPU and memory limit, and eventually the same values for resources
requests, to have a Guaranteed QoS class for the pod. CPU must be an integer value.

Example: pod with 2 fixed threads on CPU socket 1 if possible, on a specific node with the
new static-numa policy (node3)
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
name: exclusive-2-s1
annotations:
PreferredNUMANodeId: "1"
spec:
nodeName: node3
containers:
- image: quay.io/connordoyle/cpuset-visualizer
name: exclusive-2-s1
resources:
limits:
cpu: 2
memory: "256M"

3.4.2 Support for multiple network interfaces
3.4.2.1

State of the art

The Kubernetes network model can be summarized by the Table 2 that identifies the different
types of communication taking place in a Kubernetes cluster, how they are implemented and to
what extent they can be replaced.
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Table 2: Kubernetes communication types

Highly-coupled container-to-container
communication inside a pod
Pod-to-Pod
communication
following requirements:
•
•
•

with

All containers within a pod share the same
network namespace
the Handled by a CNI (Container Networking
Interface) plugin [CNI]

all containers can communicate with
all other containers without NAT
(Network address Translation)
all nodes can communicate with all
containers (and vice-versa) without
NAT
the IP that a container sees itself as is
the same IP that others see it as

Pod-to-Pod communication may be
constrained by Network Policies
Pod-to-Service communication

Handled by Kubernetes Proxies. Kubernetes
comes with a default implementation based on
iptables. Alternate implementations are
possible though not through a well-defined
plugin interface (e.g. Cilium Berkeley Packet
Filtering based solution [Cilium])

External-to-internal communication

Handled by Node Port, Load Balancer,
External IP or third-party Ingress controllers.

The CNI is a specification and a set of libraries for a plugin-based networking solution for
containers. This networking solution has been adopted by various open source container
management systems including Kubernetes. A wide range of CNI plugins determine how traffic
is forwarded between pods. Whatever the CNI plugin, one limitation of the Kubernetes native
network model is that a single network interface is provisioned per pod and exposed to all the
containers within the pod. A pod has a single IP address associated with this single interface.
This restriction raises an issue for VNFs that are usually connected to multiple network
interfaces in order to (i) separate the control plane from the data plane, (ii) provide different
network QoS or (iii) provide network redundancy.

3.4.2.2

Support of multiple network interfaces

The solution adopted by NGPaaS to work around the single-interface-per-pod limitation is to
resort to a CNI multiplexing approach based on the open-source Multus CNI plugin [Multus].
This CNI plugin does not perform any traffic forwarding by itself but delegates the work to
multiple CNI plugins that are invoked sequentially for the same pod, each plugin adding a
network interface to the pod.
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Figure 23: Kubernetes network interfaces

Multus extends the Kubernetes API by introducing a Network object as a Custom Resource
Definition (CRD). Multiple network configurations can be created as Network resource
instances. For example, the following YAML (Yet Another Markup Language) defines a
Flannel-based network:
apiVersion: "Kubernetes.com/v1"
kind: Network
metadata:
name: flannel-net
plugin: flannel
args: '[
{
"delegate": {
"isDefaultGateway": true
}
}
]'

A pod can be attached to multiple networks using an annotation as follows:
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
name: dual-nic-pod
annotations:
networks: '[
{ "name": "flannel-net" },
{ "name": "sriov-net" }
]'
spec: …

One point worth noting: the first interface defined for a pod will act as its master interface and it
is the only interface known and used by Kubernetes core APIs (Application Programming
Interface) for tasks such as:
•
•
•

Routing of a Service VIP (Virtual IP) to Pod endpoint
DNS-based Service discovery
Health checks executed by a kubelet on a pod

In other words, this approach is orthogonal to the native network model of Kubernetes. The
rationale is to use Kubernetes native network model for the control plane of containerized VNFs
while opening up the possibility of a data plane with different requirements: userspace
networking (DPDK, Vector Packet Processing), non-overlapping IP ranges etc.

3.4.3 Support of data plane acceleration with DPDK and single
root I/O virtualization
3.4.3.1

Introduction

Existing CNI plugins like Calico (based on iptables), Flannel (vxlan overlay network) or Weave
(vxlan overlay network) are adequate for IT applications as they provide easy, reliable
networking and generally good throughput, but for network virtualization, the following
network properties are mandatory:
•

low packet processing time to reach very low latency
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predictability and stability of packet processing delay to minimize latency spikes (jitter)
that is even more crucial than latency itself (full software implementations on a nonReal-Time OS can't be fully predictable)
guaranteed and prioritized bandwidth for each VNF to prevent any VNF using all
available bandwidth at a given time
no arbitrary packet size limitation (this is often a side effect of overlay networks design)
low CPU consumption for network tasks to allow low energy usage
native network performance for VNFs

Two complementary technologies aim at addressing these requirements in different ways:
•
•

by bypassing the operating system kernel and moving all packet processing in
userspace: DPDK
by bypassing the hypervisor and virtual switch and giving multiple VNFs direct access
to the same physical NIC: SR-IOV (Single Root – I/O Virtualization)

This section outlines two technical approaches to support DPDK and SR-IOV in Kubernetes.

3.4.3.2

Support of DPDK

The classical way to implement container networking adopted by most CNI plugins compatible
with Kubernetes is to rely on a Linux bridge and a pair of virtual Ethernet devices (“veth”) to
connect the pod network namespace to the bridge. This configuration leads to low throughput,
high latency due notably to memory copies from the physical NIC up the pod interface and
costly context switches. On top of that this approach is not compatible with userspace
networking approaches such as DPDK or VPP that are used by data-plane-intensive VNFs to
achieve near line-rate speed (10Gb+).

Figure 24: containers networking interfaces

This section proposes a solution to support DPDK in Kubernetes at two levels:
•
•

at the network infrastructure level using an OVS (Open vSwitch)-DPDK virtual switch
on each Kubernetes node
within DPDK-aware containers using the virtio-user framework [virtio-user]

virtio-user is an adaptation of the virtio paravirtualization framework used for QEMU/KVM in
the context of containers. It allows a container to be connected to a standard OVS-DPDK switch
using the same vhost-user backend driver as virtual machines. Within the DPDK-aware
container, a virtio poll-mode driver must be used. The virtio-user channel brings the same
benefits as in virtual machines: shared-memory-based communication with a cache-optimized
ring layout.
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Figure 25: DPDK aware virtio

Bringing DPDK support to Kubernetes involves the following steps:
•

•

set-up of the network backplane consisting of an OVS-DPDK switch on each node of
the cluster where DPDK-aware pods will be deployed. Each OVS-DPDK switch is
connected to a DPDK-bound physical NIC and given sufficient amount of huge pages
and dedicated CPU cores.
Use of the CNI Multus plugin together with a “standard” CNI plugin (currently Flannel)
for the Pod master interface and the VhostUser CNI plugin [Vhostuser CNI] for the
DPDK-bound interface(s) of the pod.

Figure 26: VhostUser CNI plugin for DPDK-bound interface

shows a test configuration in which two DPDK-aware pods communicate with one another via
two virtio-user-based ports. In the left container runs the DPDK pktgen traffic generator while
the right container executes the testpmd DPDK application that performs L2 forwarding. Each
node is configured with the Multus CNI plugin which delegates the creation of three interfaces
per pod to (i) the flannel plugin for the control interface and (ii) the Vhostuser plugin for the
DPDK data-plane interfaces.
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Figure 27: communication between DPDK-aware pods

Here is the YAML of the pktgen pod:
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
name: pktgen
annotations:
networks: '[
{ "name": "flannel-conf" },
{ "name": "vhostuser-net" },
{ "name": "vhostuser-net2" }
]'
PreferredNUMANodeId: "1"
spec:
restartPolicy: Never
containers:
- name: pktgen
image: "ngpaas/dpdk17"
volumeMounts:
- mountPath: /mnt/huges
name: hugepage
- mountPath: /vhost-user-net-plugin
name: vhostuser
command: ["top"]
stdin: true
tty: true
securityContext:
privileged: true
resources:
limits:
memory: "200Mi"
cpu: "4"
hugepages-1Gi: 4Gi
requests:
memory: "200Mi"
cpu: "4"
hugepages-1Gi: 4Gi
volumes:
- name: hugepage
emptyDir:
medium: HugePages
- name: vhostuser
hostPath:
path: /usr/local/var/run/openvswitch
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Several points are worth mentioning:
•
•
•

This pod allocated 4Gb worth of huge pages using the huge page support available since
Kubernetes v1.9 and described in section 3.4.1.1
This pod requires 4 CPUs in a guaranteed mode. These CPUs will be pinned by the
“static-numa” CPU management policy described in section 3.4.1.2.
This pod contains an annotation that pertains to NUMA affinity. The
PreferredNUMANodeId hint tells the “static-numa” CPU management policy to allocate
CPUs located on NUMA node 1 (the node where the physical 10Gb NIC is attached).

A preliminary performance evaluation has been performed that confirms the importance of
NUMA awareness for data-plane-intensive application. The maximum traffic throughput with
zero packet loss was measured in two configurations (Table 3):
•
•

With optimal NUMA placement: the OVS-DPDK switch and the DPDK pod are placed
on the same NUMA node as the physical NIC attached to the virtual switch.
With cross-NUMA communication: the OVS-DPDK switch the DPDK pod are placed
on different NUMA nodes.
Table 3: maximal measured traffic throughput

NUMA-aware placement
Maximum throughput without 2.5 Gb/s
packet loss (64 bytes packets)

3.4.3.3

Cross-NUMA communication
1.7Gb/s

SR-IOV support

A full SR-IOV explanation is beyond the scope of this document, but here are some clues to
understand the main concepts behind it:
SR-IOV is basically an update of PCI Express specification to allow splitting a physical
hardware resource (PF) into many virtual resources (VF) seen as lightweight PCIe functions.
This is done by ensuring separation of its resource access. All is done in hardware, and this
specification is not specific to network cards but is available as well for graphics cards and any
PCIe card
Each SR-IOV compatible network card can generally be splitted into as many as 64 VF per
physical port, and each VF can be given a priority and a dedicated VLAN (all network card
parameters can't be configured per VF though).
As a result, a 2-port card can allow up to 128 containers to share the same 2 ports.
To allow Kubernetes to take advantage of SR-IOV, 2 components are mandatory:
•

•

A multi-network solution to allow a pod to get more than one interface because SR-IOV
can't be used as primary interface, and to cleanly separate management traffic from data
traffic. As for DPDK, we decided to use Multus CNI (other CNIs are available like
CNI-Genie), allowing the use of a standard CNI for management (Calico) for eth0 and
SR-IOV for eth1
a SR-IOV CNI used by Kubernetes to add a network interface by configuring a VF,
rename it and move it to the Pod dedicated network Linux namespace

To sum up, configuring a SR-IOV network card in Linux requires the following steps:
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•

Configure BIOS to activate SR-IOV and set the maximum number of Virtual
Functions/Interfaces

•

Activate network card, plug it on a switch with Trunk Vlan

•

Create target VF number on Linux and assign unique Mac addresses

•

Install a multi-interface Kubernetes CNI (Multus or CNI-Genie)

•

Install SR-IOV CNI binary in /opt/CNI/bin and configure it in /etc/cni/net.d:

{
"name": "sriovnet",
"type": "sriov",
"master": "enp4s0f0",
"ipam": {
"type": "host-local",
"subnet": "10.55.206.0/26",
"routes": [
{
"dst": "0.0.0.0/0"
}
],
"gateway": "10.55.206.1"
}
}

Figure 28: SR-IOV CNI

Currently, a SR-IOV CNI is available from third party contributors (mainly Tencent), offering
basic CNI features and working quite well in our tests.
NGPAAS contribution is centered on the following goals:
•

Keep track of free VFs per node and modify scheduling decision to avoid many
rescheduling attempts occurring when few VF are available on several nodes
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add priority management for each VF and try to optimize high priority VNFs placement
add Vlan configuration per VF instead of global for all VFs

To implement these goals, we will deliver three components:
•
•
•

a modified SR-IOV CNI based on current third party works
a scheduler extender of type Filter
a scheduler extender of type Ranking

Our implementation in detail:
1/ add Vlan configuration and priority per VF: we added code in SR-IOV CNI to set VLAN and
priority preferences using linux /sys fs VF rate and VLAN, based on custom Pod definition
annotations
2/ manage free VFs per node:
–

create a scheduler extender of type Filter that gets free VFs count for a node
from Kubernetes custom node annotation, and if count is Zero, Exclude this
node

–

modify SR-IOV CNI to keep a count of free VFs: when a VF is used (moved
from system netns to pod netns), decrement custom annotation value for this
node and the opposite when a pod is destroyed and VF moved to system netns

–

Sometimes the scheduling will see a free VF for a node, but another pod is
already being deployed that will use this VF. We ensure that SR-IOV CNI will
return an error and scheduler will be invoked again to place the pod in error
state.

3/ optimize high priority VNFs placement:
–

create a scheduler extender of type Ranking whose goal is to better deal with
HiPriority VFs placement on physical nodes. The main goal is to avoid that
HiPriority VFs be instantiated in the same node. The algorithm can be
compared with CPU core placement

3.4.4 Stream Control Transmission Protocol support
3.4.4.1

State of the art

Supporting SCTP (Stream Control Transmission Protocol) in Kubernetes as a layer 4 protocol
would be useful for handling the signalling between some components of LTE networks.
Indeed, as detailed in Figure 29, the signalling transport of the S1 interface’s control plane (S1CP) between the Radio Access Network (RAN) and the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) is based on
SCTP. Specifically, SCTP is supported as the transport layer of S1-MME (Mobility
Management Entity signalling bearer. S1-MME interface is responsible for delivering signalling
protocols between the eNodeB and the MME. S1-MME interface consists of a SCTP over IP
and supports multiple user equipment through a single SCTP association.
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Figure 29: LTE Network architecture

Currently, Kubernetes only supports TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and UDP (User
Datagram Protocol) as valid layer 4 protocols. Note that there is a pending issue that relates to
the support of SCTP in Kubernetes in4:
Comments ensure that having a process in a container that binds an SCTP port is not forbidden
by Kubernetes, since the Linux kernel supports the SCTP protocol.
Hence, we can easily create a pod that listens at a SCTP port, using the following spec:
apiVersion: v1
kind: Pod
metadata:
name: sctp
labels:
name: sctp

spec:
containers:
- name: sctp
image: alpine/socat
args: ["SCTP-LISTEN:8000,fork,reuseaddr,crlf", "SYSTEM:\"echo I’m a SCTP server; echo;\""]

4

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/issues/44485
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In Kubernetes, each pod has a dedicated ClusterIP. By using this IP, we can be connected to the
pod on the SCTP port, if nothing prevents this kind of connection (such as a firewall driven by
the Network Policy API in Kubernetes).
Using ClusterIP is not very convenient, since it is not predictable. Based on the IP allocation
policy used by the CNI plugin, the end user will have no way to influence the allocated
ClusterIP. He will have to query Kubernetes for the allocated ClusterIP, once the pod is started,
with a query such as:
kubectl get po -l name=sctp -o yaml | grep podIP
An alternative solution consists in using Kubernetes Services and Endpoints. Thanks to those
two features, we can have a DNS (Domain Name System) entry for our SCTP pod, allowing us
to use the name of the pod instead of its ClusterIP.
Different kinds of Services exist [kubeServ]:
They are used to expose a stable IP and a stable DNS name to access one or several pods. Then,
load balancing technics may be used to forward network requests toward pods. Service IP and
Service name are the privileged way for pods to access other pods. Services are also used to
access pods from outside of the Kubernetes cluster, since we can bind a Service to a Kubernetes
Ingress objects.
However, traditional Services are created by specifying a protocol and a port that will be used to
access the pool of pods behind the latter. Since SCTP is not a valid protocol in Kubernetes, it is
impossible to create a classical Service to give access to pods that listen at a SCTP port.
The only kind of Service that allows the user not to specify a protocol and a port is the headless
service [KubeHead]:
With such Services, Kubernetes does not perform neither load balancing nor proxying.
However, Endpoints for the pods behind those Services can be created. The Endpoint creation
process leads to the addition of an entry in the DNS service.
By using headless Services for our pods that listen at SCTP ports, we could access those pods
by their name instead of using their ClusterIP [KubeDNS].
In the example mentioned in [KubeDNS], it is said that the port of the headless service is not
mandatory. However, using this example without the “port” section leads to a bug reported to
the Kubernetes community5:
To work around this issue, the following patch must be applied to Kubernetes (tested on top of
commit-id 4685df26ddc2c0778564ed77ec974da56bd52994):
diff --git a/pkg/apis/core/validation/validation.go b/pkg/apis/core/validation/validation.go
index 5b54d6f..09831f7 100644
--- a/pkg/apis/core/validation/validation.go
+++ b/pkg/apis/core/validation/validation.go
@@ -4892,8 +4892,10 @@ func validateEndpointPort(port *core.EndpointPort, requireName bool, fldPath *fi

5

https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/issues/55158
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} else if len(port.Name) != 0 {
allErrs = append(allErrs, ValidateDNS1123Label(port.Name, fldPath.Child("name"))...)
}

+
+

for _, msg := range validation.IsValidPortNum(int(port.Port)) {
allErrs = append(allErrs, field.Invalid(fldPath.Child("port"), port.Port, msg))
if int(port.Port) != 0 {
for _, msg := range validation.IsValidPortNum(int(port.Port)) {

+
+

allErrs = append(allErrs, field.Invalid(fldPath.Child("port"), port.Port, msg))
}
}
if len(port.Protocol) == 0 {
allErrs = append(allErrs, field.Required(fldPath.Child("protocol"), ""))

Thanks to this patch, every pod may access SCTP ports of other pods by using pod’s name.
By configuring DNS correctly and using routed IPs for IPs allocated by Kubernetes, pods may
be accessible by components outside of the Kubernetes cluster.

3.4.4.2

SCTP extension in Kubernetes

As mentioned before, SCTP is not currently supported by Kubernetes, and using Headless
Services without specifying a port seems to be the best way to enable an end user to use SCTP
communication within Kubernetes pods.
However, by doing so, load balancing techniques provided by Kubernetes and allowing
Kubernetes pods to be scaled up/down easily are not usable. Hence, to gain full advantage of the
micro service architecture, a full support of the SCTP protocol must be provided by Kubernetes.
This support is tracked by the following issue6:
Our goal is to be involved in the implementation of the API and in the load balancer of
Kubernetes. We then plan to create Kubernetes Services that forward SCTP traffic among a
pool of pods listening at a SCTP port.
For now, we can workaround the lack of a full SCTP support in kubernetes by adapting the
platform in order to access pods which listen at SCTP ports.

6

See https://github.com/kubernetes/kubernetes/issues/44485
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3.4.5 Multi-cluster
3.4.5.1

State of the art

One may want to set up multiple clusters, both to have clusters in different regions to be nearer
to the users, and to tolerate failures and/or invasive maintenance. Multi-cluster orchestration
facilitates the shift from a single container host to clusters of container hosts to run
containerized applications over multiple clusters in multiple clouds.
Each cluster consists of several nodes – where nodes are virtual servers on hypervisors or
possibly bare metal servers. Each node holds several containers with common services such as
scheduling, load balancing, and monitoring. Each container in a cluster can hold continually
provided services. Cluster can provide service orchestration as well as resource orchestration.
Telco cloud introduces a unique use case for multi-clusters that results from the distribution of
the telco cloud and especially from the emerging Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC)
deployments. Such edge clouds, or far edge, contains only few servers that are located next to
the base stations.
This distributed (also termed fog) cloud architecture imposes challenges for a centralized
single(-cluster) orchestrator. That is, controlling numerous remote far edge clouds introduces
high volume of control messages from the central location to the edge. Furthermore, those
messages may suffer from high latency and high packet loss rates. Indeed, this led to a working
group in OpenStack, termed "Fog Edge Massively Distributed Clouds"7 that investigates those
impacts.
An alternative approach, the multi-clusters approach, would have the control of each far edge
locally as a separate cluster (as depicted in Figure 30). This multi-cluster approach is quite
challenging with OpenStack, since it requires non-neglectable compute resources for the
management services in each cluster. Thus, it led to a work on minimizing the OpenStack
footprint and having a leaner installation. Furthermore, it requires some synchronization or
federation mechanism to connect the various OpenStack managers.
Nevertheless, for the Kubernetes eco-system, the multi-cluster approach is feasible, since (i)
Kubernetes has a much leaner control plan and (ii) recent advances in the multi-clusters
(formerly, federated) Kubernetes.
We note that the multi-cluster support in Kubernetes is developed with a somewhat different use
case in mind. There, one would want to set up multiple clusters in different regions to be nearer
to the users and/or to tolerate failures. For example, to avoid lock-in and more importantly to
provide high availability, a deployment may span across different public clouds, namely, Azure,
GCP, or AWS. In that case, federation across the different clusters (with a cluster at each cloud
infrastructure) is required. Accordingly, indeed, Kubernetes has adopted a multi-clusters toolkit,
but it is not designed for the distribution that is envisioned in the Telco far edge cloud.

7

See https://wiki.openstack.org/wiki/Fog_Edge_Massively_Distributed_Clouds
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Figure 30: distributed multi-cluster far edge deployment.

3.4.5.2
Scheduling in a distributed multi-clusters
deployment
Once we manage to deploy a distributed telco-cloud, and to have the networking in place, the
next immediate challenge is with the placement of applications to the different clusters/far
edges. For example, we may have application such as the vRAN, which are directly related to
the hardware (base-station in the vRAN case) at each far-edge. Those applications would be
placed in the specific location that are designed for and would typically not migrate to another
far-edge location/cell. On the other hand, there are other applications (such as controllers for
drones or for cars) that may suffer from migration of the traffic from one cell to another. In that
case, one may have the application migrated as well. Furthermore, in such use cases, the edge
application could run in several locations that are in similar distance from the end devices. Here,
placement would be dictated by the load on the relevant far-edges. We note that, while in large
data-centers placement decisions based on load is not crucial and the round robin algorithm
provides a reasonable solution, for small cells it becomes an important factor that may influence
performance substantially.
Kubernetes default federated placement is based on an external policy engine, where the OPA
(Open Policy Agent) is proposed as such an engine. In this work we plan to investigate OPA
and verify if we can indeed implement the required placement decision with this tool. Then, to
extend it to fully support the mobility aspects that are typical to the far edge deployments.

3.4.6 Conclusion
One of the main objective of the Kubernetes enhancements’s work consists in enabling some
telco features that address specific requirements of the 5G PaaS use-case, especially in terms of
performance-critical data-plane RAN functions and Layer 4 communication. Indeed, the cloud
RAN components used in the 5G PaaS prototype will be instantiated on a telco-grade
Kubernetes. The latter will run in the edge cloud where the service will be deployed. In this
context, one container of the splitted baseband unit (BBU), needs to be hosted by a server
supporting our proposed Numa-aware CPU pinning feature. Besides, the SCTP is required to
handle the signalling between the BBU (i.e., MCPTT - Mission Critical Push to Talk RAN) and
the MCPTT Core components. Further details about 5G PaaS’s platform prototype can be found
in the D5.3.
Additonally, we investigate the support of Kubernetes for multi-cluster distributed deployment.
Here, we considered the placement decisions across the far edge clusters.
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3.5 NFV MANO extensions to support Kubernetes
This section describes the current state of the art regarding the main NFV platforms and their
capability for orchestrating containerized VNFs. All these efforts are justified evaluating the
improvements provided by the containers against the virtual machines, in terms of performance,
efficiency and versatility. In section 4.5.2 Gap analysis – VNF performance has been described
further pros and cons about the improvements introduced by using this container-based VIM.
Some work in progress projects to integrate Kubernetes as VIM are:
•

•

•

•

Tacker is an OpenStack project building a NFV Orchestrator (NFVO) to deploy and
operate Network Services and Virtual Network Functions (VNFs). Currently Tacker
only supports OpenStack as VIM, but their Kubernetes integration proposal aims to
support containerized VNFs deployment in Tacker, using neutron and kuryr to manage
the networking between containers and VMs [K8SVIM].
ONAP project is heavily tied into OpenStack, so they are proposing teach ONAP
container/COE in addition to Openstack so that VNFs can be deployed/run/managed
over container/COE in cloud native way [K8SON], with the intention to deliver in the
Beijing release with the scope of just first baby step to support containers in a
Kubernetes cluster via a Multicloud SBI / Plugin.
OPNFV has completed their project Containerized VNF running in Kubernetes
[K8SOP] and since his fifth platform release – Euphrates – delivers container
integration and Kubernetes support using kola [KOLOP], which provides containers
and deployment tools for operating OpenStack clouds.
OSM is currently analyzing the impact of using Kubernetes as VIM [K8SOS]. This
proposal allows the coexistence of container and VM deployment models to coexist
within a network service. Kubernetes should be enabled as the container orchestration
engine, but it must be done in a plugin manner that permits other container orchestration
engines to be added in the future.

The roadmap to perform this support is added in green in figure 31 and described below:
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Figure 31: OSM support for Kubernetes.

The first component to modify is the data model, to add the new possibility of deployment.
Inside the VNF descriptor, the operator should indicate the deployment model for the VNF
between three options:
•
•
•

Container on bare metal
Container in virtual machine
VM deployment

The request should be parsed by the service orchestrator (SO) and passed to resource
orchestrator (RO). When the RO receives the request, depending on the Kubernetes deployment:
•
•

In case of a Kubernetes deployment inside the VM, RO creates a VM and VCA does
the installation and/or configuration of the VM for Kubernetes using JUJU.
Alternatively, in the case of a Kubernetes bare metal deployment, RO communicates
with the MaaS/Ironic plugin to create the Kubernetes pods.

3.6 Enhancement to Cloud-Foundry and Kubo
3.6.1 Installation
3.6.1.1

State of the art

Cloud Foundry provides application runtime to the developers to deploy applications, whereas
Cloud Foundry Container Runtime (CFCR) is built using Kubernetes and CF BOSH which
provides more flexibility and control over application delivery via containerized environment.
To deploy applications in Cloud Foundry, BOSH is widely used which is responsible to manage
the deployment lifecycle of the environment i.e. VM creation, allocation, healing and rolling
upgrade by following principles of release engineering. Bosh uses manifest file which allows
operators to scale up or down the infrastructure. All the scripts required to install BOSH and its
associated components to facilitate Cloud Foundry platform execution are managed by Industry
standard automation tools, for instance, Concourse, which provides Continuous Integration/
Continuous Delivery (CI/CD) pipeline with user friendly graphical user interface. While
Concourse is being adopted to automatize the installation of CF application runtime, the CF
container runtime is not yet adopted the industry standard installation procedure, at least at
Orange.

3.6.1.2

Automated installation from standard tool

For automated installation of Cloud Foundry and CFCR, we would like to use Concourse which
is an industry standard open source continuous integration tool for Cloud Foundry and BOSH.
The difference between other integration tools like Jenkins is, unlike Jenkins, Concourse uses
text files to store configuration for Apps, Servers and Pipelines. In case of any server or app
failure, reload can be done from the configuration file. To contextualize the use of Concourse,
first we need to understand the relation between CFCR and BOSH. CFCR utilizes the release
engineering, deployment, and lifecycle management qualities of BOSH to instantiate and
manage Kubernetes clusters. It also provides a consistent way to manage and update entire
cloud infrastructure and works well with your existing CF Application Runtime environment.
Therefore, to install all the components, Concourse builds a sequence of jobs and resources that
work as a dependency graph which can continuously pushes the project forward.
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3.6.2 Deployment
3.6.2.1

State of the art

Currently Cloud Native IT applications can be deployed in Cloud Foundry and to some extent to
CFCR for more flexibility and control over the application. But Telecom applications
requirements of VNF are different than IT applications. VNFs in telecom should be resilient,
offer ultra-high performance, low latency, scalability, and capacity. Since the VNF’s have
different requirements like data place acceleration, multiple network support, NUMA awareness
etc., VNFs can be deployed in CFCR to fulfil some of the requirements, which is missing from
current practice. This is still in early stage as both Cloud Foundry and CFCR haven’t been used
together to deploy VNFs.

3.6.2.2

Single container VNF image deployment

Since our goal is to deploy Cloud Native VNFs in the Cloud Foundry platform, the first
approach should be deploying single container VNF image in CFCR and increment the
complexities in the use case as we progress. Inside the Cloud Foundry, Kubernetes clusters
remain in different network subnet which needs to be registered in CF router to route its traffic
to proper cluster. The current idea is to deploy OpenvSwitch as VNF inside CFCR container
(Packets are processed in user space inside the vswitch daemon running in the container). Since
docker container for OpenvSwitch is easily available, it can be the first step to deploy as Single
container image. Later, we will test the scalability and fault tolerance aspects of multiple
containers. Apart from that, VNFs like nDPI (traffic classifier) and Service Access Point (SAP)
can also be deployed and tested in near future.
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4 Control Framework
4.1 Introduction
This section provides a summary of the work carried out in task 4.3, in relation to the NGPaaS
control framework.
Following a chronological reference on the work done since the start of the project, the contents
of the section are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An initial analysis of requirements to SDN controllers (SDNCs), from the point
of view of NGPaaS architectural and functional needs, is provided and inherited
from IR4.1.
A mapping of the features of two major open source SDNCs (ONOs and ODL),
to those requirements is provided afterwards.
A description of the prototyping work towards a Network Policy Framework
for the ONOS SDNC is presented and correlates with its design reported in
[D2.1].
Considerations of further integration of the NFV layer and the SDN layer are
presented with analysis of state of the art and gap-filling proposal for NGPaaS.
Also, work carried out on enhancements to ODL from the point of view of
multidomain features-enhancement is described.
Besides, details of the practical work towards integration of OpenStack and
Kubernetes, from the point of view of Networking is described.
Finally, analysis of the support for VOSYSwitch hardware acceleration both
from the orchestration and the SDN controller perspective.

4.2 Desired features for SDNC in NGPaaS
This section lists and analyzes a number of requirements to the SDN Control functionality from
different domains/ points of view. The scope is to identify early on, in the NGPaaS project, what
will be required from the SDN control functionality in order to accommodate the functionalities
of NGPaaS.

4.2.1 Domain-based considerations
In order to manage the different VNFs deployed on the NGPaaS Platform, according to the
platform objectives, the SDN architecture must be designed to be able to be controlled by
several SDN controllers. The NGPaaS Platform will host VNFs from different providers, will
manage a cloud federation (depending on use cases) and in such a context, it makes sense to
distribute the SDN Control functions. These controllers must fulfil different requirements:
-

-

Distribution: the capability to deploy several controller instances (same or different
controllers) so that each controller can manage sub parts of the network based on different
criteria: administrative, functional, geographical separation.
Scalability: the capability to increase or decrease the number of controllers involved in the
control operations according to performance consideration.
Latency: the capability to move a controller or adapt the network elements under the control
of a controller in order to guarantee the expected latency (performance adaptation for both
the data path flows going to the SDN Controllers, control flows from the SDN Controllers
toward switches equipment).
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High Availability: the capability for the set of controllers to be reluctant to the failure of one
or several controllers.
Consistency: the capability to guarantee the overall consistency of the system managed by
the different controllers. It includes the mechanisms to manage errors (e.g., recovery or
rollback) and to distribute commands to the right controllers to get expected network
configuration. The hypothesis is that the different controllers may not be autonomous and
self-managed. An authority function (orchestration) or properties from the controllers must
guarantee the complete system consistency and be able to trigger consistent adaptive
changes depending on errors, infrastructure events, etc.
Dynamicity: the capability to dynamically guarantee the right instantiation and usage of the
different controllers for each of the above property during the life cycle of the system.
Slicing: slicing architecture must be considered for distributed controllers. They have to
comply/respect slices constraints for operations they sent to resources.

Currently, there is no normalization about controller distributions architecture, neither for the
needed protocols for controllers’ communication (east-west and north-south interfaces between
controllers). Several architectures have been studied and leads to different proposals; for
instance, BalCon [Cel17] and Disco [Phe14] for flat architecture and Orion [Fu14] for
hierarchical architecture. In summary, there are vertical (hierarchy), horizontal controllers
distribution proposal as illustrated on figure below.

Figure 32: Hierarchical vs Horizontal SDN Ctrl Distribution

Some SDN controllers and orchestrators implements solutions to manage a sub-set of the above
properties. Examples are:
-

Clustering management with Opendaylight for High Availability property
Distributed Controllers with ONOS
Distributed Graphs with SDN Controller in ONAP Solution

If we consider the definition of a network domain as a set of network equipment which are
administratively under the responsibility of an operator, the controller distribution is useful both
in the intra domain or inter domain context. Obviously, in an intra-domain context, the network
resources may be organized according to different criteria as different administrative,
geographical sub-domains... In the context of inter-domains, so different operators (for instance
with a federation of clouds) a distribution of controllers may be put in place to provide the
different requirements above for each domain. It makes sense to manage each domain with a
dedicated controller in order to take care of each domain specificities, but also to comply with
access rights (control of each network domain is dependent of operators –or SDN controllercredentials). Such a distribution may (need to) be managed (e.g. orchestrated) by a (or a set of)
inter-domain controllers as illustrated on figure below in order to guarantee/control consistency
rules applied in each subdomain.
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Figure 33: Inter domains controller

An important role of the set of controllers is to establish the best path between network
resources according to different constraints about traffic (e.g. slices constraints about latency,
QoS …). Controllers may be coupled with a Path Computation Element to provide this function.

4.2.1.1
Distributed SDN Controllers: some key
challenges
One of the key challenges of the controllers’ distribution is the consistency property; regarding
this the following questions should be answered:
-

How to ensure a network configuration rule is well applied on the whole system?
How to manage failovers?
How to manage network reconfiguration and have up to date information at the controller’s
side?

It may be the role of the top orchestrator to handle these functions and to orchestrate a set of
controllers.
Another key challenge is the controllers’ placement depending on the constraints to manage
(e.g., QoS or latency) and the priorities between these constraints; regarding this the following
questions should be addressed also:
-

Is the controller’ distribution dynamic or static?
Does it evolve with the platform changes or depending on KPIs monitored on the platform?
Such a property may be also handled by the top orchestrator.

In the context of NGPaaS, controllers’ distribution will be useful for NGPaaS platform
implementation. The SDN controllers' role will be to create the network links between different
deployed VNFs QoS.

4.2.1.2

A proposed architecture (based on ODL)

Based on the OpenDayLight SDN Controller, a distributed mechanism allowing to distribute
several ODL instances on the system may be implemented. A network domain will be split in
different realms according to different considerations depending on use cases as geographical,
administrative or functional. Each controller instance will manage a realm. One of the
controllers will have the master role and delegate to other controllers the execution of operations
for resources inside the considered realm. The master controller will have the responsibility to
ensure the overall consistency of the domain giving the opportunity to delegate (delocalize) in
each realm the execution of operations.
They are different ways to implement such a distributed architecture as shown in figure below.
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Figure 34: SDN Controller per realm

This approach may be extended to a multi-domain context.
In the scope of NGPaaS, such model will be illustrated with a master controller which delegates
operations to different controllers (with a single level of delegation for simplification, without
recursion). The master controller will itself control a realm as shown in Figure 34.
Such a model may be used for NGPaaS uses cases as illustrated below for 5G-PaaS use case
(demonstrated in WP5) in Figure 35 below.

Figure 35: SDN Realm Controller for 5G-PaaS

4.2.2 Modularity-based considerations
As shown in Figure 36, currently there are many different SDN-C frameworks with diverse
choice for implementation model, programming language usage, supported features,
architecture, etc. However, it has been difficult to make right choice for different use cases and
deployment options since almost all of them complete with each other in terms of features,
usability, extension, scalability, latency, performance and GUI, etc. Technically coming down
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to the implementation aspect, controller is nothing more than a bunch of software programs to
achieve certain functionalities. Most of the current controller implementations are either
modular based or component based. In general, the current SDN controllers, both Open
Source and proprietary, are monolithic and do not support a list of features that are
generally not used or not optimized for a deployment scenario.
The modular controller framework is based on build/ship/run approach to build and deploy the
minimum foot print controllers satisfying the overall requirements (QoS/QoE) of their use cases
(slices in 5G) and the serving network domain (RAN, Core, Fronthaul, Backhaul, etc.). The
build-to-order SDN controller can dynamically choose required software modules according to
the use case and then build controllers for deployment. This approach eliminates the duplicated
deployment of monolithic controllers (having all the functionalities to manage the end-to-end
networks) irrespective of their use cases. Such controller approach also improves the controlplane performance and hence the QoS/QoE for each use case.

Figure 36: Different SDN-C Frameworks.

As shown in Figure 37, the initial design of the build-to-order SDN-C framework is aimed to
compose the slice/use-case specific SDN-C controllers satisfying several requirements from the
users. The framework is designed with the 12 cloud native application principles in mind to
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various

challenges

such

as

low
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print,

resiliency,

scalability,

etc.

Figure 37: Build-to-Order SDN-C Frameworks.

4.2.2.1

Use Case and KPI Analysis

The design requirement of Build-to-Order Controller module requires the analysis of several use
cases in NGPaaS to identify their required KPIs along with the involvement of SDN-C in each
use case.

4.2.3 SDN/NFV Integration considerations
ETSI report on SDN usage in the NFV architectural framework [NFV-EVE 005] describes how
the SDN technology might be integrated into the NFV framework; according to it the following
main aspects have been gathered that should be considered as a requirements' set:
-

-

Interconnection of Virtual Network Function Components (VNFCs) using SDN. Since a
VNF might be composed of several VNFCs, SDN could be used to both establish links
between VNFCs and support other functions such as managing traffic between the VNFCs.
Interconnecting VNFs using SDN. Since a Network Service (NS) might be composed of a
source, a destination, and a set of intermediate interconnected VNFs to process the traffic
from the source to the destination, this chaining of VNFs might occur in different scenarios,
e.g.:
a) Chaining based on a network service designed according to a VNF Forwarding
Graph (VNF-FG); this is a static chaining, applied at instantiation time of the
network service.
b) Chaining based on customer policy/service. This is a more dynamic and flexible
delivery of VNF chains determined, at the time of service instantiation, based on a
variety of factors that will include policies, network, compute and storage
conditions, and customer based policies.
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c) Chaining based on VNF processing. This is even a more dynamic case where
chaining might be modified on the fly depending on the processing provided by a
VNF.
d) Load balancing across VNFs. In this case elasticity is supplied by adding or
removing VNFC or VNF instances in the chain.
-

Perform SDN across multiple VIMs. In this case two basic scenarios can be considered:

-

VIM instances located in the same NFVI-PoP; and

-

VIM instances located in different NFVI-PoPs.

These two scenarios present the following challenges:

-

-

-

-

The crossing of administrative or organizational boundaries usually imposes
requirements at various levels, e.g. connectivity, security, SLA fulfilment,
information hiding, which constrains the choice of possible solutions.

-

The characteristics of network protocols used in the scope of a NFVI-PoP and in the
WAN are significantly different.

-

The provisioning of network services across VIMs with requirements such as endto-end low latency.

-

The dynamic setup of paths between newly instantiated VNF, and existing PNFs or
VNFs over a WAN.

-

Ensuring connection as well as SLA guarantee for VNF scaling over multiple
NFVI-PoPs.

-

The extension of virtual links outside the NFVI-PoP into the WAN.

-

Transport network reconfiguration, e.g. during natural disasters, network
congestion, etc.

Definition of the SDN controller hierarchy. The following SDN controller hierarchy
scenarios can be considered:

-

SDN controller hierarchy for distributed performance, scalability and reliability for
multilayer and single-layer transport networks.

-

SDN controller hierarchy for distributed, cross-SP or cross-domain services.

-

SDN controller hierarchy for NaaS.

-

SDN controller hierarchy for multi-domain, transport network fast fault recover.

How to map the SDN controller to the ETSI NFV architecture. Since an SDN controller
hierarchy might be implemented within and across different functional blocks of the ETSI
NFV functional architecture, a number of options should be considered also:
-

The hierarchy of the SDN controllers in the NFVI.

-

Hierarchy of SDN controllers in a VNF.

-

Hierarchy of SDN controller across functional blocks.

-

Hierarchy of SDN controllers below the WIM (although the WIM is not explicitly
represented in the ETSI architectural framework, this hierarchy occurs when layers
and regions of multiple trust domains occur in the Wide Area Network).

The placement of the SDN controller in a Virtualised environment. In this case it is
necessary to consider that a virtualised SDN controller might be:

-

A VNFC;
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-

A VNF; or

-

A Network Service (NS) composed of multiple VNF that constitute the different
sub-elements of the SDN controller.

It is also necessary to consider also that the SDN controller could be placed on a single
virtualized environment, or also, across multiple Virtualised environments. In any case
this SDN controller to be deployed in an NFV architectural framework would come
with a software image and a description of resources required to deploy this software
image.
VNF-FG Implementation. As described in [NFV-MAN 001] a VNF-FG descriptor contains
a list of virtual links to be established between its constituent VNFs and PNFs to form a
Network Connection Topology (NCT) and might contain one or more Network Forwarding
Path (NFP) elements associating traffic flows matching certain criteria to forwarding paths
(i.e. the actual sequence of network functions to be traversed) within an NCT. The SDN
technology might play a role for implementing both the NCT and NFP. In this case, the
SDN controllers involved in the configuration of an NFP might be different from those
involved in setting up the underlying NCT. The SDN-C should be able to allocate virtual
address space for VNF-FGs (virtual addresses of NFs belonging to different graphs could
overlap).
Placement of the SDN controllers in the tenant and the infrastructure domains.
Implementation of the Service Function Chaining (SFC) with SDN.
Interface with the orchestration blocks. The SDN-C shall interface with the NFV
Orchestrator and management components so as to allow the NFVO to pass initialization
flows to the SDN-C when new VNFs are instantiated and SDN-C shall collect performance
metrics and report this data in raw or processed formats via a northbound interface to the
Orchestrator.

Although not specific for NFV, other aspects that could be also considered are the following:
-

-

-

Impact on multi-tenancy. The SDN-C need to properly programme network elements, both
physical and virtual in order to meet specific VNF services requirements to ensure
appropriate network slicing, isolation and connectivity in a multi-tenant environment. In this
way, the network will be properly partitioned and shared among several virtual nets, each
dedicated to a specific VNF service. The SDN-C shall guarantee isolation among the
different virtual network resources created to provision the requested services.
Impact on QoS. The SDN-C should allow the infrastructure connectivity services to specify
performance related parameters. The SDN-C shall provide mechanisms to support QoS
control over the IT infrastructure e.g. by accepting requests to deploy virtual nets based on
certain topology and QoS requirements.
The SDN-C should minimize the flow setup time maximizing the number of flows per
second that it can setup.

The SDN-C shall be able to contend with control plane failures (e.g., via redundancy) in a
robust manner, and in particular to ensure persistence of network configuration.

4.2.4 Policy-based Considerations
In the following a number of generic requirements that have been identified for the SDN-C,
from the point of view of the network policy enforcement, are presented. In addition, a set of
examples for possible network policies and network parameters are also provided. A mind map
of the identified SDN-C requirements is also provided in Figure 38.

4.2.4.1

Definition of the desired state of the network

Network policies define the requirements of an NGPaaS actor from the network infrastructure in
a generic way; the role of the SDN-C should be to translate these policies into a specific
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network state (desired state), implemented as a set of network intents (internal mechanisms of
the controller that specify intended/desired network behaviour) (Requirement P1)
The SDN-C should also be flexible enough to accommodate a wide variety of network targets,
given that policies are expected to be generic and extensible (Req. P2).
The implementation should be of low complexity (as much as possible) (Req. P3). It should
consider multiple programmability interfaces. (Req. P4). Another implication is that it
should be user friendly to ease integration (Req. P5).

4.2.4.2

Network Monitoring

In order for the SDN-C to evaluate if the actual state of the network aligns with the desired
state, expressed by the network policies, a monitoring channel between the SDN-C and the
network must be in place (Req. P6). However, the monitoring requirements from the network,
can vary between cases/policies, to that extent the SDN-C must be able to adjust the
monitoring operation (Req. P7).

4.2.4.3

Divergence analysis

After evaluating the actual state of the network, through the monitoring channel, the SDN-C
should be able to perform a divergence analysis between the actual state and the desired state,
described by the network policies (Req. P8).
The divergence analysis can be a resource intensive task, which can increase the hardware
requirements for the SDN-C. To avoid that, the implementation should have as low
computational (Req. P9) and memory overhead (Req. P10) as possible.
A design approach that can help with this is to use multiple threads when more than one
network targets needs to be evaluated at the same time (Req. P11).

4.2.4.4

Enforce Convergence

After evaluating the differences between the actual state and the desired state of the network, the
SDN-C should be able to perform all the necessary actions to align the actual state to the
desired state (Req. P12).
The SDN-C should have the possibility to perform the optimisation analysis using a variety of
different network parameters (Req. P13) (including Req. P9, P10 and P11, regarding resource
intensive tasks).
The SDN-C will require a configuration channel (Req. P14) to the network, allowing it to
modify the network elements (Req. P15) as necessary.

4.2.4.5
Examples of network policies and network
parameters
The scope of this section is to provide a set of exemplary low-level policies and network
parameters that are generic in nature and do not depend on the type of network infrastructure.
Since the network parameters are part of the definition of a policy, they will be presented first.
Table 4 and Table 5 present a list of network parameters and a list of network policies,
respectively.
Table 4: Network Parameters
Network Parameter

Description

Endpoint

Represents a device in the network, can either be a host or a network node.

Host

Source or sink of data. Physical or virtual (e.g. VM or a server)
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Network node

Forwarding device. Physical or virtual (e.g. an Openflow switch)

Bandwidth

The transmission capacity for a network path or link.

Path

A network route, described as a set of links. Unidirectional.

Link

Connecting element between two adjacent endpoints. Unidirectional. Represented as a tuple
of a source and destination endpoints.

Delay

The transmission time over a network path or link.

Max hops

An integer value expressing the maximum number of desired nodes.

Table 5: Network policies
Network Policy

Description

Parameters

Connectivity

A request for connectivity between two endpoints.

Desired bandwidth

A request to allocate a specific bandwidth between two endpoints.

Bound delay

A request for a bound in delay between two endpoints

<Endpoint, Endpoint>
<Endpoint, Endpoint>
Bandwidth
<Endpoint, Endpoint>
Delay

Figure 38: SDN-C requirements from network policy enforcement point of view

4.3 Mapping to Existing SDNC features
In the following a mapping of the previous identified requirements to features of considered
SDN controllers is presented, in order to evaluate the suitability of each SDNC for specific
scenarios.
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4.3.1 ONOS
Based on the requirements for SDN controllers (SDNCs) outlined previously, this section
provides a mapping of those requirements and the features of the OS SDNC ONOS. To ease
cross reference in the text, an alphabetical index is chosen for the different considerations.

4.3.1.1

Domain Based Considerations (A)

The SDN architecture needs to be designed in such a way that several SDN controllers can take
control of the different domains. Therefore, several SDN controllers may be required in order to
manage the different VNFs deployed. The NGPaaS platform may deploy and manage VNFs
from different providers and domains, and as a result, the following requirements need to be
addressed:
4.3.1.1.1

Distribution (A.1)

The requirement of distribution implies two different conditions. First, the SDN controller
should be able to deploy several instances and, second, each of those instances should be able to
manage a different network domain. To address these conditions, first, it is important to analyse
how ONOS deploys several instances. At the time of writing (April 2018), it is possible to
deploy ONOS instances directly on physical servers [ONOS_Mapping 1], in virtual machines
[ONOS_Mapping 2] and as containers [ONOS_Mapping 3]. These instances can be deployed as
independent controllers or as a distributed cluster. In order to redistribute the switch mastership
among controllers, ONOS provides a Command Line Interface (CLI) utility named balancemasters that uniformly distributes the mastership of devices across the controller instances.
Additionally, the device-role command helps on changing the device mastership
[ONOS_Mapping 4]. The ultimate reason for considering these two commands is that there is a
programmatic procedure as shown in the balanceRoles() function [ONOS_Mapping 5] that
custom implementations can follow to provide similar functionalities. In fact, an additional
method is analysed in requirement A.3 that also lets applications modify the device mastership
using the internal ONOS Java API.
4.3.1.1.2

Scalability (A.2)

The scalability requirement implies that the control plane should scale, as the network requires.
Developers of ONOS define the scalability as the ability to add compute resources and increase
the control plane capacity, while keeping the control plane centralized [ONOS_Mapping 6]. As
explained in [ONOS_Mapping 7], typically, dynamic clustering (e.g. adding controller nodes) is
done by pointing cluster metadata service to a remote shared configuration file (see
onos.cluster.metadata.uri system property [ONOS_Mapping 8]); although, by default, it points
to a local cluster.json file.
4.3.1.1.3

Latency (A.3)

In order to comply with the latency requirements, the SDN controller should be able to adapt
and / or induce data plane devices to improve their latency performance. The network manager
could force role election through the MastershipService [ONOS_Mapping 9] [ONOS_Mapping
10] provided by ONOS and then instantiate new ONOS instances in any location where lower
latency levels are ensured. Similarly, controllers can adapt the flow rules in the switches in
order to comply with the mentioned latency requirements. More specifically, authors in
[ONOS_Mapping 11] propose an LLDP-based link latency monitoring system that could be
used in order to assess the latency of links due to the lack of default methods. Although ONOS
supports the tool to achieve this, this feature is not directly supported by ONOS. ONOS
provides, as well, support for NETCONF, based on which characteristics of data plane elements
could be as well configured/ modified (port-queue sizes, number of queues, etc).
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High availability (A.4)

To provide high availability means that the control plane needs to be resilient to controller
failures (e.g. server down, SDNC instance down …). In the case of ONOS, several instances are
able to cluster and automatically react to control plane failures. This feature consists of several
countermeasures that take effect as a critical control plane failure happens (e.g. controller goes
down). This requirement is tightly related to the distribution requirement (A.1). As ONOS
developers state: “Distribution provides fault tolerance and resilience even when individual
controller instances fail” [ONOS_Mapping 12]. To coordinate the nodes in the cluster, ONOS
instances use Atomix [ONOS_Mapping 13], which is based on a RAFT consensus algorithm.
To properly use this framework, an odd number of controller instances is advised.
[ONOS_Mapping 14].
4.3.1.1.5

Consistency (A.5)

Consistency is a key requirement to make the overall system reliable and resilient to errors. In
order to guarantee the system coherence and cohesion, ONOS fulfills this requirement using the
features described in the previous requirements (A.2, A.4). Instead of Hazelcast
[ONOS_Mapping 15], which was used in initial ONOS realeases, the newest versions of ONOS
uses the Atomix framework, since version 1.4. Data stores for Device, Link and Host
information management, for instance, use an optimistic replication technique complemented by
a background gossip protocol that provides eventual consistency. Depending on the
requirements of the service being implemented in ONOS (strongly consistent, eventually
consistent …), a different distribution mechanism may be implemented [ONOS_Mapping 10].
4.3.1.1.6

Dynamicity (A.6)

This requirement is defined as the capability to dynamically guarantee the right instantiation and
usage of different controllers for each of the requirements described before. In short, currently
ONOS is able to provide scalability (A.2), a distributed architecture (A.1), high availability
(A.4) and consistency as explained in several of the sources already listed [ONOS_Mapping 6]
[ONOS_Mapping 10] [ONOS_Mapping 12]. All these requirements are faced by using a certain
architectural approach that guarantees the right usage of controllers for the aforementioned
purposes.
4.3.1.1.7

Slicing (A.7)

There is no specific reference on ONOS documentation about supporting slicing out of the box.
However, as one of the straight forward applications of SDN, it is possible to build an ONOS
application providing network slicing functionalities. A document about the Central Office Rearchitected as a Datacenter (CORD), mentions the usage of ONOS to provide virtualization and
slicing [ONOS_Mapping 16]. Others [ONOS_Mapping 17] [ONOS_Mapping 18] also mention
features like end-to-end slicing (Edge, Core…) as part of SDN/NFV integration efforts, and
even referencing a RAN Slicing PoC [ONOS_Mapping 19].
4.3.1.1.8

Controller Distribution Architecture (A.8)

As part of the distribution (A.1), scalability (A.2) and high availability (A.4), this requirement
also references the need of a proper distribution architecture due to the lack of normalization in
the industry. A correct architecture could guarantee a higher degree of scalability. Currently,
ONOS does not offer a hierarchical structure as such when forming clusters. Although
controllers elect a master for device management, when several controllers form a cluster, they
appear to be in the same “hierarchical” level, recalling a system that scaled horizontally than
following a vertical hierarchy. Controllers work together to elect a single Master and all appears
as a single entity to the rest of the network.
4.3.1.1.9

Inter-controller cluster communication (A.9)
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There is also few to no standardization when it comes to protocols used in inter-controller
communication. These protocols provide key information so as to maintain a certain level of
consistency and coherency among controllers regarding the state of the network managed by the
whole cluster. Currently, ONOS supports 3 types of protocols to support different states:
consensus for strong consistency, gossip for eventual consistency and primary-backup for
eventually strong consistency [ONOS_Mapping 20]. For instance, mastership election is done
using a consensus protocol and topology information is replicated using a gossip protocol.
4.3.1.1.10

Path Computation Element (A.10)

The Path Computation Element is the feature that enables controllers to calculate the best path
within the network under their control. This is calculated according to different constraints
about traffic (slices constraints on latency, QoS …). Currently, there is no path computation
algorithm that, by default, provides this feature as defined in the sentence before. ONOS uses
an all-shortest-paths variant of Dijsktra [ONOS_Mapping 21] [ONOS_Mapping 22]
[ONOS_Mapping 23], but it also offers the possibility to choose a K-shortest-paths algorithm in
order to retrieve the K-shortest-paths. Additionally, the controller administrator can create a
GraphPathSearch implementation that offers a different approach regarding the path
computation. However, it is possible to assign different weights to the links so that ONOS core
PathService calculates the best path based on those parameters [ONOS_Mapping 24].

4.3.1.2

Modularity-based considerations (B)

As outlined in a previous section, the modularity nature of NGPaaS imposes several
requirements on the SDN controller. In the following mapping of ONOS features to each of the
identified requirements is provided.
4.3.1.2.1

Build/Ship/Run approach (B.1)

This requirement relates to the ability to build either vanilla or customized version of the
controller and pack the binaries so that it can be deployed on demand. Currently, it is possible to
download a tar.gz-ed version of any ONOS release or even build your own custom version
[ONOS_Mapping 25]. Additionally, ONOS can run as a system service by updating the
necessary OS files [ONOS_Mapping 26] or be deployed as a container [ONOS_Mapping 2].
4.3.1.2.2

Minimum footprint (B.2)

By requiring a minimum footprint, the controller needs to comply with certain security or
performance requirements. As shown in [ONOS_Mapping 27], results show that even under a
DoS attack, ONOS’ RAM consumption increases but not to a significant extent. When the
system is not under attack, the RAM consumption is also not high (Figures 75 and 76 in
[ONOS_Mapping 27]). Moreover, virtual machines for local deployments do not usually require
more than 4GB of RAM. Additionally, [ONOS_Mapping 28] shows that even if the number of
switches under the management of the controller increases (ranges from 100 to 1000) the
physical memory consumption stays in the range from 580 to 700 MB in the standalone mode.
Results with a similar outcome (non-excessive memory consumption) are achieved for cluster
mode. There have been though reports of ONOS RAM usage exponential scaling when using its
Intent framework in large scale deployments [ONOS_Mapping 28 bis]
4.3.1.2.3

Dynamic module choice (B.3)

This requirement refers to the ability to choose different software modules according to
different cases. One of the key features of ONOS is the ability to install applications on the fly
when the controller is running [ONOS_Mapping 29]. The ONOS application subsystem is built
on top of Apache Karaf feature service, and this, at the same time, is built on top of the standard
OSGi bundle management services (Vachuska, 2016). This means that ONOS applications
bundled as OAR files can be dynamically installed/uninstalled and activated/deactivated.
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4.3.1.2.4

Resiliency (B.4)

This requirement from the Modularity-based considerations, is similar to the one identified
previously for the Domain-based considerations section. Resiliency and high availability (A.4)
are closely related. In order to provide High Availability, a system must be resilient to failures
and errors. Several sources refer specifically to the fact that ONOS provides the resiliency and
scalability required to meet carrier-grade environments [ONOS_Mapping 31] and that both high
availability and resiliency are both key features in ONOS [ONOS_Mapping 32]. Furthermore,
The Intent Framework provides automatized data plane fault recovery, as a core feature of
ONOS. Link and switch failures are detected by the ONOS core and the Intent Framework
dynamically computes a new path and configure network devices to comply with the
connectivity requirements defined in the intent. [ONOS_Mapping 33] clearly demonstrates how
the Intent framework reacts to switch/link failures and is able to provide an alternative path.
4.3.1.2.5

Scalability (B.5)

Please refer to the same requirement in the Domain-based considerations section (A.2).
According to its features list [ONOS_Mapping 32], ONOS provides scalability, high
performance and other additional features.

4.3.1.3

SDN/NFV integration considerations (C)

ETSI NFV management and organization (MANO) [ONOS_Mapping 34] is the reference
source for terminology and relations in this section. Major components mentioned in this
document are the Virtualized Infrastructure Manager (VIM), NFV Orchestrator (NFVO)
(referred just as orchestrator for short) and the VNF Manager (VNFM).
4.3.1.3.1

Establish & manage links between VNFs (C.1)

This requirement refers to the ability to provide connectivity between VNFs and handling flows.
As long as the controller provides a Data-Controller Plane Interface (DCPI) then it can install
the appropriate flow rules to provide connectivity. Besides, the controller should provide an
Application-Controller Plane Interface (ACPI) in order to offer an interface to dynamically
command/manage connectivity flows and handle the traffic in different ways. More specifically,
in [ONOS_Mapping 35], SDN is literally described as the component that interconnects VNFs
within the CORD architecture. Being ONOS a core part of CORD, then ONOS is providing this
functionality.
4.3.1.3.2

Service Chaining (C.2)

This requirement is a generalization, scaling the previous one, where more than two VNFs are
connected or physical and virtual NFs are connected as components of a more complex network
service. In [ONOS_Mapping 35] it is explained that service chaining, within the CORD
architecture, is achieved by creating virtual networks via OpenStack Neutron.
4.3.1.3.3

Chaining at Service Instantiation Time (C.3)

This requirement is met by default as being part of requirement C.2. If the network can provide
connectivity between VNFs, then chaining VNFs at service instantiation time is inherent as part
of the connectivity establishment procedure.
4.3.1.3.4

Policy-based chaining (C.4)

This requirement slightly differs from the previous one on the fact that the controller needs to
provide an Application-Controller Programming Interface (ACPI) and a network policy
framework (more information in section E later). In order to first receive policies from the
MANO orchestrator and then apply the connectivity changes in the network. ONOS currently
provides a REST interface [ONOS_Mapping 36] as part of the Northbound (ACPI) API.
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Currently, ONOS does not offer a native mechanism to provide service chaining based on
policies.
4.3.1.3.5

VNF Processing-based Chaining (C.5)

VNFs might be allowed to modify service chains as an output from their processing. This,
however, is a very specific case where it might be up to the network administrator to allow such
a case and provide the means to enable a secure access to chain modification. Tightly related to
C.3, as long as the controller offers a Northbound API, chaining can be modified by any entity
that is allowed to do so. It might also be that VNFs could modify chains by contacting the
NFVO/VIM (as described in C.6) instead of the SDN controller.
4.3.1.3.6

Load Balancing across VNFs (C.6)

This requirement is defined as the ability to increase or decrease the number of VNF instances
from a chain in order to increment/decrement traffic handling. This functionality may entirely
depend on entities external to ONOS that provide VNF instantiation capabilities (e.g. the NFVO
or the VNFM). On the one hand, ONOS can provide several network metrics to assess in this
circumstance, but most of the decisions and data gathering may depend on the orchestrator.
Load balancing may be commanded by external entities through the same north bound (ACPI)
interface mentioned in C.4 and C.5. All and all, it is possible to program a customized traffic
load balancing application by means of the procedures described in [ONOS_Mapping 30].
4.3.1.3.7

Connectivity over WAN (C.7)

This requirement implies providing connectivity over the same and possibly different
administrative domains (AD). If the SDN controller is responsible for end-to-end connectivity
over WAN then forwarding devices must be SDN compliant for the same and different ADs. In
the first place, the infrastructure should support the same DCPI (or Southbound Interface)
protocols as the controller does. If the AD is different than several restrictions may apply, since
having a different trust domain may imply that the SDN controller has no direct access to
network resources. In such a case, the WAN infrastructure Manager (WIM) provides a specific
interface to allocate connectivity resources. In most cases, it could also be that the NFVO is the
entity in charge of contacting the WIM and, in turn, the WIM contacts its specific SDN
controller. So, although the SDN controller is the one commanding the network devices to
provide connectivity, the actual NFVO is in charge of the resource allocation in the first place as
described in [ONOS_Mapping 37].
4.3.1.3.8

Virtual Link Extension over WAN (C.8)

This feature is a subset of the previous requirement that also implies including the same
capabilities as the slicing requirement (A.7). Therefore, providing virtual links over WAN will
depend on the infrastructure compliance, and possibly, slicing capabilities of the controller and
underlying devices (tagging, etc).
4.3.1.3.9

SDN Controller hierarchy (C.9)

This requirement demands a certain level of hierarchy in order to address scalability, distributed
performance and reliability. Moreover, this hierarchical design should be able to support crossdomain services and, transport and multi-domain fault recovery. There is no hierarchy as such
by default in ONOS as explained in A.8. However, this requirement follows the same demands
as distribution (A.1), scalability (A.2), high availability (A.4) and resiliency (B.5) requirements
described previously. Features like distributed performance are achieved as an outcome of the
distributed core and clustering capabilities. Besides, as explained before, device mastership can
be split into a wider range of controllers to comply with performance requirements. Reliability
is strongly linked to the high availability provided by ONOS and explained in A.5.
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SDN controller as single software image (C.10)

Being able to ship as a single software piece and being able to run in virtualized environments is
a key requirement for current SDN/NFV integrations. Currently, ONOS can run in both physical
and virtual environments and as described in B.1. This requirement and the one described in B.1
are related and therefore, the features can be mapped between them.
4.3.1.3.11

Interface with the NFV Orchestrator (C.11)

This requirement demands that the ONOS controller provides an interface to the NFV
Orchestrator or VNF Manager so that the orchestrating entity can command ONOS to make
changes into the network. Nowadays, ONOS provides a CLI and a RESTful Interface in order to
let the external entities (e.g. an orchestrator) apply changes to the network. This requirement is
essential in order to enable other requirements regarding SDN/NFV integration (C.1, C.2 … and
any other that requires high-level orchestration).
4.3.1.3.12

Performance Metrics Collection (C.12)

This feature requests the collection of metrics like timestamping of events, event measuring,
port statistics, network utilization, topology metrics or other. As [ONOS_Mapping 38] states, a
metrics application is available to gather a wide variety of statistics. Additionally, it is possible
to query the switches to gather statistics of ports, flows … Some of these statistics are available
through the REST interface of ONOS [ONOS_Mapping 39].
4.3.1.3.13

Multitenancy (C.13)

This requirement refers to the ability of properly programming and configuring network devices
to leverage connectivity, network slicing and isolation in a multi-tenant environment. In terms
of slicing, this requirement is aligned with the description provided in A.7. Secondly, isolation
can be provided in several ways but, for instance, ONOS currently supports VLAN tagging.
4.3.1.3.14

Mechanisms to support QoS (C.14)

This requirement is defined by allowing the infrastructure connectivity services to specify
performance related parameters. Currently, ONOS supports the implementation of several
OpenFlow versions, including those that support Meters. Therefore, it is necessary that the
forwarding devices support modern OpenFlow specifications (>= v1.3) and that implement
Meters. The implementation of Queueing mechanisms may also be necessary at data plane
level, and ONOS supports NETCONF to allow diverse configuration on the network devices
[ONOS_Mapping 40].
4.3.1.3.15

Minimize flow setup time (C.15)

This requirement demands that the SDN controller is able to maximize the rate of flow setup.
This requirement, however, may depend on several factors not always under the control of the
SDN controller: control channel conditions, forwarding device performance, controller
hardware resources… On the other hand [ONOS_Mapping 41] shows that a single ONOS
instance can install just over 700K local flow setups (Environment: Dual Intel Xeon E5-2670v2
2.5GHz Processors, 32GB DDR3 DRAM;). Results are better for ONOS clusters and some of
the results are available in [ONOS_Mapping 41] and [ONOS_Mapping 42].
4.3.1.3.16

Robustness against control plane failures (C.16)

Resiliency, as related with A.4, B.4 and C.7, is another key feature to provide high availability
and robustness. If resiliency is needed, redundancy is provided by the clustering capacity of
ONOS. This requirement has also been explained and is tightly related to A.1, A.4, B.4 and C.7.
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4.3.1.4
Hardware Acceleration and Programability
Considerations (D)
In order to support hardware acceleration, enhancements to the network orchestration and the
control infrastructure are considered in the NGPaaS architecture. As a result, certain
requirements need to be addressed in order to support hardware acceleration as previously
described.
4.3.1.4.1

Openflow extension support (D.1)

Custom messages and functionalities need to be supported. As OpenFlow does not support
FPGA acceleration it needs to be extended to support this functionality. This extension can be
based on experimenter messages that the standard supports so that the mentioned custom
functionalities are implemented. Since ONOS currently supports several OpenFlow versions
and is compliant with the standard, the ability to integrate experimenter messages is possible.
Now, the network administrator must still provide the proper driver implementation and data
plane behaviour in the form of an ONOS application, in order to handle the experimenter
messages and react according to the parameters included in them.
4.3.1.4.2

Specific Northbound API (D.2)

In order to offer the new enabled functionality in the protocol stack to applications, the
controller Northbound (ACPI) interface needs to be extended as well. ONOS supports the
extension of its Northbound REST API by programming custom REST API calls.

4.3.1.5

From Policies (E)

In order to support network policy enforcement, the following requirements are outlined and the
possible features of the ONOS controller are also described.
4.3.1.5.1

Policy-to-network state translation (E.1)

It refers to the ability of the controller to translate high-level policies into network actions (e.g.
intents). These will result in flow rules that express the intended network state. Currently,
ONOS supports connectivity intents [ONOS_Mapping 43] but it will need a further extension in
order to support a wider variety of functionalities and the mentioned policy-to-network state
translation. Altough ONOs does not provide currently a Policy Framework, ongoing work
within the NGPaaS project is already extending ONOS with a network Policy Framework, as
described later in this report.
4.3.1.5.2

Flexibility (E.2)

The SDN controller needs to support several types of DCPI (southbound) protocols in order to
configure and program different devices. This will also allow policies to offer a higher degree of
configuration to the entities issuing the policies. Currently, ONOS supports a wide variety of
DCPI protocols that include the most popular ones like OpenFlow or NETCONF
[ONOS_Mapping 44]. In the same way, it is also important to include proper drivers (a
collection of behaviours and device-specific configurations) in order to support a wide variety
of forwarding devices [ONOS_Mapping 45].
4.3.1.5.3

Low-complexity (E.3)

The implementation must not be complex to realize. Currently, ONOS provides a well-defined
and modular structure for its services and the applications running on top. ONOS offers a
default app skeleton by using Maven archetypes. Moreover, it offers the possibility to
seamlessly integrate the necessary files into an existing application in order to provide both a
REST and a CLI interface [ONOS_Mapping 30].
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Multiple programmability interfaces (E.4)

As explained in previous sections like C.9, C.10 and D.2, ONOS offers several ways of
programming the underlying infrastructure as well as an interface with Northbound applications
[ONOS_Mapping 46]. In this case, the most appropriate interface for policies is the REST
interface described in [ONOS_Mapping 36]. Additionally, ONOS also offers a Java API
[ONOS_Mapping 47] for applications that are installed in the controller.
4.3.1.5.5

User-friendliness (E.5)

This requirement refers to the ease of definition of the different components of the policies. As
mentioned, and since ONOS does not provide policy support, a policy framework for ONOS is
proposed in [ONOS_Mapping 48] and currently implemented within the project as described
later.
4.3.1.5.6

Monitoring Channel (E.6)

This refers to the ability of the controller to monitor the state of the network in order to compare
the actual state with the desired one. As explained in C.10, there are different ways to monitor
several network parameters like switch statistics. Events, like link or switch failures, are already
detected on the fly by ONOS’ core modules and thanks to these detection events, ONOS
applications can react to them and modify the flow rules on devices. The Intent framework and
its failure recovery mentioned in C.7 is an example of an automatic failure reaction to these
events.
4.3.1.5.7

Adjust monitoring operation (E.7)

This is closely related to E.6 and defines the ability to adjust the monitoring requirements
depending on the policies. If the network administrator is providing a custom monitoring
application, the settings for the monitoring operation will exclusively depend on the application
implementation. Additionally, ONOS already polls switches for switch statistics (as well as
monitor switches and links) and these features can currently be adjusted.
4.3.1.5.8

Divergence Analysis (E.8)

This refers to the feature of the SDNC of evaluating the actual state of the network against the
desired state, as described by the network policies. Currently, Intents provide a high-level
interface to specify the network control desire. The intents are compiled by the controller on a
process that ends in actionable operations on network devices [ONOS_Mapping 43]. This
requirement is also related to the one described in E.8. Although ONOS intents are a powerful
mechanism it scope is limited and extension can/should be considered.
4.3.1.5.9

Low computational and memory usage (E.9)

This relates t the previous B2 and refers to the ability of the controller to keep a low
computational and memory usage regarding the divergence analysis. Although there is a
reference to the asynchronous intent compilation implemented by ONOS in order to accelerate
the process, there is no actual performance test regarding the resource consumption while the
divergence analysis is conducted. This could be an interesting performance evaluation to be
considered once the Policy Framework is fully implemented.
4.3.1.5.10

Multi-threaded approach (E.10)

This refers to the ability to execute tasks in different threads in order to speed up task
executions. To address this requirement in the Divergence Analysis, ONOS supports an
asynchronous intent compilation based on Java Future [ONOS_Mapping 49].
4.3.1.5.11

Align actual and desired state (E.11)
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As a result of the so-called divergence analysis, the SDN controller should be able to perform
the necessary network actions in order to align the actual and desired states. To do so, the
ONOS intents are translated into OpenFlow rules (or any other ACPI protocol) at the lowest
level in order to comply with the intended state described in policies [ONOS_Mapping 43].
4.3.1.5.12

Optimization Analysis (E.12)

This refers to the ability of the controller to perform a proper analysis to provide the best result
when the state is enforced and accommodate pre-stablished rules in order to optimize the overall
network state. This is related to E.9, in order to keep a low computational footprint.
4.3.1.5.13

Configuration Channel (E.13)

This is needed in order to communicate with the data plane forwarding devices and install the
flow rules in order to provide the desired network state. As explained in E.2, ONOS supports a
wide variety of DCPI protocols in order to communicate with the forwarding devices.

4.3.2 ODL
This section aims to map the desired features of the SDN controller in NGPaaS (discussed in
paragraph 4.2) with the capabilities that offers the Opendaylight controller.

4.3.2.1

Domain Based Considerations (A)

The NGPaaS platform will manage different contexts, with maybe different network
requirements/policies/capabilities, so splitting the controller functionality into multiple
controllers, each one managing a different domain will help to support this multi-domain point
of view.
4.3.2.1.1

Distribution (A.1)

The distribution from a domain point of view refers the capability to deploy several instances of
the controller to manage sub parts of the network. This requirement is achieved using
Opendaylight, in the sense that is easy to deploy the network infrastructure and assign this piece
of the network to a controller. Opendaylight provide some tools to manage the synchronization
between the different instances through the EAST/WEST interfaces, using the ODL-SDNi App,
that supports the possibility to manage WEST connections to other domains, exposing controller
ip Address, links, nodes, link bandwidths, etc, allowing the intra-domain communication with
the implementation of border gateway protocol BGP [RFC4271].
4.3.2.1.2

Scalability (A.2)

To meet this requirement, it is necessary to have the ability of adding/killing a controller in a
cluster. This operation is quite simple in Opendaylight, because in the installation directory
there is a script [ODL Mappings 1]:
bin/configure_cluster.sh <index> <instances>
Where <index> is the desired number of controllers (including the existing ones) and
<instances> are the IPs of the controller nodes, existing and new.
Once the new controller is inserted, it is possible to use EOS to assign responsibilities to this
new controller, or the Federation Service, both described in A.4.
The decision of scaling a controller should be performed based on some metrics of the
controller. This metrics could be collected using Cardinal feature. Provides rules/policies traps
and exposes information about the Opendaylight health (CPU,memory,sys-info,uptime,etc). For
further details, see paragraph 4.3.2.1.25 Performance Metrics Collection (C.12)
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Latency (A.3)

This requirement aims to achieve the adaptation for both the data path flows going to the
controllers and control flows from the controllers toward switches.
To provide this dynamic networking regarding the data plane, it is necessary to use some
monitoring tools and having thresholds defined to trigger an action if the monitoring tool checks
that a threshold is exceeded. For example, scale in some components that are causing this high
latency inside a chain.
In the other hand another cause of high latency could be that the control plane is overloaded and
the controller cannot manage the entities under his control with the performance required. In
this case, we will need to scale the controller and assign him the entities to manage as described
in A.2.
4.3.2.1.4

High availability (A.4)

This requirement can be met with Opendaylight, it is related to the distribution, A.1 and
scalability A.2. For the high availability, we can consider having a cluster of balanced
controllers instead of a single controller managing each domain, and with this architecture, the
controller is more failure tolerant.
The idea is to share the role of managing the control plane into segments and each controller has
the responsibilities of this segment. And if one or some controllers go down, transferring the
responsibilities of the failed controllers to the remaining controllers, so we keep the load in the
controller balanced.
The Entity Ownership Service (EOS) [ODL_Mappings2] is a useful tool inside Opendaylight to
address this point. EOS plays the role of an arbiter and elects a candidate with different
strategies (first candidate selection or least loaded candidate selection).
There is another Opendaylight feature for supporting this requirement, the Federation Service
Description [ODL_Mappings3], in order to allow multiple ODL clusters to cooperate (federate)
for a given application; there is a need to allow state exchange between ODL clusters. The
Federation Service is intended to complement other services such as messaging4transport and
the Conceptual Data Tree which are focused on state sharing between ODL clusters (and
potentially other systems) without the need for transformation, filtering or event ordering.
4.3.2.1.5

Consistency (A.5)

This requirement is the capability to guarantee that the system behavior is the expected, even if
some controllers have failed or the scaling operations have modified the size of the
infrastructure. For that, some features have been described in A.4
4.3.2.1.6

Dynamicity (A.6)

Dynamicity is closely related to A.2. The system must provide the mechanisms required
allowing this capability, but the responsible of this feature will be the orchestrator, that will
have the full knowledge of the resources in the infrastructure. Each ODL controller collect the
metrics from his domain or entities under his control and the orchestrator will query them to
permit this optimal dynamicity.
4.3.2.1.7

Slicing (A.7)

To meet this requirement inside a cluster environment it is possible to use Virtual Tenant
Network. VTN is an application that provides multi-tenant virtual network on an SDN
controller. VTN is a logical abstraction plane. This enables the complete separation of logical
plane from physical plane. Users can design and deploy any desired network without knowing
the physical network topology or bandwidth restrictions.
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The VTN Coordinator [ODL_Mappings 4] is an external application that provides a REST
interface for a user to use OpenDaylight VTN Virtualization. It interacts with VTN Manager
plugin to implement the user configuration. It is also capable of multiple OpenDaylight
orchestration. It realizes Virtual Tenant Network (VTN) provisioning in OpenDaylight
instances. In the OpenDaylight architecture VTN Coordinator is part of the network application,
orchestration and services layer.
4.3.2.1.8

Controller Distribution Architecture (A.8)

In Opendaylight, the distribution of a cluster with multiple nodes, it is recommended to use a
minimum of three instances, even if it is possible to set up a cluster with just two nodes.
However, if one of the two nodes fails, the cluster will not be operational.
Data shards are used to contain all or a certain segments of OpenDaylight’s MD-SAL datastore.
For example, one shard can contain all the inventory data while another shard contains all of the
topology data. If nothing is specified regarding that, all data will be placed in the default shard.
The system that Opendaylight provides to manage the leader in a cluster is based on Raft
algorithm [ODL_Mappings 5], a server in a raft cluster can be leader, follower, or candidate.
The leader pushes the replication of information to the followers and pings each follower (with
a heartbeat). If a follower doesn’t receive a heartbeat, in the timeout configured, the follower
becomes candidate and starts a leader election. After a node is unreachable, it remains down for
configurable period of time. Once a node goes down, you need to restart it so that it can rejoin
the cluster. Once a restarted node joins a cluster, it will synchronize with the lead node
automatically.
It is important to consider that the OpenDaylight cluster works best when the latency between
the nodes is very small, which practically means they should be in the same datacenter. It is
however desirable to have the possibility to fail over to a different datacenter, in the case that all
nodes become unreachable. To achieve that, the cluster can be expanded with nodes in a
different datacenter, but in a way that doesn’t affect latency of the primary nodes. To do that,
shards in the backup nodes must be in “non-voting” state. The API to manually electing voting
states on shards is defined as RPCs in the cluster-admin.yang file.
4.3.2.1.9

Inter-controller cluster communication (A.9)

This requirement is fulfilled using The Federation Service or messaging4transport to share the
state of the controllers inside the cluster, or EOS to orchestrate the responsibilities of each
instance in the cluster, as has been described in A.4.
4.3.2.1.10

Path Computation Element (A.10)

The PCE operates on a network graph, built from the (Traffic Engineering Database) TED, in
order to compute paths based on the path computation request issued by the PCC. The path
computation request includes the source and destination of the path and set of constrains to be
applied during the computation. The PCE response contains the computed path or the
computation failure reason.
The OpenDaylight PCEP plugin [ODL_Mappings 6] provides all basic service units necessary
to build-up a PCE-based controller. In addition, it offers Label Switched Paths, LSP
management functionality for Active Stateful PCE [ODL_Mappings 7] - the cornerstone for
majority of PCE-enabled SDN solutions.

4.3.2.2

Modularity-based considerations (B)

Regarding the modularity, almost all controllers offer a complete set of features. Technically
coming down to the implementation aspect, controller is nothing more than a bunch of software
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programs to achieve certain functionalities. In this paragraph are collected the Opendaylight’s
features that match the requirements for NGPaaS under a modularity point of view.
4.3.2.2.1

Build/Ship/Run approach (B.1)

Each component is isolated as a Karaf feature, to ensure that new work doesn’t interfere with
mature and tested code. OpenDaylight uses Maven to build a package that manages these Karaf
features and their interactions. Each controller can run in bare metal, virtual machine or
containers.
4.3.2.2.2

Minimum footprint (B.2)

Opendaylight is designed to allow maximum flexibility in building a controller, installing only
the protocols and services that are needed and don’t waste resources running components that
don’t fit the requirements.
It could be an interesting scope for further work to evaluate the performance in footprint terms
of the Opendaylight controller for the features required in NGPaaS.
4.3.2.2.3

Dynamic module choice (B.3)

In addition to B.2, OGSi is the back-end of OpenDaylight as it allows dynamically loading
bundles and packages JAR files, and binding bundles together for exchanging information.
4.3.2.2.4

Resiliency (B.4)

This requirement is related to A.4. Clustering is a mechanism that enables multiple instances to
work together as one entity. Regarding this requirement, with the clustering configuration helps
to give more resilience to the possible faults that can happen on a controller, because as it is
managed not as an isolated instance, but as a group of them if one of them crashes, you would
have the other instances working and available without lose any data gathered in the instance.
4.3.2.2.5

Scalability (B.5)

If exist multiple controllers running, it is potentially possible to more work with or store more
data on those controllers if they are clustered. All data could be divided into smaller chunks
(known as shards) and either distribute that data across the cluster or perform certain operations
on certain members of the cluster. For the communication of the different controllers (or even
cluster of controllers) it is possible to use Federation Service Description, as described in A.4
and this requirement from a domain-based point of view, A.2 and A.6.

4.3.2.3

SDN/NFV integration considerations (C)

This integration needs to cover the NGPaaS requirements in order to be able to deploy the
virtualised functions in the platform, leveraging with the SDN architecture to provide to the
VIM all the network capabilities that are collected in the [NFV-EVE 005].
4.3.2.3.1

Establish & manage links between VNFs (C.1)

This is the main contribution that provides the SDN architecture to NFV, to improve the
network management between the VNFs. In Section 4.5.2 Gap Analysis, are discussed the pros
and cons of using a VM or container based VIM. Opendaylight allows interconnecting both
VIMs with COE support [ODL_Mappings 8].
4.3.2.3.2
(C.3)

Service Chaining (C.2) and Chaining at Service Instantiation Time

This requirement is more detailed in Section 4.5.2, and it’s support by Opendaylight with the
module SFC. It provides the ability to define an ordered list of network services (e.g. firewalls,
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load balancers). These services are then “stitched” together in the network to create a service
chain using NSH [ODL_Mappings 9].
4.3.2.3.3

Policy-based chaining (C.4)

Using the Opendaylight’s SFC feature [ODL_Mappings 10], it is possible to define this policybased chaining by a REST API or using the UI with these modules:
•

ACE - Access Control Entry

•

ACL - Access Control List

•
SCF - Service Classifier Function: Policy-based function to identify / select / match
traffic flow with a specific service function chain.
4.3.2.3.4

VNF Processing-based Chaining (C.5)

Some VNF like NATs or proxies need to rewrite the packet headers fields. This can be
managed:
•
•

Allowing the VNF to use the API to communicate with the controller and recalculate
with the controller the path to follow.
Communicate with the orchestrator to ask for a new path calculation. This procedure
will be controller-agnostic, but involves the orchestrator in network issues.

4.3.2.3.5

Load Balancing across VNFs (C.6)

This requirement is cover with load balancer application that balances traffic to backend servers
based on the source address and source port on each incoming packet. The service reactively
installs OpenFlow rules to direct all packets with a specific source address and source port to
one of the appropriate backend servers. This service can be configured via a REST APIs
managed by the orchestrator. The API summary can be here: [ODL_Mappings 11]
Moreover, using Opendaylight since Carbon release [ODL_Mappings 12], the logical Service
Function Forwarder (SFF) in the SFC project now abstracts network hosts as a single
configurable entity in order to automate configuration, and simplify scaling, load-balancing and
failover.
4.3.2.3.6
(C.8)

Connectivity over WAN (C.7) and Virtual Link Extension over WAN

As explained in Sections 4.3.1.3.7 and 4.3.1.3.8 for point C.7 and C.8, respectively.
4.3.2.3.7

SDN Controller hierarchy (C.9)

Since openflow 1.2 specs [ODL_Mappings 13]:
The switch may establish communication with a single controller, or may establish
communication with multiple controllers. Having multiple controllers improves reliability, as
the switch can continue to operate in OpenFlow mode if one controller or controller connection
fails. The hand-over between controllers is entirely managed by the controllers themselves,
which enables fast recovery from failure and also controller load balancing.
Two modes of operation:
Equal interaction (default): in this case all the controllers have read/write access to the switch,
which means they have to synchronize in order not to step on each other feet.
Master/Slave interaction: in this case there will be one master and multiple slaves.
4.3.2.3.8

SDN controller as single software image (C.10)
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As described in B.1, this requirement is met. We can use Packer, which in turn uses our Ansible
role and RPM, to build VMs packaged as Vagrant base boxes and containers packaged as
Docker images.
4.3.2.3.9

Interface with the NFV Orchestrator (C.11)

As described in Section 4.5.1.1 Opendaylight is one of the most extended controller regarding
this requirement. Exposes the NBI to communicate with the NFV orchestrator.
4.3.2.3.10

Performance Metrics Collection (C.12)

For this requirement OpenDaylight TSDR [ODL_Mappings 14] project collects different kinds
of data by NetFlow, OpenFlow and SNMP. Collect all data in a database (HBase, Cassandra,
elasticsearch…) chosen by the user, and can be interfaced with Grafana for data visualizer.
Other application that may be useful is Cardinal [ODL Mappings 20], provides Monitoring as a
Service in Opendaylight. It enables the inter-working of Opendaylight to the management
system via SNMP for monitoring legacy networks, collects information about ODL health, and
uses exposes all the information through his REST API. Provides an MIB (management
information base) for assotiating OIDs for system information, karaf parameters, plugin status
and autonomous events.
In the other hand, SFC offers a flow monitoring to be able to find troubleshooting in the
configuration of the chains [Tracer17].
4.3.2.3.11

Multitenancy (C.13)

In the requirement A.7, we have introduced the concept of VTN Manager and coordinator.
VTN Manager [ODL_Mappings 4] plugin interacts with other modules to implement the
components of the VTN model. This provides a REST interface to create/update/delete VTN
network components, maybe managed by the NFV Orchestrator.
In addition to the above-mentioned role, it also provides an implementation to the OpenStack
L2 Network Functions API.

4.3.2.3.12

Mechanisms to support QoS (C.14)

This requirement is cover by another feature (packed inside Genius) [ODL_Mappings 15], that
provides support for ingress rate limiting configuration of OVS, and modifies the traffic shaping
in an Openflow node. If QoS bandwidth policy is applied on a neutron port [ODL_Mappings
16], all packets exceeding the rate limit are dropped by the switch. It is possible to monitor the
packet drop ratio and log the alert message if packet drop ratio is greater than the configured
threshold value. It is possible to set the threshold by REST or CLI.
4.3.2.3.13

Minimize flow setup time (C.15)

Regarding [ODL_Mappings 17] it is possible to check some numbers regarding the flow setup
time in the nodes, depending on the cluster size, from 4500 flows/s with only 1 instance of ODL
to 2500 flows/s with 5 instances.
4.3.2.3.14

Robustness against control plane failures (C.16)

This requirement is related with high availability (A.4) and resiliency (B.4). The way to
guarantee the robustness against failures is to deploy in cluster, to minimize the possibility of
control plane failures.
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4.3.2.4
Hardware Acceleration and Programmability
Considerations (D)
The controller will be able to benefit from the NGPaaS FPGA acceleration as well, by
extending the OpenFlow protocol to support FPGA hardware acceleration. The implementation
of these extensions can be based on experimenter type of messages, which are defined by the
standard to specify custom functionalities. The idea is to create additional instructions that
enable specific hardware engines. In this point it is described how to develop this new feature
on Opendaylight.
4.3.2.4.1

Openflow extension support (D.1)

Since there exists on Opendaylight a plugin [ODL_Mappings 18], based on MD-SAL to support
openflow implementations and can be extended to add support to further openflow
implementations, it is possible to develop these custom functionalities and integrate them in
ODL.
4.3.2.4.2

Specific Northbound API (D.2)

It is possible to extend to the Nouthbound API in Opendaylight to support the new features that
are required for NGPaaS. For that, the steps to follow are [ODL_Mappings 19]:
•
•
•
•
•

Define a Karaf feature which describes the dependencies to other features/bundles
Define a Yang model which basically defines your applications REST/Java APIs
(operational and configurational Data/RPC/Notifications)
Implement by the Yang model generated interfaces to support the APIs functionality
Define a Yang configuration for your application to fit it into the controller
Deploy the feature in the OpenDaylight container

4.3.2.5

From Policies (E)

From the policies point of view, there are different ways to transform the state of the resources
under the control of Opendaylight. The first one is the NIC (Network intent composition), a
simple intent interface, controller-agnostic (intents are portable to ONOS for example) only for
allow/block traffic between a source and a destination. GBP (Group based policy) can group the
endpoints (a VNF) in endpoint groups (providers or consumers) for applying them the contracts.
It is possible to add role policy access to the different resources defined in Opendaylight (using
AAA framework), to manage a hierarchy of permissions depending of the actor that is going to
configure the network.
4.3.2.5.1

Policy-to-network state translation (E.1)

GBP’s translation of the policy is done in steps:
•
•

•

Match or select a contract for both endpoint groups’ providers and consumers.
Subject selection: resolution of the subjets that are in scope (kind of communication
between endpoints), performed by the clauses. Clauses have a list of subjects that apply
when all the matchers in the clause match. The output of the subject selection phase
logically is a set of subjects that are in scope for any particular pair of endpoints.
The applicable subjects from the previous step will each contain a set of rules; it is a set
of classifiers with a set of actions, with an order parameter. And this rules are sent to the
renderer, witch manage the translation between the rules and the networking
configuration.

4.3.2.5.2

Flexibility (E.2)
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This requirement needs to be met to allow applying the different policies in the highest size of
devices as possible. The policies will be translated in actions that could include tagging or
encapsulating the traffic in some way, redirecting the traffic, or applying a service function
chain. OpenDayLight’s renderers support to multiple protocols for devices configuration:
NETCONF, openflow.
4.3.2.5.3

Low-complexity (E.3)

The configuration is flexible and with low complexity, it is possible to assign a policy to one
endpoint or to a group of endpoints, expose capabilities and requirements, and the rules are well
defined with the actions. Some objects in the system include reference to parents, from which
they will inherit definitions.
4.3.2.5.4

Multiple programmability interfaces (E.4)

Opendaylight offers different ways to use the GBP: thought the GUI, REST API and using his
interface with neutron, mapping a neutron port to an endpoint.
4.3.2.5.5

User-friendliness (E.5)

The policy definition is created using the Contract Composer REST API, and the process to
push the desired flow to the devices is triggered automatically.
4.3.2.5.6

Monitoring Channel (E.6) and monitoring operation (E.7)

The monitoring requirement is defined in C.12. with the TSDR project, all metrics will be
collected in a metrics database, and the actions to trigger regarding this metrics can impact on
some policies creation/deletion/update.
4.3.2.5.7

Divergence Analysis (E.8)

After the policies are defined, assigned, translated and pushed the desired flow to the
corresponding devices, this analysis could be designed to check the performance of the current
status of the network.
4.3.2.5.8

Low computational and memory usage (E.9)

This requirement is related to B.2, minimum footprint, refers to the ability of the controller to
keep a low computational and memory usage.
4.3.2.5.9
Multi-threaded approach (E.10), Align actual and desired state
(E.11), Optimization Analysis (E.12), Configuration Channel (E.13)
These requirements are not addressed with the current state of the Opendaylight’s project, as the
point E.8, the divergence analysis is the base for all these points.

4.3.3 Conclusion
Considering the desired features identified in section 4.2, both ONOS and Opendaylight cover
all the desired functionalities for NGPaaS, as it is summarized here:
From the domain point of view (A), both allow to manage the networking between the VNFs
from different providers and with different contexts, based on multi-controller scenarios. For
that a cluster of controllers - for addressing high availability over each domain - can be
distributed to manage each domain, allowing the traffic between our multivendor platform,
monitoring each controller and therefore, with the capability to scale and manage the possible
faults.
From the modularity perspective (B), both controllers are based on OSGi – like architectures,
where components are isolated and can be managed (installed, activated, deactivated)
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independently, providing in such a way a dynamic, flexible and scalable platform, using the
minimum necessary footprint. Both controllers provide as well flexible clustering strategies,
making the networks under their control scalable and resilient.
About the NFV/SDN integration (C), both OpenDaylight and ONOS have been incorporated as
SDNCs in paradigm implementations of ETSIs NFV architecture, i.e. in Open Source Mano
(see Table 8). Specifically, in ODL it is possible to forward the traffic between the VNFs as
chains, using the policy based chaining and leverage their tools for load balancing, monitoring
network metrics, support for QoS and multitenancy. For ONOS, it is used as SDNC for chaining
of VNFs in the CORD platform, which also native from the Open Networking Foundation but
does not follow ETSIs NFV architecture.
Regarding the programmability considerations (D), openflow extensions can be implemented in
both ONOS and ODL. Their northbound API can therefore be extended as well to support new
features that could be required, for example with the use of YANG and their native support for
YANG modelling.
For addressing the network policies (E), both ONOS and OpenDayLight provide an “intent
networking” based interface for applying simple network policies. OpenDayLight provides
some more sophisticated tools to provide group-based policies or role policy access to different
resources, exposing multiple interfaces (REST, GUI, etc.) to declare the rules using a userfriendly model. As described in section 4.4, a more generic, complex framework for policies
(also network policies) for PaaS is proposed and a Proof of Concept (PoC) implemented based
on the ONOS controller.
As a result, both ONOS and OpenDaylight are chosen as paradigm SDN controllers for
NGPaaS, and they are selected for different Proof of Concept implementations (POCs) within
the NGPaaS work for WP4. Some of these PoCs and its current state are described in the
following sections.

4.4 Network Policy Framework for NGPaaS
This section describes the implementation details for the initial prototype of the Network Policy
Framework (NPF) of NGPaaS. The implementation described herein is based on the policy
framework design proposed in [D2.1] of the NGPaaS project, however whilst that design is
generic in nature the implementation herein described covers only network policies. The
described PoC provides, as well, an enhancement to the CORD platform, from the perspective
of a PaaS component, as the current CORD versions do not include the notion of policies nor its
integration in a bigger PaaS architecture. The description provided herein focuses on the initial
PoC implementation. Since the PoC is expected to be further enhanced during the project, the
description herein may be subject to change as the PoC progress in time.
The design of the Framework herein described has been accepted as a peer review publication in
EuCNC 2018, as reported in D7.1. (A.Mimidis et al. , “Policy Framework for the Next
generation Platform as a Service”). Although the current (May 2018) state of development of
the PoC is not mature enough for inclusion in the demonstrators in WP5, its inclusion will be
evaluated for subsequent versions of those prototype demonstrators.

4.4.1 Scope of the Network Policy Framework
The NPF is still at its early development stages, but its scope within the NGPaaS as well as its
overall architecture has already been identified. illustrates a high-level view of the NPF, and
how it fits within the NGPaaS platform.
• The NPF should be able to validate and enforce network policies to the available network
infrastructure.
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•

•

Vertical Service Providers (VSPs) of the NGPaaS platform should be able to define their
requirements from the network in generic terms, being agnostic to the underlying
technologies and infrastructure.
It should be the role of the NPF to translate these generic policies into technology specific
policies, depending on the use case.
To facilitate these functionalities the NPF should span across the BaaS and PaaS layers of
the NGPaaS.

BaaS

•

Deliverable D4.1

NPF Module

BaaS blueprints

Service blueprints

Orchestrator
NPF Module
Tech. specific
policies

VSP

PaaS

IaaS

SDNC
Policy
Manager
Switches

Figure 39: High level architecture of the NPF

In the BaaS layer the role of the NPF should be to translate agnostic polices (defined as BaaS
blueprints) into PaaS specific policies (defined as Service Blueprints). In the PaaS layer, the
NPF will span across the Orchestrator and the SDNC. Within the orchestrator an NPF module
will be responsible for receiving Service Blueprints from the BaaS, extracting the network
policies (defined as Technology specific policies) and then passing them to the underlying
SDNC using the appropriate interfaces. The role of validating and enforcing the network
policies will be fulfilled by the Network Policy Manager (NPM) application, within the SDNC.
Upon receiving policies from the orchestrator, over a dedicated REST interface, the NPM will
perform formal, conflict and context validation over mentioned policy. If the validation
succeeds, then the NPM will perform the necessary network actions to enforce the policy in the
infrastructure. Details on how policies are validated and modelled can be found in [D2.1] of the
NGPaaS project.

4.4.2 Initial Prototype
This section will describe the current status of the NPF in terms of development and
prototyping. For the initial prototype, the development was solely focused on the NPM
application of the SDNC. In addition, given the differences between the APIs of the different
SDN controllers, development and prototyping is limited to the ONOS SDN controller. Since
ONOS does not provide any policy definition mechanism nor policy based enforcement (beyond
its basic “intent”-mechanism), we plan to offer this development as a contribution to the open
source project when completed. Since the NPF is still under development, its different features,
as detailed in [D2.1], are in different levels of maturity. The following table summarizes the
different features and their maturity levels (High, Development started but features missing,
Development not started).
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Table 6: Development maturity levels

Main Feature
NPM ONOS app

Sub Feature / Comments
REST Interface
Policy Lifecycle (State Machine)
Policy Model (PCIM)
Policy Data Store
Connectivity Policy
Firewall Policy
Other Policies

XOS NPF module

Development not started yet.

BaaS NPF module

Development not started yet.

4.4.3 Network Policy Manager ONOS application
In the NPF development a bottom-up approach, with regards to the NGPaaS architecture, was
selected, based on the fact that the current focus is on the development of the ONOS native
Network Policy manager (NPM) application. The role of the NPM will be to manage the
lifecycle of network policies and also to enforce them in the network infrastructure. The scope
of this section is to give an insight on the status of each of the different sub-features that
comprise the NPM.

4.4.4 REST Interface
The ONOS native NPM application offers its own dedicated REST API, with current support
for GET, DELETE and POST operations. At the current state of development, the REST
interface is communicated from a dedicated REST client. However, at a later stage, the REST
client will be substituted with the CORD orchestrator (XOS) and its implementation of the NPF
module. The following table lists the different endpoints offered by the REST API. All
endpoints should follow the next base URL: http://{IP}:8181/onos/policymanager/
Table 7: REST endpoints of the NPM

Method

Endpoint

Function

GET

/policies/

Lists all policies

GET

/state/{state}

Lists all policies at the provided state

GET

/id/{id}

Lists the policy with the provided id

GET

/type/{type}

Lists all policies of the specific type

GET

/num/

Returns the current count of policies

GET

/activate/{id}

Activates the policy with the provided id

GET

/deactivate/{id}

Deactivates the policy with the provided id

POST

/policies/

Creates a new policy

DELETE

/policies/{id}

Deletes the policy with the provided id

DELETE

/policies/

Deletes all policies
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Policy Lifecycle

This feature of the NPM will be responsible for managing and keeping track of the states of
the different policies throughout their lifecycle. This feature has been partially developed, since
policies installed in the NPM pass through the formal, conflict and context validation steps.
However, the feature has not yet been properly tested and evaluated. It is expected that further
development will be needed in this feature to ensure compliance with the design proposed in
[D2.1].

4.4.6 Policy Model
The Policy Model is the means through which the ONOS NPM application represents policies
internally. To facilitate compliance with other entities and assure extensibility, the Policy Model
is based on the Policy Core Information Model (PCIM). Similarly, as it happens with the Policy
Lifecycle feature of the NPM, the development for the Policy Model has just started but it is in a
state that still allows simple policy testing. However, integration of some parts of the PCIM
(e.g. Policy Groups) has not been done yet. As with the Policy Lifecycle feature, it is expected
that further development will be needed.

4.4.7 Policy Data Store
This feature represents the means through which policies and policy representation are stored
within the PCIM. At the moment, everything is stored in the form of Java Objects, however this
approach has a number of limitations the main being storage volatility. Since Java objects are
stored in RAM, a failure in the SDN Controller will mean a loss of the whole of the policy store.
To overcome this issue there is a tentative plan to move the Policy Data Store also to nonvolatile storage means (e.g. write to file or database storage).

4.4.8 Policies
In the context of this section, a policy refers to the following items:
• The internal representation of the policy, within the NPM (e.g. expected conditions and
actions).
• The associated functions that perform the formal, context and conflict validation of the
policy.
• The associated functions that enforce the policy in the infrastructure.

4.4.8.1

Firewall Policy

The scope of this policy is to install DROP-based flow rules in the network infrastructure, based
on a set of criteria provided by the VSP. Flow rules are not installed at all points in the network
blindly, the policy enforcer will attempt to identify possible source or destination endpoints and
install the flow rules there. A source endpoint is always prioritized from the destination
endpoint, since it stops unwanted traffic before it enters the network. Only in the case that an
endpoint cannot be identified, the flow rule will be installed at all points in the network. At this
point, the criteria provided by the VSP, must be fairly precise (e.g. specific IPs, MACs and
TCP/UDP ports). In the future, VSPs should be able to use more generic criteria (e.g. protocol
names instead of ports and hostnames instead of IPs).

4.4.8.2

Connectivity Policy

The scope of this policy is two provide the VSP with the option to enable proactive connectivity
between any two endpoints in the network (e.g. between two hosts, two network devices or a
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mix of this two). Proactive connectivity means setting up a communication path (set of flow
rules), before traffic between the two endpoints start. Doing so might minimize the initial
communication delay associated with SDN. At the current state of development, only host to
host connectivity is supported and is achieved by utilizing the ONOS Intent Service.

4.4.8.3

Other Policies

At this point no other policies but the Firewall and Connectivity policies have been designed or
implemented. However, it is expected that more policies will be added in the future. Any new
policy ideas will be first evaluated over a set of criteria, before their development starts.
Possible indicators for evaluation can be:
• If the policy offers any value-added enhancement over the NGPaaS platform and its use
cases.
• Conflict in functionality with other already implemented policies. This is important since
performing cross-policy conflict resolution can prove to be very difficult.
• Support of the policy by the ONOS SDN controller: Since development is focused on
ONOS, any policies are limited to what functionality ONOS is offering.

4.4.9 XOS Network Policy Framework Module
Development for this feature has not started yet. But its desired functionalities have been mostly
identified. Its role should be:
• To receive Service Blueprints from the BaaS layer and decompose them into network
policies.
• Transform these policies (if necessary) into a format complaint to ONOS (e.g. JSON).
• Send these policies to the NPM application in ONOS through the dedicated REST API.
Since XOS oversees both the ONOS SDNC and the OpenStack VIM, it has access to
information that ONOS does not (e.g. hostnames of VMs running the VNFs). It might
interesting to enable the XOS NPF module to utilize this information, by allowing VSPs to, for
instance, define hosts by hostnames and having the NPF module in XOS convert these to the
appropriate IPs.

4.4.10 BaaS Network Policy Framework Module
Development for this feature has not started yet at the time of writing. But its desired
functionalities have been mostly identified. Its role should be:
• Receive policy related requests from the VSPs in the form of BaaS blueprints.
• Identify the PaaS that these policies are associated with.
• Compose the policies into Service Blueprints and pass them to the associated PaaS
orchestrator.

4.5 NFV/SDN integration
4.5.1 State of the art
4.5.1.1

Opensource initiatives

This section analyses the current status of the main existing NFV MANO solutions in regard to
their support to SDN technologies. Three main open source NFV platforms for creation,
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orchestration, management stack and their integrations with the SDN open source controllers
are presented in Table 8. The table collects also the current situation in regard to their
compatibility with the main existing SDN controllers.
Table 8: SDNC support on different NFV platforms

OpenDayLight

ONOS

Floodlight
SDN-C

4.5.1.1.1

OSM

ONAP

Yes

(Not currently, but in
progress for future
releases)
(Not currently)

Yes

(Not currently, but in
progress for future
releases)
Yes

Yes

(Not currently, but in
progress for future
releases)
(Not currently)
Yes

CORD

(Not currently)

OSM

As this project is hosted by ETSI, the OSM community tries to be compliant with the ETSI
NFV MANO reference architecture.
OSM architecture is split in three main components [OSMR3]:
The Service Orchestrator (SO) is responsible for all aspects of service orchestration including
lifecycle management and service primitive execution. It is effectively the “master”
orchestration component in the system that governs the workflow throughout OSM. The Service
Orchestration Engine is responsible for supporting the concepts of multi-tenancy, projects,
users, and enforcing role-based access controls.
The Resource Orchestrator (RO) is used to provision services over a particular IaaS provider
in a given location. The Resource Orchestration Engine is responsible for managing and
coordinating resource allocations across multiple geo-distributed VIMs and multiple SDN
controllers. The VIM and SDN Plugins are responsible for connecting the Resource
Orchestration Engine with the specific interface provided by the VIMs and SDN controllers.
The VNF Configuration and Abstraction (VCA) is responsible for enabling configurations,
actions and notifications to/from the VNFs and/or Element Managers. When backed by Juju, it
provides the facility to create generic or specific indirect-mode VNFMs, via charms that can
support the interface the VNF/EM chooses to export.
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Figure 40: Open Source Mano (OSM) architecture

At the SDN controller level, delivers a plugin model for integrating multiple SDN controllers:
ONOS as well as the OpenDayLight (ODL) and Floodlight. In [OSM] it is possible to find the
process to add and manage a SDN controller to OSM through RO CLI or associate a SDN
controller with VIM [OSMAddingSDNC].

4.5.1.1.2

ONAP

ONAP (Open Network Automation Platform) delivers capabilities for the design, creation,
orchestration, monitoring, and life cycle management of VNF’s, the SDN’s that contain them,
providing high level services.
ONAP is not fully compliant with ETSI NFV [ONAPETSI], “Application”-Layer management
and other Operations Support Systems (OSS) functions are out of the scope of NFV-MANO.
Although provides an ETSI NFV compliant NFV-O function.

Figure 41: ONAP architecture
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The main functionalities/components in their Amsterdam release are: [ONAPAmsterdam]
•

•

Design Time Framework - a comprehensive development environment with tools,
techniques, and repositories for defining/describing resources, services, and products.
Provides a framework for policy creation and a closed loop automation management
platform.
Runtime Framework - The runtime execution framework executes the rules and policies
distributed by the design and creation environment and Controllers that manage
resources corresponding to their assigned controlled domain.

Currently it does not interoperate with any existing open source controller, but has its own
implementation of SDN technology (based in ODL).
Their idea is to offer in the future the SDN-C able to invoke other SDN controllers using the
adaptors: The [SDN-C] project provides a global network controller, built on the Common
Controller Framework [CCSDK], which manages, assigns and provisions network
resources. As a "global" controller, the SDN-C project is intended to run as one logical
instance per enterprise, with potentially multiple geographically diverse virtual machines /
docker containers in clusters to provide high availability. The project also will support the
ability to invoke other local SDN controllers, including third party SDN controllers using the
adapter to allow DG to connect to NETCONF devices.
4.5.1.1.3

CORD

Originally CORD [CORD] was introduced as one of the use cases for the ONOS SDN
Controller, but it grew-up into a separate project under ON.Lab governance. It integrates a
number of open source projects, such as ONOS to manage SDN infrastructure, OpenStack to
deploy NFV workloads, and XOS as a service orchestrator, and introduces a number of service
profiles, such as Mobile (M-CORD), Residential (R-CORD), and Enterprise (E-CORD).
Since its invention, CORD has defined its own reference architecture and cross-component
communication logic. Technically, most of the CORD building blocks might be mapped to
MANO-defined NFVI, VIM and VNFM, but this is incidental; the overall architectural
approach defined by ETSI MANO, as well as the appropriate reference points and interfaces
were not considered in scope by the CORD community.

Figure 42: CORD components mapping into ETSI's NFV architecture

There is a project in progress towards integration with ODL [ATT and R-CORD ONF]:
CORD will continue advancing ONOS, the software-defined networking (SDN) OS and the
Central Office Re-architected as a Data Center (CORDTM) open source projects, which are led
by ON.Lab and The Linux Foundation. The organization will also work with other open source
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projects such as OpenDaylight and the Open Platform for NFV (OPNFV) to ensure that future
ONF standards, including ongoing updates to OpenFlow, are derived from a consensus among
these open source developer communities.

4.5.1.2

Research projects

This section presents an overview of existing solutions integrating NFV and SDN in relevant
previous research projects.
4.5.1.2.1

T-NOVA

T-NOVA project [TNO] has been one of the first Open Source complete implemented NFV
stack solutions, which is compliant with the ETSI NFV architecture.
Though not providing a full SDN working solution, since still many opens are in place in the
SDN/NFV integration research field, T-NOVA did a relevant work beyond the state of the art
on the guidelines and extensions to be done in the main existing SDN controllers, e.g.
OpenDayLight (ODL) in order to be integrated as part of the NFV architecture, and it provided
an implemented a solution on at least one of the key missing aspects which is the “service
function chaining”. In order to be compliant with the ETSI NFV architecture, SDN support is
integrated in T-NOVA as part of the T-NOVA VIM, in which the “network control”
component, acts as SDN controller. The NFVI Network domain at the same time should
implement an SDN approach to provide network virtualization capabilities inside a NFVI PoP
and network programmability through the separation between Control Plane (CP) and Data
Plane (DP). It should also be able to gather performance data and send them to the VIM
Network Control module [TNO14-D422].
Therefore, the T-NOVA SDN Control Plane or Network Control functional block is responsible
at southbound for the configuration, management and monitoring of the SDN-compatible
network entities, while supplying northbound the NFV orchestrator and management systems
with enhanced network connectivity services. In order to meet specific VNF services’
requirements, the network elements, physical and virtual, need to be properly programmed by
the Network Control function to ensure appropriate network slicing, isolation and connectivity
in a multi-tenant environment. In this way, the network will be properly partitioned and shared
among several Virtual Networks (vNets), each dedicated to a specific VNF service. The
Network Control component interfaces internally with the VIM Hypervisor and Compute
components and externally with the Orchestrator layer, by accepting requests to deploy vNets
based on certain topology and QoS (Quality of Service) requirements.
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Figure 43: Functional architecture T-NOVA

T-NOVA approach for SFC based
T-NOVA analysed ODL SFC solution and others but implemented their own SFC solutions due
to the limitations that it found for example for OpenStack integration (used as virtualized
infrastructure manager), and the NFV integration, isolated solution and not dependable on
proprietary implementation.
Two SDN-based approaches were tested in T-NOVA: 1) based on SFC specific flows
installation along the OVSs (including the physical switch) of the nodes (hops) in the service
path, (2) based on MAC rewriting.
For the 1st approach T-NOVA considered to use TTL (Time To Live) matching and
modification, since OVS flows can match on the TTL field. It was however not possible to
match the TTL field with standard Open Flow, so it was elaborated about using the VLAN ID as
a workaround for this purpose, which would be compliant with T-NOVA networking model,
since the chain routing does not follow the standard Ethernet routing.
The second approach was tested in Mininet and proved feasible for the established basic
scenario of SFC. The idea for the OpenFlow based MAC rewriting approach was conducted
based on the requirements imposed by the testing scenarios using vTC (virtual Traffic
Classifier) as T-NOVA specific VNF.
4.5.1.2.2
5GNORMA
5G NORMA (5G Novel Radio Multiservice adaptive network Architecture) [BBC+15]. main
objective has been to develop a new 5G mobile network architecture with a high degree of
flexibility allowing a high level of customization while ensuring compliance with the strict
economic and functional requirements for future 5G networks. The 5G NORMA architecture is
focused on 5 key innovations:
1. Adaptive function (de)composition and flexible placement of mobile Network
Functions (NFs).
2. Joint optimization of Radio Access Network (RAN) and Core Network (CN)
functions.
3. A specific Software Defined Mobile Network Control (SDMC), which extends the
Software Defined Network (SDN) principles to mobile network functions.
4. Multi-service and context-aware adaptation of network functions.
5. Mobile network multi-tenancy based on a flexible network slicing paradigm.
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To get this, 5G NORMA apply concepts from Software Defined Networking [GB14] and
Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) extending the concepts defined in the ETSI NFV
MANO framework [NFV-MAN 001].
5G NORMA SDN Functional Architecture:
5G NORMA is specially focused on the possibility of working with multiple services and
tenants sharing the same network infrastructure; although this is commonly addressed using
SDN
and
NFV
technologies, 5G NORMA considers
that virtualization
and softwarisation alone are not enough; resource sharing has to be an integral part of the design
and the ways to coordinate the usage of the available network resources by many entities must
be considered. Considering this, to design flexible and adaptable mobile network
architecture 5G NORMA integrates three central components:
• the Software Defined Mobile Network Orchestrator (SDM-O),
• the Software Defined Mobile Network Controller (SDM-C) and
• the Software Defined Mobile Network Coordinator (SDM-X).
These two last components (SDM-X and SDM-C) are specific 5G NORMA implementations of
the well-known SDN controller concept, but here they are specifically used to extend the
software defined mobile networking paradigm towards the network slicing concept. So,
following the SDN principles, SDM-X and SDM-C translate decisions of the control
applications into commands to Virtualized NFs (VNFs) and Physical NFs (PNFs). Although at
high level SDM-X and SDM-C are functionally equivalent (both of them are basically
implementing the SDN functionality) one of them is specialized in the per-slice network
functions (SDM-C) while the other one (SDM-X) is used for those common network resources
which are liable to be shared by different network slices. Figure XX presents a highlevel functional overview of the 5G NORMA architecture where these components are
represented:

Figure 44: High-level 5G NORMA Functional Architecture

As we see, the SDM-O is located in the so-called Management and Orchestration layer in the
architecture. It creates each network slice instance fulfilling the required parameters and using
the available infrastructure resources. It allows to instantiate a complete ETSI NFV MANO
stack with the corresponding NFV Orchestrator, VNF Manager and VIM for each deployed
slice. This is an essential component to provide multi-tenancy, since it is in charge of instantiate
and perform the life-cycle management of the different slices assigned to each tenant (each
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tenant could have one or more slices). The SDM-O has full information of the network,
managing the resources needed by all the slices of all tenants. This enables the SDM-O to
perform the required optimal configuration in order to adjust the amount of used resources.
In 5G NORMA, service function chains, including their topology (i.e. forwarding graphs) and
their NF components, can be managed using SDN concepts by means of the SDM-C and SDMX components. These two components are in fact two specific implementations of the “network
programmability” broad concept that in 5G NORMA is designated as SW-defined Mobile
Network Control (SDMC), which is a is a generalization of the SDN concept: while SDN splits
the routing logic from the packet forwarding execution capabilities of a switch and reassigns the
former to an SDN controller and SDN applications, the SDMC performs such split
between logic and agent for any network function in the network. So, the SDN principles are
extended to all control and data layer as well as management functions usually deployed in
mobile networks. The following three functional categories can be identified:
i.networking control functions (in particular, mobility management and session management,
but also QoS/QoE control);
ii.connectivity control functions (mainly for packet forwarding/SDN-based transport); and
iii.wireless control functions (e.g., radio link adaptation and scheduling).
The former two categories are a rather natural extension of the application of SDN principles,
while the latter captures the key aspect of 5G NORMA’s SDMC concept: the implementation of
selected wireless control functions will no longer be bound to specialised hardware (e. g.,
LTE eNB), but rather become independent software entities that can be managed using a
software-defined approach. These functions are executed and performed by a programmable and
logically centralised controller that abstracts and thus homogenises different network
technologies and implementations. Such a controller will make network slices programmable by
controlling the topology and functionality of the service chains as well as the resources inside
the network slices.
The advantages of the SDMC concept are manifold. The first one concerns the increased
flexibility of the network. By leveraging the programmability of the SDMC approach, operators
will be able to match their needs in many cases by simply re-programming the controller and the
underlying functions, thus reducing costs. This approach also allows to scale-up and down
virtualised functions, enhancing reliability as well. The flexibility is not just exposed to network
operators, but also, in a selective manner, to tenants/vertical industries, that can acquire network
resources fulfilling a pre-defined SLA.
Programmability provided by this SDMC approach also allows customising the network,
enhancing the QoS/QoE perceived by users. So, SDM-C/X/O are used together to
provide QoS/QoE-aware orchestration and control. Based on the NFV and SDN functionalities
they are used to dynamically adapt the E2E resource allocation and the data plane services
according to the QoS/QoE requirements. The SDM-O provides the necessary NFV orchestration
functions for all the network slices from the management and orchestration layer, while SDM-C
and SDM-X in the control layer are used to control the intra and inter-slice resources to provide
the required QoS/QoE levels. To adjust QoS/QoE on each slice, SDM-C and SDM-X can adjust
the network slice configuration either by scaling some of the VNFs in the slice or by
reconfiguring the necessary data paths in a SDN-like style based on the slice performance
monitoring. Also, since the SDM-O interfaces with the SDM-C/X elements in the control layer,
they can trigger re-orchestration request towards the SDM-O in case the slice SLA targets
cannot be meet.

4.5.1.2.3

UNIFY:

The main aim of this project was to unite computer and network resources in a common
management Framework, creating and managing the dynamic end-to-end network services from
the home and enterprise networks to the operator’s datacenter.
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The UNIFY architecture is very similar to the SDN architecture, but it operates at the joint
compute and network abstraction in each of its components, as we can see in the figure:
•
•
•

The Orchestration Layer (OL) is equivalent to SDN’s Controller and “Network
Orchestrator and Coordinator” functionality, so provides resource orchestration to
deliver a virtual resources view to the SL.
The service layer (SL) directly interacts with the OL and can be considered as “SDN
Application plane” components. The OL can be used to construct a multi-level
hierarchy of virtualization and control similar to the ONF SDN architecture.
The infrastructure layer (IL) manages all resources needed for the VNF execution, with
computer and network controllers

Figure 45: UNIFY architecture

According to [Integrated NFV/SDN], this architecture has been used as a basis for the
implementation of several NFV/SDN solutions to different problems, such as:
•

•

Middleboxes Virtualization: A huge number of network devices are deployed to
increase performance or provide functionalities, and now are moved to a cloud provider
with these devices virtualised. So, we must redirect the traffic to be processed using
bounce (minimal configuration, but increase delays) or IP redirections (avoid extra
round-trips).
VNF’s in distributed locations (for example, vCPE, vRAN, vCDN): Placing VNFs
wherever they may be most effective and least expensive. One of the main preferences
of the service providers is to virtualize the CPE, due to the high cost of maintenance,
management difficulties and the impossibility of remote upgrades. One of the problems
related to CPEs virtualization is how to instantiate network services in distributed
infrastructures (using multiple NFVI-PoPs).

The orchestrator manipulates the Forwarding Graph (FG) received from SL to enable the
network service deployment according to the VNF requirements and infrastructure capabilities.
To allow distributed NFV, the orchestrator implements multiple Control Adaptors to coordinate
different infrastructures and an Orchestrator component responsible for the centralized
coordination of multiple Control Adaptors. Then, the orchestrator selects one of the
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infrastructures to implement all the network service requested, using the universal node [UN]
from UNIFY.

4.5.2 Gap analysis
This section describes the main gaps that are still found in the state of the art based on existing
solutions and research work, and it represents an NGPaaS step beyond state of the art, from the
perspective of PaaS architectural proposals. In section 4.2, are presented the desired features in
SDNC for NGPaaS, and some divergences are found in these requirements as are introduced in
this analysis.
4.5.2.1.1

Gaps related with deployment of Network Services (NSs):

• VNF Performance.
In section 4.2.1 is introduced the requirement of having several instances of the controllers,
being able to be scaled for guaranteeing high availability and consistency, keeping low
latency. The use of container-based distributions has important advantages compared with
using virtual machines and hypervisors, especially for efficiency and performance (instant
booting, useful for scaling, low latency, low overhead…). In the performance comparison
done by [PERCOM16] we can check that there is an important penalty in the performance
introduced by the virtualisation of the components. In terms of networking, containerized
applications carry an additional latency cost (2.6%-16.1%) compared to native applications,
but less of a penalty than the equivalent Xen VMs (53.9%-92.3%).
This improvement also can be applied to the VNFs, but traditional virtual machines have
been so far adopted for NFV implementations, and now this tendency needs to change.
SONATA 5GPPP project presented in the [SON D4.3] intent to provide support of
container-based VNF’s integrating a container orchestrator engine as VIM. But the main
constraint was that containers grouped in pods cannot expose more than one interface, and
the data model used by Kubernetes network agent did not allow binding more than one
network to a given container. This constraint is now solved, using CNI Multus. Intel
published this solution for using Kubernetes as VIM as we can see in their white paper
[KUBNFV].
There is work to do regarding this move to containerized world in terms of security, because
the isolation of the containers is less effective than in virtual machines. VM’s hypervisor and
hardware instructions manage this isolation, but containers share the host and the kernel.
This issue is being addressed in different ways, rkt [rkt KVM] has support for executing
pods over LKVM or QEMU as a stage1 adding isolation at pod level. App Container Spec
[ACS] provides a specification of packaging and executing processes on a computer system
that isolates the application from the underlying host operating system, adding all the tools
needed by the application inside the container, with the target of not sharing those packages
with the host.
Another problem is that distributed micro-service at scale can create a great volume of
network traffic between containers, so another key challenge is to provide appropriate
network resources optimised for containers, and be able to match this container based VIMs
in the SDN architecture, however maintaining the possibility of having VM-based VIMs.
This problem is related with the requirement identified in section 4.2.3, Perform SDN across
multiple VIMs.
There are some projects to address these issues, but not still adopted by the main NFV
MANOs (see section 3.5):
o Kuryr is a Docker network plugin that uses Neutron to provide networking services to
Docker containers. It is not a networking solution by itself, nor does it attempt to
become one. The Kuryr effort is focused to be the courier that delivers Neutron
networking and services to Docker.
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o OpenDaylight’s COE support, aims at developing a framework for integrating
Container Orchestration Engine (like Kubernetes) and OpenDaylight.
• VNFs Scheduling and Placement. The scheduling and placement of VNFs impact the
performance of Service Chaining. The SFC needs to be executed in a concrete sequence,
thus the traffic needs to be forwarded through this ordered list of network functions. This
constraint causes that the placement of a VNF make the network graph to be optimised
depending on nearness of the consecutive nodes of the service.

The dynamic service scaling at runtime provides better resource utilization. It is necessary
that NFV/SDN solutions can scale (in/out or up/down) networking services and monitor both
servers’ and networks’ resources inside the chain, with the purpose of supplying highavailability, resiliency, low latency, etc...
Service function chain is an important desired feature regarding the SDNC requirements for
NGPaaS (section 4.2.3) and focusing in high-availability and resiliency requirements inside a
chain are a key challenge, in the sense that it is not obvious how to detect the failures inside
a chain or even detect if a new RSP has been correctly installed. There are existing
reachability tools to detect faults like ping, trace…but these tools are not SFC-aware and can
be useless for the SFC troubleshooting, because these packets may not be recognized by the
middleboxes (service functions), and may be dropped.
Actually, it is possible to find studies that aim to trace the path of the packets through the
OpenFlow switches [Tracer17] implemented in Opendaylight or [Track17] implemented as a
component of RYU controller. Both are designed for troubleshooting, and are capable of
querying network paths with presence of NFs.
The performance measurements of a service chain are also fundamental metrics for adding
the controller the capability to perform the possible decisions regarding the analysis
(delays/packet losses) of the traffic flowing by the chain of interest.
IETF is working on a document [SFOAM] that aims to afford a reference framework for
Operations, Administration and Maintenance (OAM) for SFC. It describes the requirements
for:
• Testing connectivity between functions: Verifying the policy of an SFC, the forwarding
paths, proactively testing alternate paths…, using OAM messages encapsulated with the
SFC header.
• Continuity functions: Monitoring network devices to detect failures, using BFD as an
option.
• Trace functions: Used to be able to trigger actions for every transit device.
• Performance measurement: Packet losses, delays, delay variance, etc.
4.5.2.1.2

Gaps related with Network programmability:

At this moment, OpenFlow is the most used protocol for the Southbound API in NFV/SDN
solutions, as enounced in [Integrated NFV/SDN]. However, currently, it does not support
application layer packet processing. The application layer inspection and classification is
necessary to provide fine-grained flow distribution for different network services, and thus to
provide intelligent service chaining.
In the other hand, as discussed in [P4OF], OpenFlow was designed initially only for a few
protocols: Ethernet, VLANs, IPv4, ACLs. After that, more support was added, like MPLS,
IPV6 and VXLAN, but the only way to provide this support was adding different type of
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headers. So, when we modify the flow table of a switch, the process is add and delete
forwarding entries for about 50 types of headers.
It is easy to think that OpenFlow has a design problem that now is difficult to solve, but it has
been developed this way because OpenFlow was a compromise forced: Switch chips are not
programmable. Ten years ago, reconfigurable chips were too slow to provide the network
requirements (programmable switch chips could only process packets at about 1/10th or 1/100th
the rate of fixed-function ASICs), but today, "PISA" chip (Protocol Independent Switch
Architecture) are as fast as the fastest fixed-function switches.
For this reason, OpenFlow does not really control the switch behaviour; it gives us a way to
populate a set of well-known tables. P4 unambiguously specifies the precise way in which
headers are matched, and the actions to be performed on them. In fact, you can compile a P4
program to directly generate an executable switch. P4 therefore lets us control switches "topdown" by first specifying their forwarding behaviour, then populating the tables we've defined.
In addition, P4 compilers typically auto-generate the API needed to populate the tables.
In section 4.3.2.4 is introduced the requirement of extending OpenFlow for supporting features
as FPGA, but that would not be necessary using P4, because is designed to be implementable on
a large variety of targets including programmable network interface cards, FPGAs, software
switches, and hardware ASICs. OpenFlow is definitely still useful for networks built from a
mixture of programmable switches and older fixed-function switches supporting the OpenFlow
protocol.
4.5.2.1.3

Standardization:

Currently it does not exist a solid and unified architecture for this integration, combining SDN
NFV covering all their potential. There is a combination of models of NFV/SDN integrations
that focuses on one problem at a time, not a unified model.
There is work to do defining the interfaces between the NFV MANO’s and the SDN controllers
for supporting the full integration, with the aim of plugging whatever controller and be able to
work with them without need of extra configuration or adaptation.
4.5.2.1.4

Security

There is also work to do regarding the security, NFV adds complexity to the network, and give
rise to more attack vectors as a result. In Section 4.5.2.1.1, the VNF performance discussion
introduced an example of a lack of security regarding the containers against VMs isolation.
SDN also exposes risks regarding his centralized nature. Moreover, regarding the integration
there are immediate vulnerable points:
•
•
•

New technologies with vulnerabilities to be discovered
Authentication and authorization mechanisms in the communication interface between SDN
and NFV modules.
Security in network isolation for tenants in the slices.

4.5.3 State of the art
In the following we consider the two most adapted open source echo-systems, namely,
OpenStack for VMs and Kubernetes for containers. Each platform adapts its own networking
solution. For OpenStack it is Neutron that manages its networking, while for Kubernetes, Calico
is a leading networking solution (together with flannel). However, managing theses networks by
two separated entities makes the connectivity between VMs and Containers challenging.
Addressing this challenge is highly important as it is envisioned that some VNFs would be
composed of both VMs and containers and an efficient networking between those components
is vital.
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Indeed, RedHat has identified this challenge and developed OpenStack Kuryr to tackle this.
However, Kuryr suffers from some major drawback, specifically, it is an OpenStack project that
connects the containers networking via OpenStack Neutron. Thus, deployments with no
OpenStack (i.e., just with Kubernetes), e.g., at far edge, would not work with such a networking
solution. Furthermore, OpenStack Neutron was developed for VMs and is not designed to the
scale that is needed for containers (in terms of number of instances and the rate of
creation/destroy).
Alternatively, in this work we propose to keep the networking solution of VMs and containers
managed separately, and connect between the networks as between two separated external
domains, i.e., via a router. This approach was implemented and its advantages are demonstrated.
In the following subsections, we describe our assumed architecture and describe the networking
solution. The performance benchmarking of the proposed solution is still in progress.

4.5.4 Service Function Chaining OAM framework for NGPaaS
This section describes an initial specification of an SFC Operation, administration and
management framework (OAM) for a future PoC within NGPaaS based on Open Daylight as
SDNC and Open Source Mano as the NFV running environment of one possible PaaS. This
framework for SFC fault tolerant and automatic component scaling, closed loop SFC assurance.
This solution should help the operators to debug and deploy service function chains inside a
PaaS.
In section 4.5.1.3.1, as part of the gap analysis it has been mentioned that for providing a full
dynamic Service Function Chain across the NGPaaS platform, there are considerations that need
deeper work:
•
•
•

Fault detection inside a chain.
Monitoring tools for network resources inside a SFC.
Dynamic service scaling at runtime provides better resource utilization.

The objective is to provide a framework to scale the VNFCs inside a function chain at runtime
being aware about the full status of all chains. For that purpose, the controller needs to handle
the information about the traffic inside the chain, for every chain managed to be able to place
the VNFC in the best location for all the chains instantiated.
This will be possible with the framework described in [SFOAM]. Implementing these functions
will allow to measure the performance of each chain and gather the statistics in the controller
and using the northbound interface, the orchestrator will be able to query this information to
decide optimally when, how and where deploy a VNF or a VNFC inside a chain.
In the other side, implementing the fault detection approach inside a chain, would enable to alert
the controller when a problem is detected, passing the message to the orchestrator if needed, and
triggering the actions required to solve the issue. Testing connectivity of every chain could be
performed recursively with the purpose of having an online fault detection system for all the
SFCs declared.
Flow measurement:
For a first approach, three interesting measurements can be considered: the average delay,
maximum and minimum delay for a set of packets.
As proposed in [SFOAM], the OAM packets will be marked for being recognized by the
elements inside a service function chain. The NSH header [ODL_Mappings 9] assigns a bit to
indicate the OAM packets. The delay measure, could be the time it takes for a packet to traverse
the SFC from ingress node to the egress SFF. So, in an active way, the classifier could simply
create some OAM packets to be forwarded inside a chain when it detects a type of flow is going
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to start, and in all SFF inside his RSP, install the rules to duplicate this packet and send it to the
controller.
Another way to measure this timing in a passive way could be to record the arrival of the same
set of packets in the SFFs and store this value in a timestamp table in the controller. When this
flow has passed, send this timestamp to the controller with OAM packets (see Figure 1). The
difficulty that present this method is how can be measured the delay of the same group of
packets that belong to a certain flow from all the forwarders. To achieve that, we can select a
sample of the sequence (100 packets for example) and apply a hash function to some fields of
the packet that cannot be modified by the service functions. Thus, every time that a packet raises
a SFF, a hash of the packet should be sent to the controller, with the timestamp record of the
moment that the packet has passed through the forwarder.
For both, active and passive manners, we need to profile the different VNFs (see 5.4 VNF
profiling) to be able to know the behavior they can have and thus, perform an efficient and
trusty measure. For example, if in the chain there is a firewall, the packet can be dropped, or
with a HTTP proxy, header and payload of the packet can be modified.

Figure 46- Passive method of flow measurement
Controller side:
In the controller, a listener should be implemented to capture these OAM packets and store them
in a database, ordered by chain declared. The information received from these OAM packets
should be the hash, the timestamp, and the SFF that sent the packet.
The controller will have the information about the SCI (Service Chain Identifier) that is
performing the measurement, so the table of metrics can gather the information of for a given
chain, the average delay, the minimum and the maximum delay introduced in every SFF.
The idea is to have these metrics in a database in the controller, and so, when a SF overcomes a
threshold measured by the VNFs monitor system (see 5.2 Monitoring), the orchestrator may
query this information in the controller, and will have an optimal knowledge to perform the
decision about the action to trigger.
To perform this fault tolerant part of the framework, with the knowledge of the components
profile inside a SFC, the controller needs to trigger alerts to the orchestrator when a problem is
detected. Or even when a new chain is declared, the controller should confirm the flow
installation in all the RSP, and monitor every certain time if the chain remains available.
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Proposed tools to be enhanced within NGPaaS:
Opendaylight has a mature tool for SFC, which may help to build and even scale the different
service functions. An option to store these metrics could be to leverage Opendaylight’s TSDR
project, since it has a data storage service and a query service, adapting it towards a SFC-aware
component.
In the orchestrator side, it is possible to use OSM MANO, because regarding the data model
[OSMDM], the VNF descriptor (VNFD) allows declaring a VNF as a service-function-type,
which needs to map with service function type in ODL to support VNFFG. It is possible also to
declare the VNF Forwarding graph descriptor, inside the network service descriptor (NSD), to
describe the RSP of the chain.

4.6 SDN Multi-Domains Control Framework for
NGPaaS
This section describes the implementation details for the initial prototype of the SDN MultiDomains Control Framework (MDCF) of NGPaaS. The described implementation is based on
concepts described in section 4.2.1 of the NGPaaS project. This description focusses on the first
steps of the prototype implementation. Since this prototype will evolved and be enhanced during
the project, this description will also be updated to stay compliant with the prototype
implementation.

4.6.1 Scope of the SDN Multi-Domains Control Framework
The MDCF is still at its early development stages. Its scope within the NGPaaS and its
overall architecture has already been identified as:
•
•

•
•

The MDCF should be able to configure different switches and define routes (datapaths) for
each switch between different domains.
Vertical Service Providers (VSPs) of the NGPaaS platform should be able to define their
requirements (expected routes) from the network using a high-level description language
(agnostic to switches used in the infrastructure and to the way to configure them).
The role of the MDCF is to translate the requirements in a command language understood
by switches.
The role of the MDCF is to know the topology of the PaaS and to drive switches according
to VSPs requests keeping consistent the underlying domains infrastructure.

Figure 47 illustrates a high-level view of the MDCF, and how it fits within the NGPaaS
platform.
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Figure 47: MCDF High level architecture (Abstract)

It is considered IaaS can be split in different domains (realms). Each Realm may be
configured by an instance of the SDNC. There is a master SDNC in charge of delegating the
configuration of each domain/realm to a delegated instance of SDNC (in fact, multi SDN
Controllers instances where each instance is in charge to configure switches defined in its
domain).
In the current implementation, the topology (description of the SDNC instances and the
switches in each domain) is statically described in a configuration file loaded by the SDNC
Master instance.
The Master SDNC role is also to manage the overall consistency of actions delegated to
other SDNC instance. Such distributed controllers' architecture introduces complexity on the
expected behaviour if some delegated commands failed? Currently, two solutions can make
sense:
•
•

Complete rollback of all requested commands to different SDNC instances
Or, keep the partial executed commands and recover (retry) commands completion
in a further step

The current implementation, with configuration parameters, provides both behaviours.
In the PaaS layer, an application will use the MDCF API to describe the configuration rules
to apply to the different switches according to the multi-domains topology deployed. The
MDCF (part of the SDNC) will propagate the different commands for the “master” SDNC
(“main domain”) to the different SDNC instances.

4.6.2 Initial Prototype
4.6.2.1

MDCF implementation

The MCDF is still under development and its different features, are in different levels of
maturity. Table 9 summarizes the different features and their maturity levels in coloring (High,
Development started but features missing, Development not started).
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Table 9: MDCF Development maturity levels

Main Feature
MDCF ODL Application

Sub Feature / Comments
REST Interface
Realms Topology Management
Distribution: Realms Delegation
Management
Scalability
Lantency
High Availability
Dynamicity
Slicing
Consistency

4.6.2.2

Applicative Use Case (EPCaaS)

In order to have a concrete use case using the Multi-domains (realms) implementation, the
EPCaaS use case (defined in the [D2.1] Appendix A Use Case 11) will be adapted. The EPCaaS
application will be able to manage several distributed edge RAN available in the IaaS. In the
scope of the EPCaaS application, the capability to distribute the datapath management over
multiple switches (one or several switches per domain) will be considered. A domain, in this
context, is an edge RAN deployment. It means the EPC application (SDN mode
implementation) will configure dynamically different switches in each edge RAN to
create/delete the datapath according to each UE connection/de-connection.
The overall architecture is illustrated in Figure 48.

Figure 48: EPCaaS architecture

The status of the EPCaaS application development is given in Table 10. It is focused only on the
features to be implemented and integrated with multi-domains (realms) capability.
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Table 10: EPCaaS Development maturity levels

Main Feature
BaaS EPCssS Application

Sub Feature / Comments
Multi Realms Capability
EPCaaS Core application
Distibution capability

4.7 OpenStack to Kubernetes networking
4.7.1 Proposed cluster architecture
We assume a Kubernetes cluster that is composed of multiple node types, namely: control
nodes, edge nodes, and work nodes (as depicted in Figure 49).
In this work, each node was deployed in a VM. This could be easily updated with Kubernetes
nodes instantiated on bare metal. However, we have a key assumption that the edge nodes are
connected via OpenStack neutron. That is, the edge nodes are deployed in an OpenStack VM. If
OpenStack Ironic is used, then the edge nodes could be also instantiated in a bare metal
controlled by OpenStack (i.e., with neutron networking).

Figure 49: Kubernetes cluster – nodes flavors

4.7.2 Proposed networking architecture
Our internetworking solution for connecting containers and VMs is based on BGP performed by
Calico, where Calico is managing the intra-containers networking.
As defined above, the Calico BGP agent (which resides in the edge node) must be located in an
OpenStack VM (or bare metal) to allow IP-connectivity between the containers and the VMs.
Figure 50 depicts our solution networking architecture:
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Figure 50: Inter-cloud networking connecting VMs and containers

Figure 51 depicts in more details the configuration of the Calico edge networking.

Figure 51: Calico edge node configuration

4.8 Hardware acceleration consideration
4.8.1 VOSYSwitch
VOSYSwitch is a user-space, modular and NFV-ready virtual switch based on the opensource
Snabb NFV [SNABB] framework (Figure 52). It is developed in Lua and provides better
performance than OVS-DPDK [PAL16] thanks to the acceleration provided by the LuaJIT (Lua
Just in Time compiler). In fact, by leveraging on LuaJIT, VOSYSwitch can benefit of a wellengineered trace based just in time (JIT) compiler [LuaJIT], which relies on profiling execution
information collected at runtime to detect and compile performance critical application
fragments. Unlike most just in time compilers that operate at the method level, trace-based
compilers delve in deeper into the control-flow of a method by profiling the execution of
program paths. The ultimate goal is to capture the smallest set of execution traces that are
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representative of the dynamic behaviour of the application. Doing so, a trace-based compiler
can focus its entire optimization budget on a tiny, yet very important part of an application
[BCW+10]. This concept, well known in compilers literature, is applied to networking
Virtualisation by VOSYSwitch. As a result, the optimized machine code of this virtual switch is
reflecting the actual network traffic which is passing through it.

Figure 52: VOSYSwitch architecture

VOSYSwitch can be executed on Intel and ARMv8 server architectures. It can be enriched with
modules that implement specific functions (e.g., rate limiter, firewall, Open Data Plane, etc.)
and it is configured through a JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) file which defines the switch
components and their links in the form of network forwarding graph. The configuration file can
be edited by the network administrator or by the OpenStack Neutron agent. Furthermore, the
switch architecture implements a master-worker multiprocess scenario where workers are
configured and controlled via shared memory communication.

4.8.2 Virtual Switch acceleration
Our plan is to enable VOSYSwitch virtual switch hardware acceleration. That is we plan to
enhance both the networking data plane and the control plane with support for acceleration. In
particular, the FPGA accelerators will be exposed to the VIM (i.e., OpenStack) through a
specific user space application called VirtDaemon which will arbitrate and handle requests
coming from the FPGAs, guests, vSwitch and the upper layers of the system (e.g., OpenStack
Nova and especially Neutron and Cyborg).
The transport used to enable communication between the FPGA and VOSYSwitch/guests is
virtio, while for the control plane vhost-user is used. Moreover, the connection with OpenStack
agents is based on RPC mechanisms such as REST.
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Figure 53: VOSYSwitch acceleration overview

4.8.3 SDN Hardware acceleration
The SDN control layer will be able to benefit from the NGPaaS FPGA acceleration as well, by
extending the OpenFlow protocol to support FPGA hardware acceleration (capabilities query,
monitoring operation and allocation/deallocation). The implementation of these extensions will
be based on experimenter type of messages, which are defined by the standard to specify custom
functionalities. The idea is to create additional instructions that enable specific hardware
engines. The exact format of these messages will be defined at a later stage and will be
dependent on the specific use case (e.g., encryption, encapsulation, checksum, etc.).
As a consequence, in order to support acceleration, the SDN controller needs to support
experimenter messages. In fact, the controller will be extended to expose a specific northbound
API which will enable the use of hardware accelerators within the SDN application.
As for the southbound API, the support for the application specific experimenter message will
be implemented in both, VOSYSwitch and the controller.
In the below picture, the integration with an encryption engine running in an FPGA is described
as an example.
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Figure 54: VOSYSwitch acceleration support extended to the SDN controller
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5 Operational Framework
In this section the set of different features which enhance the operational part of a modern
service platform are described, along with some specific details on how these enhancements are
developed and fitted in the NGPaaS vision.

5.1 Introduction
For the operational framework of NGPaaS, there are four key components that are used to
enhance the operational framework by providing SLA assurance, reliability and fault mitigation.
These components are presented in Figure 55: The Architecture of the Operational Framework
State of the Art.as follows:
1. Monitoring that concerns the process of observing operational services and
infrastructures of the cloud by collecting a set of metrics called Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) related to the health status of the system.
2. Problem detection that is related to the process of analyzing the monitored KPIs to
identify/detect faults/failures. The results of this component can be in terms of
dashboards given to the users or alerts to the healing component.
3. Healing that refers to the process of applying healing solutions to solve/avoid the
problems based on a set of alerts coming from the problem detection component.
4. Evolution that refers to the process of updating and upgrading the system to avoid
faults/failures.

Figure 55: The Architecture of the Operational Framework State of the Art.

The mentioned components represent the major features of the High Availability (HA) solutions
we studied. HA is a characteristic of systems with no single point of failure, which means that
the failure of a system component should not cause the termination of the service provided by
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the system [ERG+16]. The services provided by the applications are generally considered
highly available if they are accessible 99.999 % of the time (also known as five 9’s) [KL13].
In software, the system HA is implemented by utilising redundant hardware which can failover
a service at any time. The service described in this context can be a virtual machine that
accesses both virtualised network and storage resources to boot and run. The redundancy
properties must therefore be provided at:
•
•
•

the compute resource level (redundant servers running the same hypervisor),
at the virtualised storage level, by replicating the content across sufficient redundant
storage drives physically located in locations other than the node that has failed, and
at the physical network level, by routing network traffic across multiple physical paths
with the ability to tolerate physical network switch and/or NIC failure on the host itself.

It is common at the physical level to add hardware tolerance to power source failure (redundant
power units per server) and at the facility service level with redundant air conditioning units. In
the event that a physical component fails and a back-up system must take on its load, operators
of highly available systems will typically replace the failed hardware component as quickly as
possible and restore the content and software service redundancy to maintain the appropriate
redundancy.
In the context of HA solutions for cloud infrastructures, Monitoring represent a critical function
since it helps to support diagnostics and measurement suited for cloud services. There is a
pressing need to define metrics and associated protocols to measure the performance of these
cloud services. Specifically, since service is based on the concept of taking centralized functions
and evolving it to highly distributed software functions, there is a commensurate need to fully
understand and measure the baseline performance of such systems. As stated by ETSI in
[ETSI17], measurement and benchmarking are new focus points of ongoing NFV related
research.
Several measurement campaigns allowed to gain insight in the performance fluctuations of
several commercial cloud providers ([LXS+10], [ZZN+12] and [HSA+15]). An overview of
relevant metrics that characterize the performance of virtualized network functions on general
purpose hardware can be found in [RFC8172]. In the context of service benchmarking, an
additional set of metrics is described in [RBR17].
One of the most striking learnings from the research in this field, is that cloud-hosted service
performance can suffer from the short-lived but frequent episodes of very severe performance
degradation. A case in point is represented by Service Efficiency, a generic metric proposed in
[KGE+14], in order to characterize and compare the service performance and cost across cloud
providers.
Also, as discussed in [VPT+17], the over-commitment of data centers is a common practice in
cloud environments and calls for specialized metrics and statistical analysis to detect and act
upon. This shows that the service performance is certainly not static and can be easily
predictable. The context dependency needs to be taken into account when assessing service
performance. An important prerequisite is that the relevant KPIs for the service are identified
and monitorable. This should however be always the case if a good SLA (Service Level
Agreement) is in place.
It is possible to find many monitoring solutions in the state of art: some of them are Open
Source, which means that they could be re-used in a system like NGPaaS. However, in most of
the cases they would have to be extended to meet the specific requirements and challenges that
NGPaaS has, partially related with SDN/NFV challenges. The complete list of monitoring
solutions that could be considered, some of them used in previous 5G research projects are:
Nagios, Icinga, Sensu, Shinken, Zabbix, Graphite, Prometheus, Diamond, Collectd, StatsD,
Snap, Zenoss, Ganglia, SeaLion, MonALISA, OpenStack Telemetry/Ceilometer, Monasca,
Gnocchi, vSphere, Amazon CloudWatch, Lattice.
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Some of these solutions have been briefly described in IR3.1 to be considered suitable as part of
the NGPaaS Dev-for-Operations workflow. In the current report, the existing solutions are
analyzed from the operational perspective. Next, an overview of the better open source
candidates is provided, which have selected in terms of previous successful use in 5G projects,
flexibility to be extended to NGPaaS requirements.
One of the main goals of the monitoring system is to provide the needed infrastructure to collect
information about the functioning and state of a cloud systems. When a (part of) the cloud
infrastructure experiences some malfunctioning (or even and exceptional series of events) the
deviation from the regular behavior must be detected as soon as possible in order to trigger the
proper countermeasures and put the system back on his track.
A complementary but relevant part of the system is represented, in this regard, by the anomaly
detection modules, which is in fact in charge of detecting unexpected or suspect trends in the
values of the KPIs over time. In order to achieve high availability through the monitoring
infrastructure. This usually implies the detection of some properties of the system that changes
somehow its value from an average or expected values. Computer science research literature in
the field, present a plethora of studies which tackle the problems related to the anomaly
detection. They typically involve machine learning techniques which cannot always be applied
to a cloud scenario, due to its peculiarities, whose description is the object of Section 5.3.1. The
large amount of data and the time constraint let us focus our effort in developing anomaly
detector module which is based on the cutting-edge research on real-time anomaly detection of
streaming data. Anomaly detection is propaedeutic to failure detection and fault localization.
Different kind of failure detection solutions are available. They differ from each other in several
respects, depending on their architecture (e.g. whether they are centralized or distributed), keepalive message strategy (e.g. push or pull), application awareness (e.g. active or passive),
liveness information (e.g. baseline or sharing), time values frequencies (e.g. adaptive or
constant), application of time values (e.g. global or local), monitoring patterns (e.g. all-to-all,
randomized, neighborhood-based), propagation patterns (e.g. one-to-all, randomized, circular,
hierarchical) - see Pasin et al. [PFB08] for further details.

5.1.1 Architecture Overview
In this section, we explain the NGPaaS architecture from the monitoring and healing points of
view. With respect to the NGPaaS architecture presented in Work Package 2 [D2.1], we discuss
what are the components needed to perform monitoring and healing, their configurations and
their distribution at the different architectural layers.
As we present in Figure 56, we have two business use case services at the BaaS layer,
respectively related to the monitoring and the healing of NGPaaS use cases. These services
should be mapped in the PaaS blueprints before the deployment of a PaaS following monitoring
goals that are determined by NGPaaS operators. As an example of such a goal is the dashboard
corresponding to the health status of PaaSes.
Based on the monitoring goals introduced in the Architecture Overview, we identify a set of
probes that need to be componentized as Reusable Functional Blocks (RFB), to be able to
collect their runtime data.
RFBs are logical entities performing a set of functionalities based on a set of logical
input/output ports. They are composed in graphs through a recursive strategy which allows
different RFBs to provide functionalities to each other. Higher-level blocks are decomposed into
specialized RFBs, which consists of all related artefacts (such as images, scripts, configuration
files and workflows, etc.) needed to deploy the actual components. RFB allows flexible and
modular definition which can be easily customized. Since RFBs can also hold state information,
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the processing of the input leading to a given output is also influenced by the RFB state. RFBs
can be orchestrated and instantiated (e.g. images, install/configuration scripts, etc.) [D2.1].
Such probes should be lightweight agents to not impact the quality of services offered by
PaaSes. We use the probes catalogue repository to save software artefacts related to probes.
These artefacts are:
1. Images of probes.
2. Configuration scripts that describe the way to configure and deploy probes in RFBs.
3. Monitoring policies that configure what data and from which components will be
collected, what kind of notifications should be reported, and who are concerned by
these notifications.
4. Workflows of probes that describe the execution of probes.
Probes installed on RFBs will send collected data to the Data Analysis component that will
analyse this data to identify and to predict failures. The results of the Data Analysis component
can be sent either to the Dashboard component that will provide reports of PaaS status to
NGPaaS Operators or to the Healer components that should take some decision to prevent
failures to happen in a PaaS. Once the Healer component takes a decision, it will notify the
Orchestrator component to take care of performing this decision with a coordination with BaaS
layer which manages the runtime scale in/out of resources of a PaaS based on the Orchestrator
demands.
Also, a dedicated DevOps-related interface is foreseen in NGPaaS by means of the Dashboard
in the Dev-for-Operations layer in order to share the monitored data from the operational
environment (Operator) to the development side (Vendor). In a DevOps context, besides the
monitoring of the service operations, specific tools to get the metrics that monitor the health
status of the operation of the software are also needed in order to allow access to the historical
results where it is possible to see the evolution of the software product. DevOps requires that the
monitoring can be performed along the whole path from development to production.
Automation also needs to be applied, since instead relaying only on the human response to
manage alerts or relevant events, autonomous responses to certain alarm conditions need to be
implemented. Also, continuous automated monitoring makes it possible to scale the systems
without human intervention according defined QoS/QoE requirements. In this sense, DevOps
makes possible to quickly process continuous feedback.

Figure 56: The Monitoring Architecture of NGPaaS.
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5.2 Monitoring
The present Monitoring solution falls in the category of Monitoring-as-a-Service solutions,
which means that the monitoring infrastructure can be seen as a network function that can be
configured, instantiated and deployed as a service in the PaaS layers by exploiting Operational
framework features. The as-a-Service paradigm, in addition with the flexibility provided by the
model-driven approach proposed (see Section about the monitoring model) enforce the regular
functioning of the NGPaaS platform. As a matter of fact, any of the different players (roles)
which interact with the platform can be interested in using a Monitoring service to keep track of
different aspect of the system, no matter if they are vendors, operators or verticals, each one
from their peculiar perspective.
Providing the needed flexibility in the selection both of the KPIs and the property to be
monitored is important factor because it enables different user to set up their monitoring goals
and deploy their monitoring infrastructure in a semi-automatic fashion. A different usage
scenario is the one related to the different users involved in the monitoring management inside a
company. Not every user has the same background, and it happens more often than not that
users with different responsibilities have different comprehension of the system. It might be the
case of the managers who are more concerned of a high-level performance, whereas the
technicians are dealing with implementation details all the time.
In this section the various monitoring approaches exploited in NGPaaS are presented. An
architectural view of how the monitoring fits in the NGPaaS vision is provided in Section 5.2.1.
Section 5.2.2 illustrates the proposed Monitoring-as-a-Service solution. Section 5.2.3's focus is
on ELK stack whereas Section 5.2.4 covers the possibility of monitoring using Prometheus.
Section 5.3 deals with the problem of the anomaly detection, fault localization and healing.
Section 5.4 focuses on performance profiling of VNFs. Section 5.5 is about the problem of
performing component upgrades and finally Section 5.6 tackle the problem of learning software
constraints.

5.2.1 Monitoring Architecture
Figure 57 Represents the Monitoring Architecture named as the Data Management component.
The Monitoring as a Service (MaaS) is provided by the integration of four types of components:
Probes, KPI Aggregator, Data Engine and Dashboard. The Probes and the KPI aggregator
are responsible of collecting data from the monitored system using two possible interaction
models:
1. The push model: Probe components (e.g. Metricbeat) periodically send KPI data the
behaviour of the monitored components to the KPI aggregator.
2. The pull model: the KPI aggregator periodically requests data to the Probes (e.g. using
the REST API of Ceilometer). Upon the reception of a data request, the Probe
component replies with KPI data.
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Figure 57: The monitoring Architecture.

The KPI Aggregator merges and normalizes the data received from different sources and stores
the data in the Data Engine to facilitate the access to the retrieved data. These data processing
pipelines can be for instance implemented in Logstash.
The Data Engine component is a RESTful data engine that can handle a large volume of data.
In particular, it provides real time acquisition and indexing capabilities in order to make all data
available and accessible. As shown in, this component plays a central role because almost all
system components interact with it in order to exchange data. It can be instantiated using
Elasticsearch.
The Dashboard component visualizes the data stored in the Data Engine component. It queries
and analyses system outputs, such as anomalies and failures, as well as regular time-series data
produced by the monitored system. The dashboard can be implemented with Kibana.
Anomaly detection is provided by the KPI Extractor, Anomaly Detector and Anomaly &
Correlation Forwarder components. The KPI Extractor, implemented in NodeJS, ships the
monitored KPI data from the data engine to the Anomaly Detector. It queries the RESTful data
engine to extract the latest KPI samples that are checked for anomalies. The Anomaly Detector
component produces an anomaly when the values of the analysed KPIs differ from the
expectation.

5.2.2 Monitoring as a Service (MaaS)
A key component of the MaaS is the customizability of the monitored information (referred as
Monitoring Goals). With this regard a novel model-driven approach has been designed
[SOM+18] and allows to dynamically modify the monitoring goals expressed at high level,
without having to consider the low-level details of how specific characteristics are monitored on
the different deployment methodologies. As shown in Figure 58, the MaaS process follows the
build-ship-run principles of NGPaaS.
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Figure 58: The MaaS process.

In the Build stage, cloud operators select the monitoring goals, which represents the quality
attributes that must be computed and observed during operation, and the relevant cloud services,
which are the set of services that must contribute to the quality attributes. For example, a cloud
operator may decide to monitor the reliability and the efficiency of a subset of the services
available in the target platform.
The choice made by the operator is automatically mapped into a set of metrics that must be
collected from the selected services. The mapping is achieved by using a Monitoring Model
(MM), such as the one presented in reference [SOM+18], which specifies how high-level
quality attributes can be measured from metrics monitored on individual services. For example,
if we consider reliability as a quality attribute, this is characterized by three sub-attributes such
as continuity, recoverability and availability. The latter, for example, can be analyzed by
monitoring metrics such as the duration of failures and the number of failure occurrences. The
MM is presented in [D3.1].
In the Ship stage, the list of metrics that must be collected are mapped to a set of probes to be
deployed on the target system based on the knowledge of the architecture of the system and a
probes catalog with all the probes that can be deployed. For example, if the services to be
monitored are executed on virtual machines and the time required to recover from failures must
be measured, a probe that performs heartbeat pings (such as pings via ICMP or TCP) can be
used. The identified probes can then be deployed and attached to the monitored services.
In the Run stage, a dashboard is going to be automatically reconfigured according to the goals
selected by the operator that can be used to watch the health of both the system and its services.
Operators can keep track of the system behavior by looking at a series of different kind of
visualizations, at different level of granularity (goal, sub-goals, cloud properties). For instance,
an operator who is interested in monitoring system performance can visualize not only if the
system performance is under control, but also the different component of Performance, all the
way down to the leaves, where we find Throughput, Latency and Response Time.

5.2.2.1

MaaS Deployment

The deployment of the MaaS is twofold as it deals with two independent aspects:
1. The deployment of the Data Management component and its elements.
2. The deployment of the probes.
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The deployment of the Data Management component is achieved by exploiting the Service
decomposition features offered by the BaaS Layer. The concept of RFB from [D2.1] is used.
The Data Management component and its three modules are expressed as RFBs, in order to be
deployed separately or conjunctively as needed. To achieve this goal multiple images and
ansible roles have been defined.
The deployment of the probes is bound to the monitored services (and sub-services) deployment
strategies, the two considered possibilities are:
1. Container-based.
2. VM-based
a. Accessible
b. Non-Accessible
These different scenarios influence the probes deployment strategy. Indeed, the Non-accessible
VM sub-scenario forces to monitor the service VM externally.
Also, in a container-based deployment strategy, each container should execute a single process.
This idea is enforced also by microservices best-practices. Therefore, in a container-based
scenario the probes should be deployed in another container.
An architectural abstraction over the scenarios can simplify the design and the development
taking into account the considerations above. The idea is straightforward: monitoring the
services externally regardless of their deployment strategy.
5.2.2.1.1

Container Based

The most suitable pattern in a multi-container environment is the Sidecar pattern [BO16]. A
sidecar container extends and enhances the main container. For instance, the main container
might be a web application, and it might be paired with a sidecar container that collects the
application’s logs from local disk and streams them on a communication bus (e.g. an Apache
Kafka channel).
Applying this pattern to a MM use case, a side- car container should contain the probes to
collect the software metrics.
5.2.2.1.2

Virtual Machine Based

In the VM-based context, the Non-Accessible VM scenario already forces to monitor the service
externally. Therefore, the best reasoning is to adapt the Sidecar pattern to the VM-based
scenario. In this context the straightforward solution would be to have a sidecar VM for each
service-related VM, however this may increase the monitoring impact on the PaaS. For this
reason, the possibility to have a single sidecar VM for multiple service-related VMs has been
considered, this approach represents a deviation from the pattern guidelines, however it could
reduce the overhead of the monitoring considerably.
The usefulness of a sidecar VM in the Accessible VM sub-scenario must be evaluated. In order
to be consistent with the Non-Accessible VM scenario, the Accessible VM is enriched with an
agent that exposes some APIs to collect the streams externally, as it must be done from the
owners of the Non-Accessible VMs.
Regardless of how the services and the relative probes are deployed, two main scenarios of
probe deployment have been identified:
1. Monitoring from scratch (cold deployment)
2. Monitoring goals modification (hot deployment)
The first one is labelled as cold deployment as the monitored services are not deployed yet. The
second is labelled as hot deployment because the monitored services are already deployed.
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There actually is a fourth scenario, which can be ascribed to the second one: the case in which
the services are already running but there is no previous monitoring configuration deployed.
In case of a cold deployment, the Ansible roles that define the wanted probes are executed along
with the target service roles, thus obtaining the running services and their respective monitoring
probes.
In case of a hot deployment, there are two possible situations: either the deployment of the
sidecar role and the probes can be done without affecting the target service, or it requires the
service to be modified and thus re-deployed. In the former case, the probes roles can be
executed without issues, while in the latter, a service duplication and a subsequent load balance
from the first instance to the second (monitored) one may be necessary.
Finally, the monitoring in case of migration and scaling of the services should be considered. If
the monitoring goals are not modified during this process, then it is necessary only to migrate or
scale the monitoring components consistently with the service.

5.2.3 Monitoring with ELK
One of the possible solutions to implement the monitoring architecture is to exploit the ELK
stack (E = Elasticsearch, L = Logstash, K = Kibana). ELK Stack has an opensource license, it
has been trusted by many industrial solutions like Netflix, Facebook, Microsoft, LinkedIn, and
Cisco for monitoring their services, it can be hosted as a Service in the cloud, and some other
non-functional quality aspects like security and scalability.
In order to reduce the complexity at the side of the cloud nodes, ELK is based on a centralized
logging system. In this context, Elasticsearch is a NoSQL database that is based on the Lucene
search engine. Logstash is a log pipeline tool that accepts inputs from various sources, executes
different transformations, and exports the data to various targets. Kibana is a visualization layer
that works on top of Elasticsearch.
The ELK Stack process is presented in Figure 59. Based on this process we have the following
steps:
1. Installing beats on each node.
2. Collecting and parsing collected data using Logstash.
3. Indexing and storing collected data in a database using Elasticsearch.
4. Visualizing information of Elasticsearch using Kibana.
Data collection is done through a set of lightweight probes supported by ELK. Examples of
these probes are:
1. The Metricbeat beat that monitors the status of CPU usage, memory, file system and
disk input/output.
2. The Packetbeat beat that collects network data related to latency, errors, response times,
SLA performance, user access patterns and trends, and more.
3. The Filebeat beat that ships logs about service behaviours.
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Figure 59: The NGPaaS Monitoring Architecture based on ELK.

The MaaS module, based on the ELK stack, is going to be delivered in as a componentized RFB
modules. This way it is expected to be fully integrated with the rest of the platform and its
deployment compliant with the established policies.

5.2.4 Monitoring with Prometheus
Prometheus8 is an opensource toolkit for alerting and monitoring systems. Its community is very
active, and it is completely independent of any company. The main capacities of this monitoring
system include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi-dimensional data model identified by key/value
Flexible query language
Each node is autonomous
Time series use pull HTTP model
Push time series support
Targets discovered or static
Multiple dashboarding support

Prometheus consists of multiple components, optional or not, most written in Go:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prometheus server
Client libraries
Push gateway
Exporters
Alert manager
Support tools

It scrapes metrics from selected jobs directly or via push gateway and runs rules over them to
generate new time-series or alerts. This data can be viewed in Grafana (Figure 60) or another
API

8

https://prometheus.io/
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Figure 60: Grafana Dashboard example.

Another of its relevant features is that Prometheus server scrapes metrics from instrumented
jobs or uses an intermediary push gateway if the service cannot be instrumented, then store it
locally and run rules to generate new time series or trigger alerts. After that, Prometheus servers
know which targets to scrape from service discovery or static configuration.
Prometheus stores all data as time series: a stream of timestamped values that belong to the
same metric and the same labels. This data can be accessed using the integrated API and its
amount is not increased if events grow, because it is linked to time. So, if you have a traffic
spike you will have the same time series generated, but with different values, which helps with
scalability. There are four different metric types that can be used to generate time series:
•
•
•
•

A counter that only increments its value (as total requests served).
A gauge that can increment or decrement its value (as CPU usage).
A histogram that uses multiple time series to create a new one (as response time).
A summary that is like a histogram but using quantiles.

One of the key features of Prometheus is the Prometheus Query Language or PromQL. It is an
easy to use language that helps the user select time series using instant vector selection, like
filtering time series using function-like code. This feature eases the data Filtering process in the
Monitoring Framework described in [D3.1], section 3.5.3.2.3.
It is possible to query data by instrumenting your services using official client libraries for Go,
Java/Scala, Python, Ruby or unofficial third-party clients for other languages that enable
exposing metrics using an HTTP endpoint. In NGPaaS, due to its flexibility, it is mandatory to
have communication between the different layers and users. Prometheus can receive metrics
from a job that is out of its scope using Push Gateway and custom exporters to solve this gap.

5.2.4.1

Exporters

Third-party tools that are not supported by Prometheus can be monitored with exporters, which
collect existing metrics, expose them in through an endpoint and convert to time series. If there
is not a public exporter available for your software, it is possible to build a custom exporter that
retrieves the necessary data and exposes it for Prometheus to collect.
Retrieving metric from nodes (scraping) is done at a configured interval by the Prometheus
server. Jobs can be configured to fetch time series from instances. These configurations can be
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done in the same Prometheus configuration file. Prometheus uses Grafana9 as a dashboard outof-the-box, making easy metrics visualization and filtering using PromQL, but other
visualisation tools can be used.
In order to use Prometheus within NGPaaS first it is necessary to do a deeper analysis in the
technologies that are going to be used in NGPaaS e.g. for virtualization, and map those to the
existing Prometheus exporters; then a specific exporter for NGPaaS requirements will be
created covering the specific gaps.
Alert Manager:
Alert Manager supports many notification methods natively and they are generated by defining
alerting rules in Prometheus. These rules define valid working interval values for metrics that
have to be maintained to keep the system and services working normally. When a metric value
is not in this threshold, an alert is generated, sent to Alert Manager and routed to the correct
receiver using a YAML configuration file. So, it is possible to send an alert e-mail to a specific
actor filtering by VM, VNF, job or/and any chosen tag and, at the same time, send an JSON file
with detailed information about the alert to a concrete API. This will be useful in the multi
Software Vendor scenarios in NGPaaS as part of the Dev-for-Operations cycle so as to report
only to the corresponding vendor or operator in each case.
Prometheus architecture including the components that have been just explained are represented
in Figure 61.

Figure 61 - Prometheus architecture (see: https://prometheus.io/assets/architecture.svg).

5.3 Analysis and Healing
In this section the various approaches to analyse the data acquired from the monitoring (either
exploiting ELK or Prometheus) and to perform healing actions are covered. As shown in Figure

9

https://grafana.com/
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62, the Analysis consists of two main groups of components that interact with the Data
Management component: Anomaly Detection, and Fault Localization.

Figure 62: Root Cause Analysis Architecture.

The Anomaly & Correlation Forwarder provides the anomalous KPIs and the causal
relationships among KPIs to the Data Engine component. This component works similarly to
the KPI Extractor. The Anomalies & Correlation Forwarder checks the latest anomalies for
changes in the causality relationship. The detected changes are sent to the data engine.
The fault localization functionality is implemented by Anomaly & Correlation Extractor, Failure
Predictor & Fault Localizer and Failure Reporter.
The Anomaly & Correlation Extractor is the component that interacts with the Failure
Predictor & Fault Localizer. It extracts the latest computed causal relationships and anomalies
and forwards them to the predictor and localizer component.
The Failure Predictor & Fault Localizer component first analyses anomalies to identify if
these are symptoms of a near failure. If so, it also analyses the causal relationships to identify
the resource responsible for the probable failure. The Failure Reporter component reports this
information back to the data engine to make it available for visualization in the dashboard or to
trigger possible healing actions.
In the rest of this section, some details of the various modules are covered.

5.3.1 Anomaly Detection
Anomaly detection is the process of detecting when a systems behaviour changes if compared to
the expectation. Detecting an anomaly suggests that something unusual is happening that makes
the system functioning diverge from the meaning that it is somehow different from the regular
behaviour. This usually implies the detection of some properties of the system that changes
somehow its value from an average or expected values.
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This does not necessarily mean that the new behaviour is going to determine problem in the
system (i.e. a failure, etc.). For example, it can be an unexpected regular behaviour which just
was not observed yet – in this case we talk of “Novelty Detection”.
However, also in the latter case, it makes a lot of sense to keep track of the benign anomalous
behaviour, because they can be tracked either as a “regular” behaviour for the purpose of future
anomaly detection efforts, and as hints of potential new issues (i.e., increase of the user access
to a server during certain hours, or days, week-ends, etc.).
Cloud systems represent a challenging arena for any anomaly detection endeavour. This is
because, due to the inherent dynamism and elasticity of cloud systems, the former provides a
number of constraint that need to be addressed in the design of an anomaly detection system.
The first element is related to the size of the data that must be analysed, which are collected in
real-time (streaming data flow), from an heterogenous set of sources (i.e. different kind of
hardware and software, virtualized network functions, IoT devices and sensors, just to name a
few).
This large amount of data cannot be analysed in a short time just relying on the human
intervention. At the same time, processing the data might imply a certain level of expertise,
which is not reproducible or available all the time. A proper way to treat this scenario is by
introducing some sort of (unsupervised) automation. Since cloud systems can evolve in
unpredictable ways, another critical aspect is represented by the fact that an anomaly detector
should adjust its behaviour to the underlying changes in the system, without involving any time
a long step of learning (i.e., setting up parameters, etc.).
For these reasons many machine learning does not fit in the anomaly detection purposes in
cloud systems almost by design or, at least, they suffer from cumbersome limitations. For
example, supervised learning techniques is affected by the burden of the learning phase whose
duration can make the learning process unfit to the cloud scenario. Moreover, as mentioned
above, the learning phase must be iterated any time the systems is modified in a relevant way to
meet new requirements.
For all these reasons we focused our attention on techniques which present the following
characteristics:
1. They allow to perform the prediction online, which means they are able to classify an
input at the instant t as anomalous (or regular) without a previous learning phase.
2. They learn in a continuous way, without storing the streaming data somewhere.
3. They are unsupervised, which means that they run in an automatic fashion, with
(almost) no need to set up the parameters.
4. They must dynamically adapt to the changes in the environment.
5. They must perform the anomaly detection as fast as possible.
6. They must minimize false positives (negatives).
In NGPaaS we are working on anomaly detection following the Hierarchical Temporal Memory
approach, wish is based on a theory of the functioning of the neocortex [HAW04]. The anomaly
detector works as described in Figure 63.

Figure 63: Hierarchical Temporal Memory anomaly detector (adapted from [ALP+17]).
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As an expected result of the work on this topic, the Anomaly Detector software module will be
released with an Open Source license, as a contribution to the two communities of the ELK and
HTM users. The experiments performed on the cloud platform can be the subject of research
papers to be submitted in conferences and journals. The name of the venue will be determined
ad hoc, using as a basic driving principle the match between the conferences’ or journals’ topic
and the nature of the achieved results.

5.3.2 Problem Detection
5.3.2.1

Root Cause Analysis

With the term “Root Cause Analysis” we refer to the activity of searching for the first, original
faults which determines one or multiple failures in the context of a complex system. Since the
growth of the cloud systems in increasingly growing at a sustained pace, an automatic analysis
which does not affect the performance of a running infrastructure represent critical asset.
In fact, although the monitoring system is able to detect a failure and localise the corresponding
fault, sometimes this may conceal some hidden problem not immediately recognisable.
Usually the RCA approaches present three different stages:
•
•

•

Model construction: collecting information on the system to build the RCA model. We
distinguish two main categories for RCA models: deterministic and probabilistic,
depending on the way they deal with uncertainty in the known facts and inferences.
Inference: processing the input information about the failure and returning the root
cause fault and an explanation. Different inference approaches excel in different
aspects, such as accuracy (or the function used to measure accuracy), complexity, and
the amount of explanation supplied along with the bottom line result. Other approaches
are based on logic (i.e. First-Order, Fuzzy, etc.). the models are evaluated based on
different characteristics, including learning complexity, information availability, rate of
change of the system, etc.
Update: the model is updated according to the changes in the system.

The most popular cloud solutions are served by a RCA solution.
A case in point is represented, for OpenStack is the Vitrage project (originated by NOKIA IL
and is at the core of NGPaaS RCA solution). For containers, both Jaeger and Dynatrace provide
RCA tools as part of their tracing solution.
RCA implies (when it is not actually a synonym of) fault localization [StS04]. Leading edge
research in fault localisation, had recently focus on leveraging complex network theory to drive
the localisation process with promising results. In this respect, the collection of time series
corresponding to KPIs, which in turn represent the time behaviour of a given resource (i.e.
memory, cpu, disk input/output access, just to mention a few) of a cloud system, can be mapped
into a dependency graph whose topological properties (i.e. node centrality, betweenness, etc.)
can suggest where to find the originating fault.

5.3.2.2

Problem Detection on MicroVisor Platform

The concept of Hyper-converged infrastructure creates a single technology platform that
supports Software Defined Compute resources (Hypervisors) with Software Defined Storage
(Distributed block or Filesystem technology utilising direct attached drives to the compute
nodes) and Software Defined Networking to create virtual networks across the compute nodes.
Convergence brings many advantages in terms of lower infrastructure cost and higher scaling
properties; however High Availability is a major challenge since both the storage and compute
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services share the same underlying hardware fate. In the event of some hardware failure, both
services are equally affected. It is therefore extremely critical to ensure that high availability is
provided across all levels of the stack to tolerate infrastructure failure.
The MicroVisor platform is a true HyperConverged Infrastructure (HCI) platform that provides
Software Defined Compute, Storage and Networking based on commodity Intel or ARM 64-bit
architecture servers. The MicroVisor technology differs from other HCI platforms in that the
Hypervisor layer is re-architected to very efficiently handle virtualised storage and network
device IO, achieving significantly lower latency and higher throughput. Based on Xen, many of
the traditional management layers of Xen have been stripped out from each individual node and
centralised into an OpenStack-based control node that runs as a highly available virtual service
on top of the hypervisor infrastructure.
The high availability support on the MicroVisor system is designed to maintain the system
availability in the event of a single point of failure (SPOF). A SPOF is an event involving an
individual software or hardware component of the whole system that would cause downtime or
data loss if it fails. The system downtime occurs when a service or hardware component, such as
a virtual or physical network switch, is unavailable beyond a specified maximum amount of
time. The data loss could be accidental deletion or destruction of data, such as the hard disk
failure.
One of the first challenges in providing high availability of services is to correctly determine the
liveness state of a node or the service that the node is hosting. The common communication
medium for an HCI platform is the physically attached Ethernet network, so the liveness
algorithm has to be based on some type of redundant access test in order to tolerate network
separation or ‘split-brain’ scenarios. The MicroVisor platform utilises redundant network paths
which must be attached to physically separate switch infrastructure to determine whether an
individual node is unresponsive. The physical separation is a key property, including separate
power sources and physically separate cables and network paths within the data centre. Without
this, it is impossible to determine from any single place whether the unresponsive node in
question has actually died, or whether there is some network segmentation that temporarily
prevents us communicating with it.
All decisions about liveness of nodes and availability of VM services is triggered from the
OpenStack control node, so firstly it is essential to ensure that the control node service itself is
highly available. This procedure is described in the following section. Assuming, however that
the OpenStack control node is up and running and communicating with the infrastructure, there
is an algorithm that must be followed to determine liveness of services, and to decide
when/where to re-deploy services in the event something is considered offline.
The liveness algorithm implemented proceeds along the following steps:
1) A Resource Group is the high-level resource container that determines on which
infrastructure (physical cores, physical memory, physical storage drives and physical
network interfaces) a set of VMs can be deployed
2) Associated with a Resource Group are the resource overcommit attributes and fault tolerance
attributes. Combined together, these 2 sets of attributes determine how much resource can
be consumed whilst honouring the failover properties. The system will always validate that
there are sufficient redundant resources to always guarantee failures up to the amount
required, ensuring that all the resources can be accommodated across the remaining
infrastructure in such an event.
3) Every MicroVisor node periodically sends liveness pings via an Ethernet-based
communication protocol across all physical paths for every other node to determine
reachability. These pings are received also by the OpenStack Control node so it can
determine liveness of nodes based on a record of the last time it heard from each node.
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4) The OpenStack control node can trigger explicit liveness pings at the Ethernet layer from
any node to any other node via remote procedure call (RPC) API.
5)

A system-wide liveness timeout variable is set as 2 times the ping interval from the
MicroVisor nodes.

6)

A MicroVisor node is determined as offline if:
a. The last ping from any physical path exceeds the liveness timeout variable.
b. All other nodes report the same condition that they have not received a ping from
the node in question on any path for greater than the liveness timeout.
c. None of the VMs that were running on that node in question respond to IP level
pings.
d. All of the storage backend drivers that host content for VM virtual drives that were
hosted on that node report that the LUN connections are idle.

Once these criteria are met, the failover/healing algorithm for the failed node in question kicks
in, and the services that were previously running on that node get restarted elsewhere across the
pre-determined available space in the Resource Group.

5.3.3 Healing
This section covers the various approaches explored in NGPaaS for recovery from a failure or
recovering to normal state after a problem has been identified by the anomaly detection module
and localized by the Fault Localization Module.

5.3.3.1

Self-Healing

This section covers the various approaches explored in NGPaaS for recovery from a failure or
recovering to normal state after a problem has been identified by the anomaly detection module
and localized by the Fault Localization Module. The Self-Healing Component is defined on top
of RCA. In order to provide self-healing capabilities, a number of components are required
(shown in Figure 64):
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Figure 64: The Healing Component Architecture.

1. An interface toward the RCA components, through which information about fault
locations and failures are received.
2. The Healer Actuator, which associates each fault with a series of counter-measures
expressed as rules.
3. A datastore containing all the rules that can be actuated to heal faults and overcome
problematic situations.
Since the orchestrator is the component responsible of handling resources in PaaSes, the
actuation of the healing rules likely requires an interaction with the orchestrator. These rules are
defined abstractly, to be independent on the specific orchestration technology. However, a
suitable rule conversion strategy is necessary to map an abstract rule to a concrete rule that can
be executed with a given orchestrator. This is the responsibility of the rule conversion adapter.
In a nutshell, the steps that are executed at runtime to heal faults are:
1. The Anomaly Detector produces the set of anomalous KPIs.
2. The Failure Predictor recognises symptoms of incoming failures from anomalous KPIs.
3. The Fault Localizer activated by the failure alerts identifies problematic resources and
possible faults exploiting the anomalies.
4. The information on the anomalies, the failure alerts and problematic resources is passed
to the Self-Healing Planner, which hosts all the rules that map failure-prone situations to
healing actions in the Rule Repository and exploits the rule engine to identify a series of
counter-measures that can be now adopted to avoid an incoming failure.
5. The Healing Orchestrator exploits the Workflow Engine to deploy the healing plan
elaborated in the previous step. The concrete healing actions are stored in the Workflow
Repository.
6. Healing actions reach out to various actuators to concretely apply the healing plan to the
customer environment.
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7. The process is repeated until the failure predictor produces no alerts, and so the system
status is back to normal.
The work on this topic is likely to lead to the implementation of a Healing Component, which is
expected to be released as an Open Source project, to contribute to the activity of the ELK’s
community. As per the Anomaly Detection module, the results of the performed experiments
are expected to be submitted to proper conferences and journals.

5.3.3.2

Healing on MicroVisor Platform

As outlined above, the OpenStack controller is a critical component of the clustered MicroVisor
platform. It is the service domain that monitors availability of all the nodes, and orchestrates the
instantiation of instances across the infrastructure. The node itself is boot strapped from the
distributed volume management layer, the storage for which resides on special reserved drive on
which the whole system boots. The system boot can be from local installed SCSI device (such
as a SATA or SSD drive), or it can even boot directly from a USB thumb drive. Making the
system quick and easy to boot is an essential part of the flexibility and scale of the
infrastructure. Each node can be bootstrapped and fully functional within seconds, thereby
enabling an infrastructure admin to bring a recovery system online almost instantly.
The key to providing high availability for the control node is in separating the metadata of the
control node database, and the actual service itself. The MicroVisor approach is to create DB
metadata replication LUNs across the distributed datastores (or clusters of redundant drives) to
ensure that the *metadata* is highly available. By ensuring this property is always true, the
control stack node can always be instantly restored by booting a node as a “master” node (which
includes the OpenStack controller service) and then locating the redundant copies of the DB
metadata to restore the controller state back to the last recorded DB archive.
Backup LUN The procedure for creating the DB metadata backup LUN is to firstly provision a
small virtual disk volume and mark it with an attribute that identifies that it is a special device.
A LUN (logical unit number) is a unique identifier for designating an individual or collection of
physical or virtual storage devices that execute input/output (I/O) commands with a host
computer. The LUN is mounted on the Openstack node and formatted in order to enable it to be
mounted by the controller.
Steps to backup Once the OpenStack controller node boots up there is a cron task that
periodically runs to scan the virtual disk database and locate any LUNs with this special
attribute set. For any such LUNs discovered, the cron task attaches the LUN to the OpenStack
control node via a disk hotplug operation, mounts the filesystem on the device and then stores a
timestamped snapshot of the DB backup at that point in time. The DB backup uses the mySQL
backup and restore tools to generate a consistent copy of the Database. Once complete, the cron
task cleans up by unmounting and unplugging the drive. Periodically the cron task will delete
and rotate older backups according to a specific plan.
Steps to restore At any point in time the UI can mount a backup LUN and list, chronologically,
the backups that exist. The user can select any point in time to restore the DB to which will
restart the mySQL server with a consistent view of the infrastructure metadata at that point in
time.
The system must be internally robust in order to handle the situation where the DB rolls back to
an earlier point and there are now “Ghost” resources detected, i.e. resources that have been
provisioned but are not tracked in the DB metadata.
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5.4 VNF profiling
The capability to gather monitored data is the base for profiling VNF performance. Building
further on the metrics and monitoring frameworks mentioned in the previous sections, we
explain how metrics analysis can be used to enhance operational activities in the NGPaaS
framework. A relevant aspect is the need for tools for diagnostics and measurement suited for
NFV. There is a pressing need to define metrics and associated protocols to measure the
performance of NFV. Specifically, since NFV is based on the concept of taking centralized
functions and evolving it to highly distributed SW functions, there is a commensurate need to
fully understand and measure the baseline performance of such systems. As stated by ETSI in
[ETSI17], measurement and benchmarking are new focus points of ongoing NFV related
research.

5.4.1 Profiling vs Benchmarking
In the context of this section, we refer to the performance and resource usage of Virtual
Network Functions (VNF). A VNF is typically a packet processing function, deployed as part of
a chain in a bigger telco service (e.g. router, firewall, transcoding). This in contrast to a
common cloud application which has a limited architecture consisting of a frontend with
backend application and/or database server. Benchmarking and profiling characterizes the
performance of a VNF and generates input knowledge for resource management decisions taken
by management and orchestration systems. When characterizing the performance of a software
component, the terms profiling and benchmarking are often used interchangeably. Although we
can state some differences:
Benchmarking: A benchmark is typically the result of a well-defined test procedure, under
strict controlled boundary conditions. By defining edge cases and maximizing the workload, the
limits of the software processing are explored. One important aspect here is that the benchmark
is a single result value, testing the maximum value (e.g. time or operations/sec) in a defined
environment (e.g. hardware/software configuration, different versions). The goal of the
benchmark is to compare and select the best option out of multiple benchmarked possible
solutions.
Profiling: A profile is used to understand the behaviour of a software component. Profiling
takes the whole spectrum into account, from min to max. Not necessarily to compare with
others. In software development it is typically used have an idea in which function the program
spends most of the time. In general, profiling helps to indicate where the bottlenecks are, not to
select the best component, but to optimize a single component.
Both approaches make sense to characterize a certain VNF, but in the operational context, we
prefer the term “VNF profile” to indicate the relation between several performance indicators of
the VNF.
A complete description of a VNF’s behaviour spans many different metrics and tests. An
assessment of the VNF test coverage can be done as described in [RFC8172] and [VBT+18].
We summarize this method in Table 11 for our envisioned profiling approach. During the
profiling tests, we assume the VNF is deployed and operational. We test the speed, accuracy and
scalability of the VNF by imposing a ‘normal’ workload, varying between expected operational
use-cases. We do not aim at testing the reliability by focusing on edge cases such as attacks,
stress or duration testing. Other benchmark tests need to be defined to cover these other
domains. In [RFC8204], this matrix to evaluate test coverage is exemplified for virtual switch
VNFs. As we discuss in the next subsection, the reliability of the IaaS environment is not well
predictable.
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Table 11: Classification table template for a certain test method to evaluate the test
coverage (only covering operational aspects in this example).
Speed

Accuracy

Scalability

X

X

X

Reliability

Activation
Operation
De-activation

5.4.2 Cloud vs Telco-grade Reliability
In a typical use-case, the vendor supplies the application in a portable virtualized form (like a
virtual machine, container or Unikernel). But the easy of portability may come at the expense of
fluctuating performance. A challenge is the performance fluctuation, inherent to the cloud's
operational context. The operator and infrastructure provider can choose themselves how to
optimally deploy the application, for example either cost-driven or performance-driven. This
means that the service operator may implement different strategies regarding resource isolation
(isolated or shared resource mapping). Especially in a multi-tenancy context, noisy neighbor
effects are more likely to occur. Several measurement campaigns allowed to gain insight in the
performance fluctuations of several commercial cloud providers ([LXS+10], [ZZN+12],
[MBM17] and [HAS+15]). One of the most striking learnings from this research is that cloudhosted VNF performance can suffer from short-lived but frequent episodes of very severe
performance degradation. Also, as discussed in [VPT+17], the over commitment of datacenters
is a common practice in cloud environments and calls for specialized metrics and statistical
analysis to detect and act upon. This shows that VNF and service performance is certainly not
static nor easily predictable. The context dependency needs to be taken into account when
assessing VNF performance.

5.4.3 Profiling Analysis
The operational framework can be enhanced by a test or sandbox environment where any
component can be functionally validated before deployed in production. This is closely related
to the work done in WP3, where a Dev-for-Operations model is developed [D3.1]. In [D3.1] we
gave an overview of sandbox environments and how they can be used in the NGPaaS context.
Future work in WP3 will further investigate how to integrate sandbox environments in the
NGPaaS operational framework under the ‘Dev-for-Operations’ umbrella. On top of such an
environment, we can add the necessary monitoring and analysis functions to characterize the
performance and resource usage of a VNF.
As explained earlier, our goal is to derive a model which explains the relation between several
performance indicators of a VNF. We classify four different metric categories which
characterize the VNF:
• Workload metrics are used to quantify the amount of 'work' which is presented at the
VNF's input. These reflect the user generated load (e.g. pps, packet size and requests/s,
the variety in payload content or L2/3 header fields).
• Resource metrics quantify the payable/physical/scalable hardware resources obtained
from the IaaS provider (e.g. vCPU, MEM, storage or network). Also, OS or hypervisor
related metrics bound to the IaaS are considered (e.g. context switches or cache usage).
• Performance metrics monitor the Key Performance Indicators (KPI). These are (often
SLA-defined) measurements of the processed workload, thus taking the output of the
VNF into account (e.g. delay, loss, and throughput).
• Configuration parameters are one-shot IaaS settings (e.g. buffer length, scheduler
algorithm, see) or VNF configurations (e.g. firewall rules or routing table length). This
is part of the initialization and assumed fixed after deployment. In a IaaS context, many
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hardware settings are not accessible/limited and shielded by the infrastructure provider.
Only the software component’s settings are freely configurable in this case.
In the next section, Table 12 gives an example of such metrics.
As a root cause for good or bad performance, the resource availability is a major factor. So, if
resources are getting scarce, performance is dropping; if resources are freely available,
performance is normal. Different resource allocation schemes exist:
• In Figure 65(a), a fixed amount of resources is reserved in a coarse granular way. This
resembles the case where for example a fixed amount of resources is reserved for a
single process (e.g. a CPU core that is used by DPDK to continuously poll the NIC for
new network packets). In this case a certain level of workload processing is guaranteed
because the resources are reserved for it.
•

In Figure 65(b), a scheduling algorithm will generally assign a share of resources to the
VNF process, waiting to perform operations on the workload. The resources are
allocated approximately continuously by a resource scheduler (e.g. the Linux CFS CPU
time scheduler), up to the level where the maximum is reached, and resource starvation
occurs.

Mostly, resource starvation causes an avalanche effect, showing a shear drop in performance.
This is illustrated in Figure 65(c). As an example, we can consider packet loss as a performance
metric, as long as the VNF can process all packets (there is sufficient memory and CPU time
available), is a constant performance of 0% packet drops. When resource starvation occurs, the
packet buffers will overflow, and packet loss will quickly increase, so performance will drop.
So, performance degradation is depicted as a higher-order effect caused by limited resources. In
order to timely detect and predict any performance fluctuation, it is important to focus on the
performance and resource metrics which show a large correlation with the measured workload.
By this intuitive reasoning, we can state that resource availability is the prime metric and canary
indicator for performance. We further focus our profiling approach on the relation between
workload and resources, as the workload demand is the causal factor for the resource allocation.

resources

resources

resources

Res(w)

workload
f(Res’(w))

performance
workload

(a)

workload

(b)

(c)

Figure 65: Typical Workload-Resource-Performance relations.

The workload-resource relation as modelled above in Figure 65(b) is valid when monitored on a
single hardware node. This can serve as a scaling trigger. Different scaling strategies can be
applied:
Vertical scaling: On the same hardware node, additional resources are reserved for the VNF.
Commonly this is additional CPU share and/or memory allocation. In case the VNF
implementation supports multi-threading, additional CPU cores can be pinned to the VNF
processes.
When the resources are depleted on one single node, the flat part of the resource-workload
model is reached (saturation). This should be timely detected to avoid performance issues. If
only single-threading is supported, additional cores will not improve anything. The resourceworkload relation will stay in the saturated part, even though the maximum number of cores is
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not used. This situation can be detected, for example as described in [VPT+17]. For an optimal
configuration of the scaling algorithm, it should be detected during the development phase
testing, if multi- or single- threading is supported for the VNF.
Horizontal scaling: When scaling out, multiple hardware nodes are combined to process the
workload, through load-balancing for example. In this case, each node needs to monitor its own
resource-workload relation. A VNF management process should then combine the
measurements from the involved nodes to estimate the remaining capacity. The resource model
then takes a coarser granularity tending more to Figure 65(a).
In Figure 66, we can further split up the measured workload-resource measurement in high and
low correlated region. We can distinguish several properties in this relation:
• When resources are freely available (no starvation), workload and resource usage have
a (approximately) linear relation. There is a high correlation between measured
workload and resource usage. From existing resource and performance profiling results
found in literature (e.g. [PHV16], [RBR17]), we also see a clear trend for this linearity
between resource consumption and processed workload.
• The slope of the correlated area is a measure of the overall processing capability. A
steep slope indicates lower processing margin (quicker reaching saturation), a gentler
slope indicates more processing margin (slower reaching saturation).
• When resources become scarce (saturation), resource allocation flattens to the
maximum available amount, even if workload still increases. The correlation between
measured workload and resource usage is lowering. This is explained because the
resource scheduler cannot follow the demand which causes a higher fluctuation of
allocated resources.

resources

higher
correlation

less

lower
correlation

more

processing
margin

workload
Figure 66: The profiled performance measurement has a region of high and low
correlation. The slope of the correlated area is a measure for the overall processing
capability.

We now look for the best available techniques to analyze the above described relation in a
multi-variate way, meaning multiple resource and workload metrics can be included in a single
model.
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have been proven to be well-performing for modelling nonlinear, multivariate relations between large numbers of resource and workload metrics. The
major shortcoming of the ANN is the extensive training dataset which is often needed.
Depending on the number of modelled variables, the size of training set grows and training the
ANN can take seconds up to days to complete. We assume that exhaustive testing of all possible
operational contexts is impossible. Gradually building an ANN model would therefore take a lot
of time, as the model needs to update every time a significantly different (untrained) hardware
node or configuration is encountered.
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For modelling non-linear relationships, so-called kernel methods can be used. By using a kernel
function, linear relations are modelled by moving the non-linear data into a higher dimensional
space. But also, the use of kernel methods have their own difficulties such as finding a good
kernel function and tuning it. Furthermore, we assume that in case of a monotonous and
approximately linear relationship such as in the first part of Figure 66, a kernel method wold be
overkill.
For fast model building in our use-case, we can use unsupervised learning methods, which work
well with linearly related data, and do not require an exhaustive training set. A linear is model is
also the fastest way to fit monitored data in any new infrastructure context. It would take a
minimum number of samples to fit the linear equation with enough confidence. The available
methods we will investigate (also used in the Machine Learning domain) are Principle
Component Analysis (PCA), Factor Analysis (FA) and Canonical Component Analysis (CCA).
These methods are design to specifically look for highly correlated metrics and find the relations
between them in a multi-variate way.

5.4.4 VNF metrics examples
In the simplest deployment scenario, a service consists of a single component, which can be
tested and profiled in an isolated environment. As network services become more complex,
more functionalities are included by connecting different components. This results in a Service
Function Chain (SFC), whose performance is aggregated across all discrete components and the
chain’s internal structures which are not always available. When profiling the performance of
complete service chains, it becomes difficult to estimate the chained performance just from the
isolated performance measurements of the discrete components, this is also experimentally
shown in [PH17].
In Table 13, a non-exhaustive list is given from the most relevant performance and resource
correlated metrics which characterize the VNF performance the most. The metrics are
summarized from existing benchmarks and measurements found in state-of-the-art literature.
The first two columns (SDN switch and Firewall) illustrate which metrics characterize these
single component functions. It is more likely that the IaaS node where the component is
deployed can be identified and monitored. Thus, we can also gather detailed metrics about the
resource usage of the component.
The last two columns (DNS and CDN) relate to services whose Quality of Service (QoS) is
highly related to the underlying (unreliable) network or a combination of different components.
In this case, it is often not possible to have detailed insights in the underlying resources
themselves. Second-order performance metrics such as throughput, bandwidth, latency and jitter
could then be used to quantify the network performance and margin. There are practical reasons
why resource metrics are not always available:
• The underlying network administration can be shielded from the service operator with
only limited guarantees (e.g., best effort or fixed bandwidth). In this case the actual
network resources (buffers, queues usage in switches and routers) cannot be monitored
directly.
• As a service user or service operator, it is not always possible to get very detailed
monitoring access to the IaaS resources (administered by another party). By monitoring
the performance of the service as a whole, an indication of the resources’ health can be
obtained.
One conclusion that can be drawn from Table 13 is that performance metrics require specialized
probes depending on the component’s functionality. Resource metrics are generally exported in
a standard way from most IaaS nodes (CPU, MEM, Disk IO, network). It will need to be
investigated per service or component specifically, which resource or performance metrics are
most related to the workload. During the profiling measurements, the workload metrics are
controlled by the test executor and define the offered workload at the input. As the workload
gets processed, at first instance the resource parameters should be monitored. At second
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instance, performance metrics can be used to derive any correlation with the workload. When
resources are not directly monitorable, performance metrics are the alternative option left and
serve as replacement for the resource metrics.
The resource metrics in Table 13 can be further refined for a single hardware node, the standard
resource metrics, as commonly exposed by operating systems are:
Table 12: Detailed resource metrics.

CPU

mem
disk io

network

%us – percentage of time processes execute in user mode
%sy – time processes spent in system (kernel) mode
%ni – time spent executing in user mode under nice priority
%id – idle time
%wa – time spent waiting on I/O or timer
%hi – time spent servicing hardware interrupts
%si – servicing software interrupts
free – amount of free memory available
si – paged (swapped) in. This is the amount of memory read back from disk into physical memory
so – paged (swapped) out – the amount of memory written to disk to make more room
r/s – read requests per second
w/s – write requests per second
await – average time to service a request (in milliseconds). This includes wait time as well as actual
time spent servicing the request
Rx/Tx packet rate
packet drops
fragmentation
buffer queues, congestion control window sizes, TCP/IP stack processing

The specific list of metrics can however differ depending on the OS, hypervisor or IaaS
provider. Monitoring representative resource metrics becomes more challenging when
specialized hardware types come into the IaaS environment. Monitoring FPGA resource usage
results in significant different metric types, for example buffer queues, power consumption, or
second-order application processing performance (throughput, latency).

Table 13: VNF profile metric examples
Metric - VNF
Workload
(input)

Performance
(output)

SDN switch (dataplane)
Firewall/IDS
DNS
CDN
• Input packet rate (avg, burst,
• Queries/sec
• Requests per second
Network layer
peak)
• Peak/bust/continuous
• Peak/bust/continuous
• IP packet rate (avg, burst,
• Packet size/ input bitrate
query rate
query rate
peak)
• Traffic mix (IP header space,
• Cached/uncached
• Cached requests
• Packet size
unicast, broadcast)
queries
• Non-Cached requests
• Packet-out rate (control traffic Transport layer
• Malformed queries
• Requested object size
input)
• Iterative/recursive query • Non-existing object
• UDP packet rate
• Table update rate
rate
requests
• TCP conns/sec
• Number of tables per service
• Mix of queried record
• Mix of requested object
• Concurrent TCP connections
types (e.g. A, AAAA,
types (e.g. documents,
• Type of table entries (wildcard
Application layer
MX, PTR, …)
/ header field match, packet
images, video)
• Protocol mix (e.g. http, ftp,
actions/mods)
• (un)signed domain
• Enhanced requests (e.g.
ssh, ssl, icmp, smtp)
request rate
encryption, fixed bitrate)
• Flow counter queries
• Rate, type, size of requested
(DNS/DNSSEC
• Flowrule timeout setting
objects
protocol)
• Object requests per connection
• Log query frequency
• Throughput
• Response time
• Requested/
Network layer
completed/timed-out
• Packet drops
• (un)Cached record
• IP packet loss
transfers
lookup time
• Cache hit/miss rate
• Throughput
• Signed/unsigned domain • DNS lookup latency
• Undefined matches
lookup time
• Content server latency
Transport layer
• Packet-in rate (to controller)
• Lost/timed-out queries
• Cached latency (hot• UDP packet loss
• Table lookup time
fetched)
• Attempted/ completed
• TCP Connection setup/tear• Flowrule insertion time
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• Packet modification rate
• Packet reordering
• Processing delay per packet
type (forwarding unicast,
broadcast, illegal frames)

Resources

VNF
Configuration
(apart
from
IaaS)

References

E.g.
FOSS
projects

• CPU (flow entry matching,
packet processing, NIC
polling)
• MEM (TCAM) (fast path
caching)
• DISK IO (slow path caching)
• Network IO (context switches,
kernel stack, buffers )
• Controller configuration
• (Pro-)active flowtable entry
• Port mirroring
• Number of interfaces
• Custom setting (e.g. VLAN,
STP, routing protocols)
• Hardware offloading (e.g. TCP
checksum, segmentation)
• SDN switches per controller
[LYC+17],
[RFC8204],
[ETSI16]

[PPT+15],
[PFN+16],

OpenvSwitch
(OVS-DPDK),
Snabbswitch, Vosyswitch

queries
• Response rate per type
(Authorative, Positive,
Referral, Negative,
(un)signed)
• Iterative query rate
(to root, TLD DNS
servers)

• Non-cached latency
(cold-fetched)
• Time-to-firstbyte(TTFB)
• Avg. download
rate/request
• Bitrate change frequency
• Rebuffering events

• CPU (record lookup)
• MEM (query caching)
• DISK IO (record
database, logging)
• Network: local IO +
access + core network.

• CPU (object lookup &
serving)
• MEM (caching)
• DISK IO (object
database, logging)
• Network: local IO +
access + core network.

• Ruleset
• Extra features (e.g. NAT,
caching, authentication, VPN)
• Number of interfaces
• Alarm generation
• Logging level

• Number of records
• DNS/DNSSEC protocol
support
• Signed/unsigned zone
• Allow iterative and/or
recursive queries
• ipv4/ipv6
• rebinding protection

• Caching/buffer config
• Location, placement
• Adaptive bitrate
algorithm
• Extra features (e.g.
authentication,
encryption)
• Anycast/unicast address

[RFC3511], [SB18], [SCE+15]

[DNSbench], [RFC4641],
[GVJ+16], [DNSperf]

[CWL+08],

BIND, NSD, openDNS,
[DNSlist]

Squid, Nginx, Varnish,
jsDelivr, cdnjs

down/total time, rate
Application layer
• Attempted/Completed/timedout requests
• Object transfer rate
• Rule detection time
• Processing latency
• Accuracy (false
positives/negatives,
precision/recall)
• CPU (rule matching, packet
processing)
• MEM (keeping state, caching,
buffering)
• DISK IO (logging)
• Network IO (context switches,
kernel stack, buffers)

Iptables, netfilter, pfSense,
SNORT, Suricata, Bro

5.4.5 Dev-for-Operations interactions
In WP3, a new Dev-for-Operations model is investigated [D3.1]. Performance testing and
profiling can be one of the functions where the development and operational framework can
interact. Namely, the outcome of the development testing can serve as input to enhance and
optimize several operational actions (e.g. scaling, fault mitigation). In the above sections we
have outlined the theoretical approach how a performance profile analysis could work. Now we
investigate how to fit a profiling framework into the NGPaaS architecture. In the end, the VNF
profile will result in better knowledge for the OSS how to manage a certain VNF, e.g. when
planning capacity, resources or scaling the VNF. Building further on the DevOps principle, we
can state that both sides of the DevOps cycle can be involved in the profiling functionality.
There are several stages in the VNF’s lifecycle when different kinds of testing and monitoring
are needed:
During Dev:
1. Select and source a suitable software component, with the needed specified features
and performance.
2. Find a suitable configuration according the planned use-case.
3. Execute special benchmark tests during development: asses the performance,
reliability, security and expected functionality.
4. Assure that the component can be deployed on the operator’s side.
5. Integrate the component and pass acceptance testing at the operator’s side.
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During the development phase, the trend of the relation between resources and workload, can be
investigated and modelled, such as in Figure 67. This model is then given to the operational
environment along with the component to be deployed.
During Ops:
At deployment, the profile will indicate the amount of resources needed for a required
processing performance. Then later during operation, several metrics need to be monitored to
trigger following actions:
1. Timely detect resource starvation, proactive determine available workload margin.
2. Scale if necessary.
3. Anomaly detection, is the resource consumption normal? Trigger automatic
troubleshooting, bottleneck detection, extra probes or more data analysis.
4. Heal or troubleshoot the problem (optionally involve an external party like the
Vendor).
In a broader sense, all actions which update the service in response to degrading performance
can be placed under service “healing”. This includes recovering from faults but also adapting
the processing capacity to dynamic workload variations (scaling). As indicated above and in
Figure 67, we can distinguish two kinds of update processes related to service healing. Figure
67, we can distinguish two kinds of update processes related to service healing. Figure 67, we
can distinguish two kinds of update processes related to service healing. Figure 67, we can
distinguish two kinds of update processes related to service healing.
• Dev-for-Operations based update process, requiring thorough analysis/debugging,
manual intervention or involvement from an external Vendor. This update cycle
involves an external actor such as a Vendor, to inspect and actively update an existing
component. The Vendor can be contacted temporarily, e.g. to fix a bug, or there can be
a more continuous link, e.g. during a trial period where continuous tuning is required or
because of SLA agreements, where the Vendor should interfere quickly in case of
anomalies.
• OSS based healing processes, automatically triggered and executed by the OSS to
ensure e.g. high availability, reliability, fast failover. These are targeted to be fast and
automated processes.
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Figure 67: Multiple service update cycles at different stages in the service lifecycle: by
the Dev-for-operations and by the OSS.

The profile model can be fitted to the newly monitored resource and performance metrics,
which gives an indication of the processing margin of the current deployment. The main benefit
is the capability to estimate resource usage and capacity margin and therefore timely trigger
scaling actions with a better projected resource estimation. Therefore, it fits in the category of
‘faster healing processes, ideally integrated in the PaaS OSS for fastest response. The
performance profile approach is however only one link in the chain to ensure reliable service
operation. And many other techniques as discussed in the other sections are needed, which can
fit in either of the proposed update cycles in the above figure.

5.4.6 Profiling Use-Cases
Throughout the NGPaaS project, several topics are addressed, to enable a framework capable of
profiling:
• A sandbox environment which can be used to do the development related measurement,
as part of [D3.1] and the Dev-for-Operations model developed in WP3.
• A storyboard which explains the usage of profiling in a broader service deployment. See
use cases in [D2.1] Appendix A: use-case 8: DevEnt-as-a-Service, Use-case 9:
Profiling-as-a-Service
• More efficient scaling methods. See scaling management in [D3.1] section 3.6.4.5.
On a higher level, the benefits of a VNF profile translate to:
• Better automated SLA translation to actual resource requirements. The KPIs defined in
the SLA can be mapped to the metrics in the profile to derive a resource estimation.
In case when learning algorithms are needed for other healing related features, the metrics can
be analyzed and filtered in a same way (high versus low correlation). This results in better
training set for the learning algorithms when estimating anomalies. It is therefore clear that VNF
profiling has benefits for the operational performance of the VNF, as the operator will get a
better idea about the estimated resource usage and performance margin.
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5.5 Component upgrade
5.5.1 State of the art
There are a variety of different classes of software upgrade:
•

•
•

A live upgrade means that the system is upgraded without the system needing a reboot.
Usually there is a small performance degradation when the service is upgraded but to
external users it looks like the service is still running.
A rolling upgrade usually means that for a cluster of servers, one server will be taken
out of action and upgraded at a time.
A cold upgrade or just upgrade, usually means that the server needs to be rebooted for
the upgrade to fully complete.

A variety of kernel updating tools are available: KSplice was acquired by and is used by Oracle.
KGraft is used by SUSE Linux and Redhat use Kpatch. All of the technologies are used for
performing small changes of a running Linux Kernel, e.g. they can't be used for changing
structures, functions and/or common elements of the Kernel such as the scheduler. All of the
patching mechanisms are also architecture dependent and generally have been built for x64 and
sometimes x86.
Ksplice is a technology that takes a diff of the kernel and a patch that will be applied and sees
what part of the Executable and Linkable Format (ELF) will be modified. By analysing what
part of the ELF will be touched on the upgrade it can then pause the associated parts of the
kernel and then start it running after the upgrade has been performed. By identifying which part
of the code, a patch will cover, Ksplice can ensure that the new code is run after a minimal
pause in the Kernel code. For more specific and detailed reference about how each of the
individual K* mechanisms work please see the following reference slides4.
Linux upgrades are performed through package management systems, dependent on the
distribution in use. Given that Linux is the OS of choice for server management, being able to
upgrade these systems is important. Different package managers exist for different flavours of
distributions of Linux. These package managers are used to create upgrade plans based on the
manifests and meta information captured in the packages. Upgrade plans are then carried out by
upgrading the individual software packages as part of a transaction that is all recorded. Some
individual packages that correspond to services running may be able to upgrade without any
interruption to the service, but usually the services will be shut down and then brought back up
after the package is upgraded causing a slight outage in the services. If a package upgrade
doesn't depend on a kernel upgrade or a shared library, then it can normally be performed while
the system is live. Some upgrades are more invasive and need for services to be temporarily
halted.
With kernel upgrades and live upgrades of the software this allows the underlying platform to
be upgraded while still running the services. Some services such as Integrated Storage allow for
live upgrade, whilst others need to be re-engineered to support outages and go through a loadbalancer and have a rolling upgrade carried out.
OpenStack has traditionally suffered from upgradeability issues. If a new version of OpenStack
came out, it was typically not possible to perform the upgrade without shutting down all the
compute nodes, upgrading the services to the next version and then starting the services back up
again. This is an issue that many users of OpenStack face but are unable to resolve2. Some of
the individual services such as the storage system, Cinder, have other upgrade paths that can be
taken3. The preferred mechanism for upgrading is to upgrade each individual service, one at a
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time. This is carried out in a rolling upgrade fashion and sometime can be done as a live
upgrade. Other services require a reboot of the system and this would then become a cold
upgrade. Due to the fact that the services or servers might need to go down for some time, in
production servers where uptime is paramount what will happen is that a set of hot servers will
be brought online with High Availability (HA) features enabled to allow for the services that
need to be kept live, to be migrated there before upgrading and then moving the services back
after the upgrade has completed.

5.5.2 ETSI NFV REL006 “Specification on Software Update
Process”
Note: The latest reference version of the ETSI NFV REL006 document at the time of writing
(2017-10-11).
Section 6 of the ETSI NFV document is dedicated to software modification that encompasses
software upgrade and updates. The authors of that document describe the various implications
of software upgrade/update mechanisms, how the plan should work, testing scenarios and then
start to work on fallback mechanisms that should be taken if the software modification fails.
Although the coverage of the software modification section is quite broad, the authors do not
describe implementations as this is not the purpose of that document. Next, we start looking at
the ideas that are suggested in the REL006 document, relevant to NGPaaS.
The two stages described are:
•

•

Pre-deployment "Software modification preparation phase", where the software updates
are a) downloaded, b) tested, c) onboarded (on test lab) d) the deployment plan is
generated
"Software deployment phase" where the actual software is upgraded/updated and then
the post-deployment actions are carried out, which is considered in this same phase, as
an ongoing action

Figure 68: A Diagrammatic Summary of the ETSI NFV REL006 Software Modification
Lifecycle.
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The steps described in the document are captured in a diagram shown in Figure 68. For an
operator to successfully deploy a software update it should attempt to deploy the software on a
system as close to the real deployment as possible to evaluate how it will work in a real
environment. Mismatches in the pre-deployment hardware and the operational hardware can
create new issues that are not seen in the real deployment that can cause issues. For this reason,
real deployments of software modifications are usually carried out as a series of transactions
that can be rolled back at any stage if there is an issue. This might mean reverting a patched
system back to an older variant to ensure the availability of the system is maintained. Further
details of the software modification process are detailed in Section 6 of ETSI NFV REL006,
which although focused on NFV and in particular looks at Virtual Network Function (VNF)
modifications but if VNF is substituted with a service or software most of the logic still holds
true.

5.5.3 Live Upgrade on OnApp Platform
OnApp is a cloud license provider, i.e. OnApp provides a license for their customers to
download and run OnApp Cloud Management software on their own hardware. This software
comes in the form of an RPM for the main management software, the Control Panel (CP) and a
separate package for the Cloudboot software. Integrated Storage is a distributed block storage
system that can be installed on the Cloudboot hypervisors that allows the hypervisors to
distribute storage across them with configurable striping and replica options. This distributed
storage is then provided to the virtual machines (VMs) that run on the hypervisors. The VMs
can then be sold to end-users, who can make use of the computing resources. Cloudboot and
Integrated Storage offer a platform that can be upgraded without the platform being shut down
for maintenance. We will further discuss the technologies behind Cloudboot and Integrated
Storage for reference and see how some of these mechanisms could be incorporated into the
overall NGPaaS framework.
Cloudboot is a PXEboot compatible, CentOS Operating System. A PXEboot system can load up
the Linux Kernel and the ramdisk image needed to run an OS from the network once the BIOS
is configured to point to a compliant system. A Cloudbooted server will then run with the OS in
main memory until the system is power cycled or restarted. For a server system this does not
pose too much of a constraint if the configuration is stored somewhere else and in the case of
OnApp, this is done through an NFS mount point. Given that the CP can issue network and
SNMP commands, that can power down and reboot systems, this means that the lifecycle of
Cloudboot hypervisors can be controlled from the CP.
Integrated Storage is a distributed, block storage platform that provides a storage layer on the
hypervisors that allow the virtual machines (VMs) to have storage. This service runs on the
hypervisors and requires network traffic be communicated between them. Replicated blocks are
distributed by dm-mirror and through Network Block Devices (NBD). Integrated Storage can
deal with some failures to drives, depending on the replication factor chosen when creating the
shared pool of storage. Having all the hypervisors up and live therefore is essential for day-today running of the services that the cloud provider is running. Avoiding shutting down the
hypervisors for performing updates is therefore preferable. This is handled in OnApp through
LiveUpgrade.
LiveUpgrade first checks to ensure that all the storage paths are live and fully working before
starting the upgrade. The upgrade copies over the new code to each of the running platforms and
then goes through each of the controllers on each of the hypervisors and pauses, upgrades and
then un-pauses the services. The small interruption can normally be handled as a minor recovery
process, synchronizing any changes that occurred while the system was paused. This is much
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like the system of hot migration in virtualization where the state change is captured of a running
system, with hot pages being synchronized and pausing the live system for a short time if
necessary. If a kernel version is changed though, this requires that the system be shut down for
the new kernel to be brought online. This is same for any kernel module drivers and anything
else that depends on kernel upgrades. There are alternatives to performing a reboot which
include KSplice, which is a new way of modifying the Kernel on running platforms. See the
KSplice section below for more information.
LiveUpgrade therefore allows for new source code of a running service to be downloaded,
propagated to the relevant machines and then runs the <pause,upgrade,repair,unpause>
procedure to be performed. From the perspective of an end user it would look like a temporary
performance glitch of the disk I/O. Most filesystems on OSes can cope with certain amount of
failures or unexpected latency from the disk I/O. To avoid sensitive operations such as hot
migrate or other more intensive disk I/O operations, including disk resizing or repairing, the
guidance notes to the admin for the upgrade procedure state to lock the UI on the CP. This will
stop any pending operations and ensure that none are running. Similar mechanisms will be
needed for live upgrade procedures in NGPaaS as it will otherwise not be possible to ensure the
service uptime needed by the Telco PaaS.

5.6 Learning Software Constraints
Modern software systems are expected to be secure and contain all the latest features, even
when new versions of software are released multiple times an hour. Each system may include
many interacting packages. The problem of installing multiple dependent packages has been
extensively studied in the past, yielding some promising solutions that work well in practice.
However, these assume that the developers declare all the dependencies and conflicts between
the packages. Oftentimes, the entire repository structure may not be known upfront, for example
when packages are developed by different vendors. In this paper we present algorithms for
learning dependencies, conflicts and defective packages from installation attempts. Our
algorithms use combinatorial data structures to generate queries that test installations and
discover the entire dependency structure. A query that the algorithms make corresponds to
trying to install a subset of packages and getting a Boolean feedback on whether all constraints
were satisfied in this subset. Our goal is to minimize the query complexity of the algorithms.
We prove lower and upper bounds on the number of queries that these algorithms require to
make for different settings of the problem.

5.6.1 State of the Art
The software upgrade problem, where we wish to determine which updates to perform, is
extensively studied [BDO05, CB10, MBC+06, MR10, TLO10]. As many open source products
such as Debian and Ubuntu operating systems are built from packages, some practical solutions
for installing these products have been developed [Apt17, APM17, CPM17, SPM17]. These
solutions try to find a large subset of packages that are all able together. Most of them either use
SAT solvers or pseudo-boolean optimizations [CB10, MBC+06, MR10, SWZ00, TLO10].
Others apply greedy algorithms [BDO05] to derive a solution to that problem, i.e., find an
installable subset of packages that need to be installed (or upgraded). These techniques assume
that the dependencies and the conflicts are declared by the developers or can be automatically
derived from package descriptors. However, for various reasons, some information is often
missing about package repositories. For example, when software is developed by multiple
vendors, not all conflicts and dependencies may be known upfront. In addition, software
components are often tested in environments different than those in which they are eventually
deployed in production, ending up with components not working as expected. A trivial solution
to the problem of identifying such unknown relations, and to that of deciding on a large subset
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of packages to be installed is trying out all combinations of packages, thus discovering all the
missing information. This solution clearly does not scale for large systems. Hence, a more
effective solution to this problem is needed.

5.6.2 Proposed Learning Procedure
We solve the problem of detection of unknown dependencies, conflicts, and defects while
installing and upgrading a complex software system. Our approach addresses the dynamic
nature of dependencies between packages and the limitations that may be prescribed by the
target environment. Since some defects and constraints can only be discovered by installing the
packages, we follow a trial-and-error strategy to learn how to install or upgrade the packages.
Following this strategy, the algorithms try to install and test different subsets of the packages,
and analyze the success/failure of installation of different subsets, until all dependencies, defects
and conflicts are discovered. We choose the subsets of packages to test via a combinatorial
approach that guarantees that any combination of packages of predefined size will be installed
and tested together while leaving out of the installation any combination of another predefined
size. Once all the tests are finished, our technique is guaranteed to have all the information
needed to determine if a package has a defect, or if there are unknown conflicts or
dependencies. This allows to use much fewer tests than a trivial solution would use, making this
a feasible approach. The entire learning process is captured by Figure 69. It starts by extracting
known dependencies structure from package descriptors and after the testing steps ends with a
complete dependencies structure.

Figure 69. Learning process

Our first contribution is the formalization of a stylized model that allows us to reason about the
complexity of learning undocumented software constraints in a given repository. While previous
works have considered all dependencies and conflicts to be known, here our goal is to handle
the undocumented package relations. Next, we prove lower and upper bound on the complexity
of solving the problem of resolving all the relations in the repositories graph in four scenarios.
One scenario is where the entire dependencies structure is known and we are interested in
finding the defects. The second case assumes that we have up to u unknown dependencies and
we wish to find all the defects and the dependencies. The third case assumes that there are no
unknown dependencies, but there may be up to c conflicts. Finally, for the most complex case,
we assume that there can be up to u unknown dependencies and up to c unknown conflicts and
we find them all. For all of the scenarios we present both non-adaptive and adaptive algorithms.
Non-adaptive algorithms work by trying out installations of subsets of packages and solve the
problem at hand based on the results of these attempts. Adaptive algorithms on the other hand
try one installation at a time and can decide which installation to try next based on the results of
the previous attempts. The growing complexity of the solutions for learning the relations graph
for the four scenarios is depicted in Figure 70, while the results are summarized in Table 14.
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Figure 70. Growing complexity of the four scenarios considered in this work
Table 14: Summary of our results for learning undocumented constraints
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6 Interaction with 5G-PPP
This report summarizes the work conducted in the NGPaaS project, WP 4, related to telco-grade
features that must be supported in many frameworks related to orchestration, monitoring,
control and virtualization.
Part of these results are presented to 5G-PPP community and especially to the Software
Network WG and the Architecture WG.
In the Software Network Working Group, the telco cloud native topic is selected to be the focus
of the WG in 2018-2019. In that area, the WG, led by NGPaaS, worked on the identification of
the telco-requirements and the proposal of some telco-grade features. The proposed telco-grade
features are related to the container management frameworks like Kubernetes, inspired from our
work in NGPaaS described in this report. We invite the reader to refer to the white paper
entitled: ‘From Webscale to Telco, the Cloud Native Journey’, released by the WG in EuCNC
2018.
Additional contributions, described in this report, are part of the White Paper like the
acceleration of dataplane, Multi-network interfaces and Multi-site support.
In the architecture WG, the work on the platform based approach and the build-to-order
principle are presented and shared with the different WG members. Decoupling the design of
the function from the platform and decoupling the platform from the infrastructure are one of
the main design requirements that NGPaaS is pushing. The possibility of ‘cherry-picking’
frameworks advanced in this report, is one of the major design that 5G should follows. Also, the
innovations in the acceleration field have a high impact in the Cloud RAN design and the
flexible dynamic split between the front-end cloud and the EDGE cloud areas.
Also, the different interaction we have with other projects, under the umbrella of the 5G-PPP
technical board, is very useful to identify synergies between projects. We can cite our
interaction with 5G-TANGO and MATILDA.
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7 Conclusions
In the following we conclude the work done in WP4 thus far. The conclusion follows the tasks
structure, namely, virtualization, orchestration, control and operational frameworks.

7.1 Virtualization framework
The heterogeneity of the NGPaaS Virtualisation framework presents several challenges that are
the core target of NGaaS novel enhancements. Performance, portability and flexibility are the
main challenges, and how NGPaaS will address them is presented in this document in Section 2.
In fact, the NGPaaS virtualisation framework aims at maximizing both performance, portability
and flexibility through specific software and hardware extensions. As for the performance,
FPGA hardware accelerators (preferred to other acceleration mechanisms for their power
consumption and reconfigurability) will be widely deployed to accelerate VNFs and IO
processing (e.g., network, storage, etc.). On the other hand, portability and flexibility are given
by the support of multiple virtualization technologies (Unikernels, virtual machines and
containers), as well as with the development of overlays able to close the gaps between FPGA
vendors' SDKs (Xilinx SDAccel and Intel DCP) and FPGA virtualization technologies that
enable direct hardware accelerators overcommitment.

7.2 Orchestration framework
The heterogeneity in the virtualization framework to address the performance, portability, and
flexibility needs of the diverse telco applications further expands to the orchestration
framework. Here, there is no one orchestration that fits all. On the contrary, multiple
orchestrators are adopted and built-to-order to meet with the available infrastructure as well as
the applications requirements. Still, since the available orchestrators were developed for the IT
applications, some gaps need to be addressed to better fit the telco applications.
Unikernels are light-weight VMs, thus, OpenStack as an orchestrator for VMs can also manage
Unikernels. However, a key differentiation of Unikernels from VMs resides in the instantiation
time, which is dramatically lower for Unikernels. In that case, introducing placement delays by
the orchestrator may jeopardize the Unikernels advantage. Thus, we enhance OpenStack and
reduce dramatically its placement latencies. Considering, Unikernels, we further discuss its
instantiation by the MicroVisor platform.
Turning to containers, the NGPaaS orchestration framework features an enhanced Kubernetes
container management system that attempts to address some of the gaps of Kubernetes with
regard to NFV requirements. The NGPaaS Kubernetes platform supports NUMA-aware CPU
pinning and huge page allocation that are prerequisites for data-plane-intensive applications.
Regarding networking connectivity, the NGPaaS Kubernetes platform works around the onenetwork-interface-per-pod limitation of the native Kubernetes network model and supports
multiple networks per pod thus allowing to segregate control/management traffic from dataplane traffic. Different types of network acceleration are supported by the NGPaaS Kubernetes
platform through specific network plugins: DPDK (within containerized VNFs and/or virtual
switch) and SR-IOV. Lastly, the native Kubernetes platform has been extended to support the
SCTP protocol, a specific requirement of the 5G use cases of work package 5.
One of the building blocks of the NGPaaS orchestration framework is an enhanced Cloud
Foundry platform instance. This platform consists of a subsystem dedicated to self-manage IT
microservices based cloud native applications and another one, offering lower abstraction level,
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that relies on a Kubernetes instance to manage NFV components. Leaning on side-car pattern
implemented through istio, the goal of the NGPaaS Cloud Foundry instance is to enable the
communication between application elements deployed within both of these two subsystems.
This enhancement aims at initiating a convergent management of fullstack applications
including simultaneously IT and networks aspects.

7.3 Control Framework
Regarding the Control Framework, the work herein described correlates with the planned
working lines as per T4.3 description (Action Description, part A), where the focus is on
methods and functions assuring SDN Controller flexibility and modularity.
As such the work in the reporting period started with an analysis of desirable SDNC controller
features as per NGPaaS architectural and functional requirements. This was followed up by an
analysis of two main OS SDNCs, namely ONOS and ODL, mapping their functionality and
characteristics to those previously determined as desirable/required. Based on this, it would be
possible to select an SDNC, depending on the needed functional requirements of a specific
PaaS, within NGPaaS.
In parallel and following this feature analysis and gap mapping, different working lines, as
appear listed in the initial Task 4.3 description, where initiated:
•
•
•
•
•

The coordination – integration with the Control layer of NGPaaS was considered with
analysis of existing NFV/SDN integration mechanisms and gap analysis towards
NGPaaS requirements.
Work on an specific virtual switch (vSwitch) targeted enhancements towards support
for FPGA hardware acceleration.
A policy framework for NGPaaS was formulated and designed and a specific proof of
concept for network policing has been initiated (based on ONOS and CORD).
A prototype for demonstrating multidomain SDNC operation (based on ODL) has been
as well initiated.
Interoperation of networking mechanisms among OpenStack and Kubernetes has been
analyzed and an architectural solution has been proposed.

Work in these lines has been satisfactory so far, correlates with Task 4.3 description and initial
plans. It is expected that the different prototyping efforts / proof of concepts will be concluded
in the remaining of the duration of Task 4.3, as planned.

7.4 Operational framework
The NGPaaS operational framework achieves SLA assurance, reliability and fault mitigation
with a process which is based on few basic steps which include Monitoring (data collection),
Analysis oriented to Anomaly detection and fault localization. Healing subsumes the detection
of a problem which can be achieved by leveraging the monitoring and diagnosis capabilities of
the cloud infrastructure. The proposed architecture shows that the monitoring goals determined
by the NGPaaS Operators are mapped in PaaS blueprints before the PaaS deployment. The
proposed solution follows the paradigm X-as-a-Service, which is at the foundation of the whole
NGPaaS project endeavor. The Monitoring-as-a-Service (MaaS) service, deals with two basic
components which are respectively in charge of the Data Management (DM) and the Data
Collection (probes). The deployment is performed in a flexible way, relying on a set of
strategies which can be applied to different scenarios (no matter if we are dealing with
container-based, VM-based service, etc.) Both the Data Management and the Data Collection
part (namely the set of probes collecting runtime data) are identified and “componentized" as
RFBs which guarantees a logical level of separation that guarantees the needed flexibility.
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Due to the inherent dynamism and elasticity of cloud systems, not to mention the large
magnitude of the collected data, traditional approaches, based on traditional machine learning
approaches, fall short when it comes to achieving the degree of responsiveness and the
reactiveness which is typical of highly reliable cloud infrastructure. On the other hand, cuttingedge approaches, aimed at detecting anomalies in real time from streaming data are likely to be
more promising and better fit with the cloud context. Anomaly detection is implicated by design
in the process of fault localization, being the former a sufficient, although not also necessary,
condition to prevent or localize an actual failure. The investigated approaches are likely to pave
a way for dealing effectively with the fault localization problem by avoiding some of the hassles
affecting, for example, the supervised learning methods, and they can represent a better fit with
the cloud context.
Having a sandbox environment in the NGPaaS architecture, we can add, on top of such an
environment, the necessary monitoring and analysis functions to characterize the performance
and resource usage of a VNF. Our goal is to derive a model which explains the relation between
several performance indicators of a VNF. In turn this model can be used for management
decisions such as scaling behaviour.
Finally, we consider upgrades procedures in various environments as well as learning
procedures to reduce dependencies conflicts during components upgrades.
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